aoDtntffmmt*.

The Burrill National Bank
OF
Authorised

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
business Octulier 24, DS7. the
of Ellsworth, Maine.

to commence

pioneer National Bank

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF INDIVIDUALS,
and CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SAFE
AND LEGITIMATE BANKING.
Correspondents, National Shawniut Bank of Boston; National Commercial Hank, Albany, New York.

FIRMS

insurance;

A V F heard from every company represented by this agency ; and
while I had no fears as to their ability to take care of San Francisco's losses, they assure me that in no case will the surplus he

exhausted.
largest

THE ONLY

EDISON

comi anies doing business.
O. W. T A P LEY.

EXCLUSIVE

PHONOGRAPH

HEADQUARTERS

IN HANCOCK COUNTY IS AT

—STAPLES’.—
OUR SPECIAL

J25 00 °Utfit
—INCLUDES—
One

Standard Phonography
equipped, with Model C Reproducer; Six Kd sou Gold
Moulded Records of your own
choice. 14 In. Black and Gold
Horn, Record Brush. One Kx
tra 24-tn.
Black and Gold
Horn, with choice of 3 styles;
One 9 Horn stand. Winding
Crank, Oak Carrying Case
and complete dire* tlons.

AA

FIRE AT THE FALLS.

NKW

There will be a special rotating of Win.
H. H. Rice relief corps Friday evening,
8ept. 28, at 7.30 o’clock. All officers and
members are requested to be present. Department President 8. C. Noyes will inspect t he corps.

House and Hum of Frank K. Fer-

A

If Thefte Term* Don’t Suit,
Make Your Own.

turn/

$1.UU A Wbtl\.=
Tel »S.

FOH

WRITK

XKW

STAPLES PIANO &

“There’s

a

fATAUIOItK,

MCSICCO.,~,y

New Tea in Town!”

8CIIBIHTLK

OF

"Queen of Ceylon"
at a

special trade by

us,

so

MAILS

per

MAVNTCC

A. HAY IN CO,

pound.
THE FLOYD & HAYNES STORE.
Main St., Ellsworth.

OFFICE

vestry this evening at 7 o’clock.
ball and

1

hose company will take place at Odd Fellows hall Friday evening of next week.

Rev. George II. Salley, of Island Falls,
a former pastor of the Free Baptist church
of Ellsworth, was in the city last week.
Wit ham’s

bowling alley
last

season

and

was

Saturday

Fridays are

ladies’

been

Abie L. Friend Is at home for a short
time, helping his father, David Friend,
and

family

I bought

W. F.

move

to the house he

recently

Bridge hill.
Aiken, who is employed

on

Haven, Conn.,

is at home for

a

in

vacation of

[two

weeks, which he is spending
camp on Patten’s pond.
Ur.

Harry

v

Ellsworth
w

a

mason,

few

oi

days

New
at

week.
a

few

«n3

Mrs.

weeks,

Mason,
returned

out a careful,

the Salvation Army,
Ensign Parkin,
of Bangor, assisted by Capt. Price and
Lieut. Hutchings, will conduct services at
the Methodist church this evening at 7.30
o’clock.

glasses
the^properadequate
examination.

DR. BAKER, Eye Refractionist,
will be here the first seven

days

of October.

MAINE.
COOMBS* BLOCK. MAIN STKEKT, ELLSWORTH,

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
All Seasonable Flowers

THE

AT THE

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

CLARION.
Whether it’»

or a

furit is

a range
is a "Clarion”,
sure to meet every requirement.

nace-lfi.it

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

ELDRIBGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth

Means, who has been spending
the summer w ith his father, Cxpt. E. S.
Means, in Ellsworth, left yesterday on biB
return to Minneapolis, Minn.
Allan B.

of

Glasses Furnished, One Dollar and Up.

FLORAL DESIGNS A SPECIALTY.
Longdistance telephone*

ALICE M. HOOPER,
Dressmaker

and Ladies’ Tailor,

desires to announce that she Is
now ready to begin the fall work.

ALL THE LATEST STYLES.

The Bresnahan house
owned

by Patrick

on

after

started in the barn, but how it

The fire

originated

is

nald

awakened

was

whole barn

already

burned

were

No Yellow

j

midnight Saturday night.
a

When

mystery.

was

by

Mr.

Fcr-

neighbor,

a

j

Specks,

the

in flames and the fire had

®

reached the shed and house.

only members of |
family at home, made a hurried escape, !
saving nothing. Mr. Fernald went at !
Mr. Fernald and the

No lumps of alkali, are
left in the biscuit or
cake when raised with

his

once

to the stable to

horse and cow, but
flame.
The
and

Falls firemen

an

alarm

was

city companies,

attempt to

was

met

were

by

his

save

burst of

a

early

on

also turned in

band,

Royal Baking Powder.
The food is made light,

for the

responded promptly.
When the Ellsworth companies arrived,
however, the main house was nearly gone.
In the high wind sparks were carried a
long distance, and several other houses in
the vicinity caught fire, but were saved
with slight damage.
Nothing was saved from house or barn.
who

sweet and wholesome.
Royal should take the
place of cream of tartar and soda and saleratus and sour milk
in making all quickly
risen food.

Bresnahan and

nothing from the second floor.
valued at

as

$1,000.

There

meeting of the ladies' aid society of
the Methodist church, announced to be
held with Mrs. Fred Blaisdell Thursday
afternoon, will be postponed until Thursday of next w eek.
The

a

The house

was an

insur-

brief

(act.

Ellsworth some fifteen
years ago to live w’ith an uncle in Calais.
For several years he had been living in the
West.

Howard

H.

nephew' of

Mr.

of

Ellsworth,

a

Adams,
Lord, has gone to St. Louis
accompany the body East. Funeral
services will be held here, probably at the
home of Mrs. John Q. Adams, sister of
the deceased, Sunday.
to

>1 iaa\ AN

Levi M. Webber, formerly of Ellsworth
Falls, died at Bar Harbor Saturday, after
The
a long illness, aged sixty-one years.

and

Thursday, Sept.

26

an«

27—North Ellsworth fair.

Ellsworth

or

Friday, Oct. 5, at Odd Fellows hall—
Oou

Ball and supper of Senator Hale Hose
Tickets, 50 cents a couple. Supper,

CHURCH NOTES.

25

cents each.
UNITARIAN.

Rev.

S

W

Friday, Oct. 12, at Hancock hall—“The
Bawn,” by local cast, under
auspices of Knights of Columbus.

Sutton, pastor

Colleen

Sunday, Sept. 30— Morning service at
Sermon by the pastor.
10.30.
Sunday
school at 11.45
UNION

COUNTY.

a. m.

CONG’L,

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sept.
25, 26, 27 Annual meeting of Hancock
County Baptist association at Bar Harbor.
Friday, Sept. 28, 2 p. m.—Special meeting of grand lodge, F. and A. M., at
Brooksville, to institute Bagaduce lodge.
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 2 and 3—

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 30— Morning service at
10.30; sermon by pastor. Sunday school at
11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
ROMAN CATHOLIC.

J. D. O'Brien, pastor.
Sunday, Sept. 30— High mass and
Rev.

mon

Sunday

at 10.30.

Benediction at 7.30 p.

school after

ser-

Saturday, Oct. 6—Annual meeting of
Green Mountain Pamona with Pamole
grange, Hancock.

mass.

Send vour orders fur FLOWERS fcr»V
purpose to MOSES. BAR HARROu, and
you will he pleased.
Open all the year 'round.

m.

BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A,

Amherst fair.

Kill am, pastor.

'Stitiniisrmmta.

▼ ▼

Hair Brushes aud Combs, Chamois
Skins, Tooth
Brushes, Rubber
Goods, Shaving Brushes, Whisk
Brooms, Clothes Brushes, Toilet
Creams, Cold
Cream, Massage
Cream, Perfumes, Sachet Powders,
Candies, Cigars, Cigaret'es, Tobacco, etc., dou’t forget to buy

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simon ton,

you want staple drug
store items, Soaps, Sponges,

’1X7HEN

pastor

Sunday, Sept. 30-Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Epworth league at 7.
Evening

He
was a travelling salesman.
twenty-ninth year of his age.
service
married, but leaves no family.

He

in the

was

Ellsworth

Falls to Nicolin and return is 25 cents.

Mr. Lord left

was

from

Wednesday

Sunday, Sept. 30—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7 p. m. Evening service at 7.30.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
telegram announcing the
Friday evening.

at 7.30. Mr. Simon ton.
Prayer meeting Friday evening, at 7.30.
Bagsxde- Preaching Sunday at 2.30 p. m.

them at

Mr. Simonton.

PARCHERS DRUG STORE,

CONGREGATIONAL.

Pulpit
Sunday

vacant.

school at 11.30

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

a. m.

<t»t ABBOS8 SOLD.

Transfer of Stiiuson Property
Announced.
After many rumors and false reports,
the Stirason property has been sold to the

Just Received,

Final

Co.,

of

New

York.

Beuevue

Granite

The final

transactions took place Friday,

after a long detailed survey and record
hunt, and the new company took posses-

Saturday.
property transferred consists of
700acres of high grade gray granite, with
M. C. Foster, of V^atervllle, a prominent
millions of tons in sight where several
contractor and builder, died Friday, aged
operations have been carried on for the
seventy-nine years. Mr. Foster was well
past fifty years. The new company now
known in Ellsworth, where he built the
operates in New York, Connecticut, and
First national bank building.
Invitations are out for the wedding and
reception of Miss Lora V. Parsons and
Hoyt A. Moore, w hich will take place at
the home of the bride’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Parsons, on Oct. 10.
Arthur M. Alley, who has been clerking
in E. G. Moore’s drug store, left yesterday
for Boston, to enter the Massachusetts
college of pharmacy. He Is succeeded at
Moore’s by W. U. Morong, of Lubec.

The fare

occupied

Capt. Sylvester Lord, of Ellsworth, committed suicide by shooting Sunday night,
at a hotel in St. Louis, Mo. No particulars have been received by relatives here;
only

ELLSWORTH.

to go to the fair. The Maine Central railroad will give reduced rates to Nicolin.

Willow street

by Mrs. James Bresnahan and family, was
practically destroyed by fire last Thursday
evening at 8 o’clock. The fire started from
an oil stove in the kitchen, during Mrs.
Bresnahan’s absence from the house for a
few minutes. Most of the furniture from
the lower part of the house was saved, but

He

diuiuukiou,

last

ho has been here
home with him.

his

and
bjiv nn a ATIOC has been built on the lines of integrity
m Y
rKAO I ll/Ci fair dealing. The fact that I devote my time
eye
exclusively to the scientific examination of the work
™tients
both
glasses mike* it possible to do more satisfactory
from defective eves.
and mvsfllf
N'inetv ner cent, of all headaches come
withall distressing pains will cease. 1 tit no glasses
With

foJ®*

second money in the 2.30 class Thursday,
driving the winner down to 2.28.

ance of $700 on the house and $500 on the
Miss Emma Allen, of Portland, returned
I furniture.
resume
to
Ellsworth
to
Saturday night
her position with Miss A. F. Hight, as
SUICIDE OF ELLSWORTH MAN.
milliner.
The Gayuorat Northeast Harbor will be
Ralph E. Lord Ends His Life In
closed for the season the last of this w'eek,
Hotel at St. Louis.
and F. M. Gaynor and wife will return
Ralph E. Lord, youngest son of the late
to Ellsworth.

in

i/“mv

J

money in this race with Kittie K., after
winniug two heats. Kittie K. also took

w

Lucy Spofford, of St. Louis, who
the guest of Miss Hester Cushman for several weeks, leaves to-day for
Haverhill, Mass.

Are You Troubled with Headaches?

nald, at Ellsworth Falls,

shortly

election of the

supper of Senator Hale

Miss

CONSULTATION, 50 CENTS.

nald Burned, with Contents.
The house and barn of Frank E. Fer-

>

has

EYES EXAMINED!

The Ellsworth high school lyceum has
reorganized for the school year by the

ZUiutniacaimt*

following officers: Harry Beside a valuable Donum colt and a cow,
Rollins, ’07, president; Fred Fields, ’08, several wagons, hay, tools and garden stuff
first vice-president; Harry Jordan, ’09, were destroyed. Mrs. Fernald happened
Ralph Moore has been appointed station second
vice-president and treasurer; Ber- to be away with another horse. The
agent at Holden.
nice Eldridge, ’08, secretary.
house was well furnished throughout, inMelvin 8. Smith is building a piazza on
Charles C. Knowlton left Monday for cluding a piano.
his hou?e on High street.
The loss is estimated at between $5,000
Baltimore, Md., to enter the Johns
Henry Whiting has been in Boston the* Hopkins medical school. He will spend a and $fl,000. There was an insurance of
few
on
business.
past
days
few daysen route at Brunswick and Phila- $3,000.
Fred Studer left last week for New York delphia. He will be accompanied by
to enter the real estate office of an uncle.
[ Claire C. Hall, of Dover, who was his HO! FOR NORTH ELLSWORTH!
_WOVAl BAKING POWPiW CO., NEW VOHK._
Mrs. W illiam B. Campbell, who has been ; roommate at Bowdoin for three years.
Annual Fair of Farmers* Club Opens
Mr. Hall also enters this medical school.
an invalid since May, is slowly improving.
UP-RIVER FAIR.
M iss La lira C. Hall and Emery J. Patten,
To-day—Track Events.
Miss Bertha Monaghan, of Gardiner, is
both
of
East
were
married
last
This is the opening day of the North Amherst Offers Bigger Attractions
Machias,
visiting friends and relatives in Ellsworth.
afternoon at the home or the Ellsworth
Than Ever.
William J. Drummey and wife are re- Thursday
fair, and by the way the popuMrs.
R.
in
groom’s sister,
George
Lowell,
Tuesday and Wednesday of next week
lation is moving northward, it is evident
ceiving congratulations on the birth of a Ellsworth.
immediate
relatives
of
Only
will be up-river fair days. The Amherst
son.
the bride and groom w'ere present. The the memory of the good time and good fair has been
growing in public favor each
Mrs. Fred Thayer, or Charleston, is
food
at
North
still
was
Ellsworth
Rev.
J.
P.
provided
ceremony
performed by
year, and draws large numbers of people
visiting her daughter, Mrs. F. F. Simon- Bimonton, pastor of the Methodist church.
lingers. This fair is growing in populari- not only from the neighboring towns bat
ton.
! Mr. and Mrs. Patten will reside in East
from Ellsworth, Bangor and other points.
ty with Ellsworth people yearly.
1. L. Haltnan is building a piazza across Machias.
Hancock
The track events on the card for to-day
The Northern
agricultural
j a. m.
the entire front of his house at Church
mgersoii, tr»e oaker, who was include a race for horses owned in the society this year offers bigger attraction*
|
and Oak streets.
Farmers’ club, a special race for twenty- than ever. There will be a good display
j burned out at the time of the tire in the
Miss Mabel Lord is at home from Bos- Hagerthy building on Main street, has re- five bushels of oats, the 2.40 race, half-mile of cattle, draft horses and produce. Per
her
a
visit
with
ton for
short
amusements in addition to the ustudL
parents, turned to his former home in Maohias, running race, peg race and slow race.
Frank 8. Lord and wife,
To-morrow there will be a farmers’ race, merry-go-round and small attractions,
and has gone into the fish business at
1
i The sloop Beulah, of Cranberry Isles, is Machiasport. Mr. Ingersoll had been in colt race, running race, slow race, free-for- there will be balloon ascensions, trapeze
and
acrobatic
performances, baseb^l
at the wharf at Walker’s foundry, to be • Ellsworth but a few months before the all and peg race.
Ladies’ races will be made up each day. games each day.
! fire, and had started a thriving business.
fitted with a gasolene engine.
There
will
be
races
each
includThe
show
will
take place the after*
foot
baby
day,
I The Congregational Sunday school will He made many friends here during his
short staj’.
ing an old men’s race on the second day. noon of the second day. Lynch’s band
meet Sunday at 11.30. There will be no
The horse-drawing contest will take place will play during the day, and Monaghan’*
E. H. Grecly, of Ellsworth, took two
church services in this church.
orchestra will furnish music for the
to-morrow.
!
On
races at the C’herryfield fair last week.
Miss Ida I*. Higgins has returned to
Meals will be served in the lower hall as dances each evening.
he
first
the
three-minute
the?
day
captured
Boston to resume her studies at the New
Meals will be served at the hall as usual,
usual. There will be a dance each evenMiss Columbo; fastest heat,
trace with
England conservatory of music.
he took the 2.36 class ing.
Wednesday
There will he a meetiug of the Sunday [2.29)4.
The schools of the city will be closed
COMING EVENTS.
with Daniel O’Dell; best time, 2.29'4. L.
school board ofjthe Methodist church at j
to-morrow to permit pupils and teachers
of
took
second
E.
Treadwell,
Ellsworth,
j
cast

week.

40c

preside.

received from the

days.
Mrs. Charles A. Lyon and Mrs. Maria
Howell, of Bangor, have been the guests
of Mrs. A. M. Hopkins during the past

we can

October term of supreme court are
Lewis F. Higgins, for grand jury, and
Arthur W. Austin and Samuel P. Jordan
for traverse jury. Court will convene
Tuesday, Oct. 9. Judge L. A. Emery w ill

at 2

or

their

the

•Dally, Sundays Included, except that no mall
is received from 14.08 train Sundays, and none
Saturdays.
dispatched to
Sundays.

of

day, accompanied by his wife and son.
They will make their home there. Mr.
Echenagueia is employed on a dredger.
Ellsworth jurymen drawn to serve at

1.8

From Wkrt—*6 30* m, *12.08, 4 35and *«.22 pm.
From Kart— 11.77 a m, 5.41 and 10.50 p m.
MAIL CLORRR AT PORTOFTICM.
Goiro East—6 and 6.45 a m. 4 and 5.43 p m.
Goiro Wrrt— II.30 a m, *2. *3.1fl and •* p m.

dispatched

of

F. H. Echenagueia, who was called home
from Boston last week by the death of
his infant daughter, left for Boston Sun-

HRCK1VKD.

reopened for the
evening. Tuesdays

sell for

A

Hancock
wife,
Ellsworth, announce
engagement
daughter, Eva
Rrightman, to William Walker Galhson,
of Jamaica Plain, Mass. The wedding
will take place the last of October.
and

known in

the

effect June 4, 1Ut>n

In

Clark &

remarkably fine blend ; would
surely cost you oO cents if you
bought it regularly ; was bought
A

MAI

Henry
Point, well

Ball

A.

AT KLLRWOHTH POST OFFICB.

The

U It!

A'KKK.

struments.
C W Grind*!—Flour.
C L Moraug—Dry goods, shoes.
Dr Baker—Optician.
J A Haynes—Market.
Card of thanks.
Furnished house to let.
Oirl wanted.
Admr notice—Eat Gilman Jordan.
Barn for sale, to be moved.
Thbmort, Mr:
Town of Tremont—'Tax sale.
Bakoob:
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentists.

the

I

F.KTINKM- WT* THIN

AIM

Staples Piano and Music Co—Musical in-

No malls

I solicit your business for the

4

remains were brought to Ellsworth Monday for interment at Jnniper cemetery.

notice;.

To Orn CrsrroMxns :
We are please. < to state that up are In receipt of advices, from the several
Companies rcpiesented by ns, stati. g that their financial standing will not lie
seriously impaired by1 their losses in the San Francisco conflagration.
That they will c ride to pay all losses in that fire, in full, and still have
ample surplus to meet ail other liabilities.
Ellsworth, April ?4, IWW,C. W. & F. L. MASON.

Ill

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

sion

The

Stonington.
It is hard to learn the plans of the new
operators, but as soon as they can get their
vessels here it is said they will build three
miles of railroad on the old rockbed, aud
run the present wharf
twenty feet out
into the river and up river, so as to give
them dock room for six large schooners at

a

full carload of

GOLDEN GRAINS
FLOUR
$4.48 A BARREL
=

—

EVERY

FEEDS

BARREL

WARRANTED

OFlLL

KINDS

once.
______________

Ru«iu««i Notices.

Why not have your teeth put in good order
before cold weather? The Sawyer Dental
Co., of Bangor, offer their superior dental services at a very moderate price.

O.

W.

Water Street,

GRIN DAL,
Ellsworth.

<

H

I8TIAN

IfcfcnttMflUKtS.

ftlntnal Benefit £olnmn.

RNDKAVOR.

Fra>«*r 'feetlnff Topic F»r the WwV
ij'iciiining Sept. .'MK

Ey REV. S. H. DOVUB.
Topic.—Religion ii. business affairs.—
Gen. xxxix. 1-6.

One of

the

facts that

need

to

t>e

yve.ttly emphasized today »* that a
tuan mist take his religion into the
business affairs of hia life. If a Christian canuot take hU Christianity into
h s business he must take himself out
©f that particular business or must
iai reasons
give up his religion. Si
exist why this subject luiud be emphasised today. (1) The temptation*
n*.-u iuw,
%f a bu.- iiieaa life are vc.y
perhaps greater than ever before. Competition is g;vut and the d dre far sucMen want to got rich
cess is strong.
in a day. And when they see that by
the p.••■..•tire of fraud and u.-ii.»uo.>ty
tney < a Increase heir lma:;o:o and obtain better results the temptation to do
mo is very strong.
(2) There are many
men S
i.ie business wand who have
a and make no claim to piety.
no re.
These are unscrupulous in business
dealings, ad so far as riches are concerned often meet with success. Thi.
often leads men who prefer to be honest to do the same things. They muss
“tight fire with fire,’* but no man can
touch fire without being burned. <o* The

BD1TKP B»

and

The purposes of thl* column are succinctly
staked la ths title and motto—It Is for the mutual
beneUt, and alms to be nclpful and hopeful
Being f**r the com non good. U Is f*r the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of td**ae. In »hls capacity H solicit*
rommunitrations, and It* -<uecc** depend1largely
t«oi»hl* re*»wct
ou 'he support given it t«
munlcatlons must *«e *lgned. but the name of
writer arlll n«>t»>e minted exnept by permission
Common krai b»n* will »*e subject to approval or
rejection by the editor or the column, but none
will he rejected without go«>d reason Adtlr**ss
all commutdcatlon* to
Thk AMKKICaN.
Ellsworth, Me.

Do not fear.
Christ, our Lord,
Is always neir.
Near to help us
When we trust;
Near to try u*
When He must.
Always loves us.
Always will.
E’en when faithless.
Loves us still.
Loves us—
When we’re weak or strong.
Love* ua, loves us.
All along.
Love like this
8© full, so free,
Loves on
Through all eternity.
Sntf

->

man

BliJLE

READINGS.

A Significant

Summary,

Tbe whole life of the Christian Eu
fleavor movement
contained
in
the little span of years indicated by
Cie hyphen between the dates Feb. 2,
18Sl-Feb. 2, 1900, and does not cover
half the rears of any of us who can
•carcely yet believe that we are not
Here are a few of the
young men.
facts which make these dates significant:
Feb. 2, 1881.—One society with forty
members.
Feb. 2, 190*.—Over 67.000 societies with
mearly 4,000 000 members.
Feb. 2, 1S8L—One nation and one language represented in the society.
Feb. 2. 1906.—Over fifty nations or large
dependencies and eighty languages represented.
Feb. 2. 1881.—'Tbe only literature a draft
copy of the constitution.
Feb. 2. 1S06.—Forty weekly or monthly
publications in fifteen different languages
exclusively devoted to the society, weekly or monthly Christian Endeavor departments
In several thousand papers and
magazines and abundant other literature
In most of the chief languages of the
world.
Feb. 2. 1.881.-No national, state or local
Christian Endeavor unions.
Feb. 2. 19U6.—National unions in the
Vnited States. Canada, Australia, Great
Britain, France, Spain, Italy, Germany,
Sweden, Switzerland. Finland. Bulgaria,
Hungary. Bohemia. India, China. Japan,
Brasil. Mexico and South Africa (both for
the Dutch and the English) and more
than 3,000 state and local unions, with
regular meetings held in almost all parts
of the world.
Feb. 2. 1881.—One denomination represented.
Feb. 2, 1906.—One hundred denominations

represented.
This summary makes plain, as nothing else could, the timelines* and providential character of the movement.—
Francis E. Clark. D. D., In Outlook.
Evil Frnlt, of Complaining.

There are certain people v ho *eem
Their
always to be discouraged.
brightest days do not satisfy them.
They spoil everything by their ever
lasting complaining. Three evils rehabit: It make* the
It cast*
a shadow on every one with whom he
Comes In eoutact. Then It grieves God.
for It show-- a lack of gratitude and
aolt from such

a

eomplainer himself miserable.

also of trust.

oJr

accedin':

u,™

and WelL

“',0

point.

Ticket, pnrchaned of your
near,,, r„lrM.
agent through to deatlnatlon: itn
oonr
baggage on each fall ticket.
Tbrwgb
aerelce from Chicago to
principal point.
the Wert. For further
Information .pm,,
Ueo. I.. William.. New
England
agrnt. MR Washington rtrect. Bo.ton \i
~
Adel.
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Banking.

t. what yoar
money will
tneeatctf in .hate, id the

If

eim

KUjsoiu Loio and Boildme

doctor whose most troubleA Nl.W HKRIK.H
fiat icnt was an elderly woman prae- f I. now open. Mima It roc*.
mon/Vy pup
t(rally on the free list, received a sound !
menfa, St per .fmre.
rating from her one day for not coming
when summoned the night before. “You |
WHY PAY RENT
can go to see your other patients at ni.ht.” \
when you can burrow on yonr
anarra gi.e a Br.1
said she, “why ftgn't you come when I
mortgage a, 4
reduce it every month? Monthly
send for you? Ain't my nmney as good as
pal menu ltd lntete.1 tTai Itkll
other people’s?*’ **I don’t know, madam,”
Will amount to but little nun
than you are now jay ng (or
was the reply, “1 never saw any of It.”

village

A

some

J

j

_

Ex. XX, 15; 1*8. xxxvil. Ml; Matt, v,
16; vil, 12; John ix, 4; Acts v. Ml;
Horn, ii, 9-11; I Cor. iv, 2; Col. lit
•-14; Rev. xxi, 27.

Strong

Prostration and Made

J"

—

Courage, brother,

cleverness au 1 shrewdness.
who would scorn to take money
by K.
from another s pocket will not hesitate ;
to defraud him in business transacDear Mutuale:
Nor will his const ler.ee cause
tions.
The following welcome letter from E
him to lose sleep over his mi Ire Is. was written Sept. 2, I gave to thuae at
a
should
be
The falsity of such
Contention Cove ber words about the retheory
evident to a child. And how it can lx* union' bnt saved other parts of her letter
l
business
and practiced by
for a place in the column:
accept
men. who are supposed to have un
Dear Auni Mntlge:
clear
usually sound judgment and
I send you a copy of this sweet little poem
that was recently sent to me. I appreciate it,
vision, is hard to understand. A fcusi
lie
ness
is no less a lie.
A dollar
though sometimes I have longed for the faith
falsely obtained in a business t ran sac of dear 8i#tcr B. “Sometime we shall undertlou is as much a stolen dollar as one stand,” 1 suppose, “many things that seem a
mystery.”
taken by theft from the vault of a
Summer days ha*e gone swiftly
by and
bank, and the business man who takes autumn seems really here. Nature in alt
the dollar is as much a thief as the seasons has its beautiful scenery. This sumcrook who enters a bank by night and mer I have taken much pleasure in my canoe
robs it. Righteousness never had and of flowers. In the spring I had the canoe
filled with rich dirt, eoVed nasturtiums
never will have oue standard for busi
around the edge, then sowed the canoe with a
ness and another for the individual in
package of mixed seed, watered it at night
bis personal relations.
with dish water. 1 never saw such a proMoreover, religion is a help and not
fusion of perfect flowers in so small a space.
ft hindrance to business.
The idea pre
The mutuals have their reunion in a short
▼ails that men cannot be perfectly
time. How I should like to be one of them,
bonest in business and succeed.
If but my duties keep me very closely at home.
this be the case it is hard ou business
1 can imagine the happy greetings, the exAnd harder still upon the business men
change of thought, the flashes of wit and tbe
•f the world. If tbe affairs of men In
Jolly time at dinner. Hope Aunt Maria can
be there. With kindest wishes for them all
their business relations with one anE
and much love to dear Aunt Madge.
other cannot be honestly conducted
And a fair profit made, then there
Sister B. raised an inquiry last week
bo place where reform is so much
• bout the expression “personal prejudice”,
Beeded as in the methods of the bus!
and appealed to Aunt Madge (and pleas*
Bess world.
But such is not the case
remember also, toothers) for a definition
Tbe presence of God is always a
of the term. 1 am not at all prepared to
blessing and never a curse. The man
who takes God with him into his busi- give an infallible explanation of the
words. Opinions would vary on that
ness can succeed if he understand* the
business and is efficient in conducting subject, but first the word prejudice is
often used where the word dislike would
It. Joseph Conducted the bu> lie.
ol
Egypt upon a religious basis, and God better apply.
Prejudice is defined as a preconceived
blessed and prospered him.
So He
will bless and prosper ail men who opinion. We hear a person’s name mentioned, and for some reason, though we
take Him with them into their business affairs.
Young men. in starting have never met that person, and possibly
may have never heard anything 4£tparagout in life make God a silent partner
mg of him or her, we make up our minds
In your business and you will have
we are not going to like that individual,
one member of the firm who will never
fail you, and success will come. And and we do not change our minds-usually.
That is one kind of prejudice.
If it .-djould not, as men count success,
There are those who, if they have had
even then you w'ill be better off.
Poverty and honesty are preferable to trouble and disagreements with others,
want all their friends to share In their
riches and dishonesty.
Better be a
begging Lazarus than a Dives if to “grudges”, and to break friendship with
those they dislike. They attempt to prejube Dives you must sacrifice your man
dice others against those who are not
bood and your religion.
A

MaKe Unhappy Homes- Their Condition Irritates
Both Husband and Children—How Thousands
of Mothers Have Been Saved From Nervous

UtVK ASUCSMXC..

fallacy widely prevails that dishonesty
->s is
not dishonesty.
Ii is
in bus
b twine

Tiied, Neivous Motheis

Hopeful.”

extract

drama
represents a negro II* the act of killing
a coon.
He has brought the poor beast to
bay and now has him at his merry. Just
then he catches the coon's eye, and thia is
bow he tells of it:
“An* then, I saw that coon’s eyes-I
I reckon
never saw a coon’s eyes befo\
there wouldn't be so much hurtln’ done
in this world ef |es’ befo* yo’ hurtcd yo’
saw the thing’s eyes! An’ 1 looked at him
-an’ he booked at me an* bis eyes said,
’Be yo’ goin’ to kill me?’ Thar worn't no
no nothin’
trees no sky
)e»' on’y thet
coon’s eyes. *it’s on’y cowards kill what
can’t fight,’ they says. 'It’s on’y devils
kill fo’ fun,’ they says. Everythin’ fraid
looked out o’ thet coon’s eye*. Everythin’
thet ever been ’fraid an’ i’ve been fraid!
^looked out o’ thet noon’s eyes. Everythin' thet ever been hurt and I’ve been
hurt looked oot o’ thet coon’s eyes.
’Be yo! goin' to kill me?’ An’ I fl ingod my
gun * fsr *he'd flewr, an’ I sex, ‘So, yo’
scared, bunted critter, yo.'

AUHT

“Helpful

It« Motto:

» ow Kdn to
California.
°* A** *■ »»«•
dally on til October »
*•
ttrketa. good la toariat can.
win m,
“ *
ela the Chicago, Milwaukee k
Ht p,u,
way, to principal point. In Onllforal,
and Waahl.gton from
Rll.worth
**
mto. of from MUM to
*«.»,
“
railroad, uaed earn of
Chicago. 8Ult,
permitted at vartooa we.tern point,
tlon. made to a number of
other

Hr IMrln’t Sh-jot.
Mrs. Sutherland's
from
Trash,’*
entitled, “Po* White
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A nervous, irritable mother, often on
the verge of hysterics, is unfit to care
for children ; It ruins a child’s disponi
Tintion and reacts upon herself
trouble between children and their
rffothers too often is due to the fact
that the mother has some female weakness, and she is entirely unlit to bear
the strain upon her nerves that govcrtiing children involves; ills impossible
for her to do anything calmly.
The ill* of women act like a firebrand
upon the nerves, consequently ninetenths of the nervous prostration, m rvous despondency,
the blues.’* sleep
leanness. and nervous irritability of
women arise from some derangement
of the female organism.
Do you experience fits of depression
with
with restlessness, alternating
Are your spirit*
extreme irritability?
easily affected, so that one minute you
laugh, and the next minute you feel
like crying ?
Do you feel something like a ball rislng in yonr throat and threatening to
choke von; all the senses perverted.
morbidly sensitive to light and sound ;
pain in’ the abdominal region, nnd
between the shoulders: oearing-down
pain*; nervous dyspepsia and almost
**

continually

cross

•

snappy?

and

If so. your nerves are in a shattered
condition, and you are threatened with

prostration

nervous

Proof is monumental that nothing in
the world is hotter for nervous prostration than Lydia E. Pinkham’a Vegetable Compound; thousands and thousands of women can testify to this fact.

|

Airs. Cbas. F’Srown

Mrs. Chester Curry, Leader of the
I>adic&’ Symphony Orchestra, 42 SaraLost Boston,
Mass.,
tog* Street,
writes:
Deer Mr*, rmkham:—
For eight year* 1 was troubled with extreme nervountjews and hysteria, brought on
hv Irregu lari tie*. 1 couki neither enjoy life
dot sfacf* nights. I *r as very irritable, nervous
and d*-.*-j •undent.

Lydia

E. Pinkham**

Ill

4

4

HOE E.

particular. Inquire of

likaav W. tb .hma., Ker'r
rir»l .Ne-. Hank
Hliig,
f

...

A. W. Kixit.

_

hMitniL

fiaiitoaBt inB Atiimt.

Vegetable Compound

(l

For

—--;----I

Aching

tm

s

and In about ten year, you

OWN YOUR OWN

aeunusnanua.

recommewied runl proved to I* the only
rrmedy that h Jjrd nw. 1 have daily troprovvd in health until I am now strong and
well, and ail mmoOMwa has disappeared.
Mrs. Charles F. Brown, Vice President of the Mothers* Club. 21 Cedar
Terrace. Hot Springs, Ark., writes:
Bear Mr* Pinkham:—
**1 dragged through nine year* of miarrf able
existence, *f»rn out with pain ami tier
voumat, until it mnwi a* though 1 »h<»uld
fly. I ti»en nottotd a statement of a woman
troubled a* I was, ami the wonderful results
she derived from Lydia E. Pinkham'* Vegetable Compound. I deckled to try it. I did *o,
and at the end of three month* *a» a diflereat woman.
My nervousness was all gone. I
was no longer irritable, ami mr husband fail
! In lova witn me all over again. *
Women should remember that Lydia
K. Pinkham’a Vegetable Compound is
; the medicine that holds the record for
the greatest number of actnal cures of
1 female ills, and take no substitute.
Free Advice to Women.
Mrs. Pinkham, daughter in-law of
i Lydia E. Pinkham. Lynn. Ma*a.. invites
all sick women to write to her for
advice. Mrs Pinkham * vast experience
her to ad| with female trouble*enable*
vise you wisely, and she will charge
for
her
advice.
I you nothing
*

LKAP.

LO\ Firs

T«s«*

*•

Ask Mrs. Pinkham's Adrlce- A Woman Best tnaerstaads ■ noman
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which Delight*
Mnn> Tourists.

The Indian Romance

With it* rough precipitous sides, tare
except for mosses and a few stunted pines,
that have taken root in the scanty aoil
that
passing ages have lodged in it*
crevicea, High Head, or Hipion Rock,
lift* its hundred feet above the waters of
the Penobscot river.
To the tourist in

picturesque and beautiful,
travelers, the following legend

Invite* *etrei*ne* of local union*
of um> W. C T. 0. In Hancock county, and
white rltthuaera generally, to contribute to thl* oiumu rf|»ort* a! meeting* or Item* that will I*
of Interest to worker* In other part* of it*
county. We wouhl like tbl* to le a tlveeotuma.
but It need* *ok.« effort on iha part of W. C. T
I! wom«*n to makr It a©
|l I* a rolumn of tbalt

[The

nllUiv

making,

not oura, and will he

what

tnev

fir

is related:
Years ago, when both
river

were

dians

were

banks

the
thickly wooded and the In-

the

only inhabitants,

of

the
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the State convention in Dexter last
week officer* were elected as follows:
Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevens, pro*idem;
Mrs Isabel St ickney, corresponding secretary; Clara M. Farwcll, recording secretary; Mrs. Althea Q. Quimby, assistant
recording secretary; Mrs, Adelaide F.
At
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Ely’s Cream Balm

leaving EHaworth 7.It a m nod ««p
arriving Ell*wonhll57 a a, W50 p a,
with Washington Co Rjr.

Train*

ckatUMn, *m*he» and he*!*
th« dioco*«-4 Bae-tnlimno.
keartweaurrh *4*4 dr.?c«
*«r*y * cold la tfc# bead

m. and
eoaner t

powerful tribe were the Penobscot*. They
•
Dally.
were ably ruled by their old chief, Wara leave* Hut day* at tan.
saw*.
Hi* only child, a daughter, Elinee, Johnston, treasurer.
quickly.
a Hnnday* on|y
or “the beautiful one”, was the fairest girl
Cream Balm l* placed lnf« t ,< nu*U l*,apmd*
tiHop on atgual or nock* to Conductor.
through tests of that kind, are to be com- of the tribe. Many were her suitors among
o?er U*e UMMnbrane and It: aWrbed.
Relef i*l»- !
Ticket* for all point* South and
Taking It Out In Contempt.
mended for tact, sound judgment and the
>
mediate
and
*
cure
follow*.
ItiitxH
d-ylcg—d<«o Went for nnle at tlie >1. t‘. K. K*
young braves, but to all she said nay.
John Philip Sousa was condemning the
S «, Sfl «*U U DimHot
common sense; but if they can do that
produce
Lirpr
MM^eztog.
ticket
One day after a severe southeast storm,
office, Ell*worth.
law that allows certain talking machine
Tbc*e train* connect at Kaogor with throngB
they win the respect of the parties who she found unconscious on the shore a companies to make records of his marches gfct* or by mail; Trial 8 «*• Jicetiu.
train* on Matn Line, to and from Portland, Boa
I
El-Y BROTHERS. 8* W»rr*n St nr. Vew York
are at variance.
A broad-minded person
young chief of the Pasaamaquoddy tribe. and sell them t road cast without paying
too and St. John.
can differ in opinion and may even oppose
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
Though this tribe was at war with her him s single penny for the privilege. “I f
■
■
ticket* before entering tbe train*, and e*|*c.Afly
that which he does pot approve in another
own, she could not give up a wounded have only contempt for such a law as
Kil* worth to Kali# and Kali* to Eli* worthUse Dr.A.C.Daniels
and still not expect all his friends to have
K. B. BOOTHBV, ti.P.IT.A
prisoner to death by torture. She re- that/’ said the great baud master. “When
GEO. r. EVAN*.
the estimate of that person’s character, stored him to consciousness, and led him
Horn Tru(Mat
I think of the injustice of it, 1 boil over
View Proa, and Ganl Manager
habits and influence which he posaesaes.
to a secret cave, bringing him food every with
contempt. 1 remind myself of a
MEDICINES
Once more-as the ministers sometimes
The persons who can
friendly
carry themselves safely and impartially
to them.

_

of prejudice
only be touched upon briefly,
as our allotted
space is nearly filled.
That is, the power those have to make use
of personal prejudice who are so situated
that they have influence in the appointment of others, either to public places oi
say, there is another form

which

in

can

private

or w oman
own

and

personal

who

can

affairs.

The

rise above his

grievances, and be willing to

man

or

her

see

the

The grace and beauty of Elinee and
the manliness of the young chief were
day.

Washingtonian who

mutually attractive.

magistrate for committing a nuisance.
The Washingtonian had committed no

of the

men.

branches

Now, dear mutuals, here is a warning to
you all; Never do as Sister B. has done,
and give your Aunt Madge a text, for if
you ac a aermonette will be the result.
1 enjoyed a visit from Eunice last week.
Aunt

Madge.

Thoughts.
Do you know that your thoughts rule your
life?
Be they pure or impure in the strife?
As you think, so you are;
And you make, or you mar
Your success in the world,

By your thoughts.
your thoughts just and true eve»-y hour?
Then your life will attest with great power.
If it's Love fills your heart.
Then all hate will depart.
You will find all success,
In good thoughts.
Are

Are you kind in your thoughts towards all?
Then but kindness to you must befall.
As you sow, so you reap,
In a measure so deep.
Either pleasure or pain.

By your thoughts.
—Selected.

W'orth Trying.
W. H. Brown, the popular pension atof
Pittsfield, Vt., says: “Next to
torney,
a pension, the best thing to get is Dr.
King’s New Life Pills.” He writes: “thev
keep my family in splendid health. Quick
Well

for Headache, Constipation
iousness. 28c. Guaranteed at K. G.
drug store.
cure

ana

Bil-

Moore’s

before

a

The evening

bathing

came

the earth

with

with

river shone like molten
met beneath
started

a

cast

for the

a

fall

light,

silver.

moon

and

the

The lovers

giant oak whose mighty
a

deep

shade.

They

shore, where Eli nee had

Suddenly they heard
a noise on the right, and thinking it some
wild animal they turned to the left, but

concealed

the

same

a

canoe.

sound met their ears, and

on

drawer, then made
back again.
‘I have

*Oh,

no

if to

miud

few remain.

Their conncil

fires have

out, their springs have dried up,
arrows are in the dust.
Still the
Penobscot rolls to the ocean, still is the
story of the hapless lovers told.
gone
their

Mrs.

Screec her—There

really good

men

—Yes;

were

you

are

very

few

the world. Screecher
lucky to get one.

in

!
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targett in*uuf *ctur*r of Veterinary
for k<>me treatment of dumb luiiuali in the world.
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Steam*- J T Morse leave* Bar
H*rc
at 1 SO p m for seal
Harbor Southwest Harbor,
*«rtgv»lek. Dm 1*1*. Surgcotvlll*
****
Harbor. connecting at BocAiaud w»*
for tk»toa
,^-uob.
Steamer Monrghan leaves Bar
r.
•Uys and Thursdays for Seal HartHarbor. Southwest Harbor, htonlnr
4
at
P®.
a
land
Roc
Rockland. leaving
*w
i’or Pvoepect Harbor. Ml'brWge
»and
Jones port Wednesday* and Saturday*steadier leave- BloebUl dallv.
HtonlnrtoD
at
p m. for South Bluetolil,
Kockland
North Haven, connecting
Uoaton.
tteamei for

except Sunday,

I*au|H*r Notice
(

Trip#

DR. A. C. DANIELS (Inc.),
•
The

II1

Brothers
Commencement day at

Dot hem Hall,
the famous seminary for young ladies.
“Paps,” said the pretty girl in white, “let
me present
you to Miss Dot hem, our

ALL

<

117 Mtt Stmt, Bwtw, Mw.

he said.
about the change,
'Keep it, I’ll take it

looking behind they saw they were followed by armed warriors. Their only re- principal.”
Miss Dot hem beamed on the gentleman.
course was in flight, in direction of High
“I congratulate you, sir,” she said, “upon
Head. They rest*bed it in advance of
and
affectionate
their pursuers. To yield would be to suf- your extremely large
fer death by all the torture an Indian can family.”
“Large and affectionate?” he stammered.
inflict upon his enemy, and clasping the
“Yea, indeed,” aaid Miss Dot hem. “No
girl in his arms and uttering the death cry
less than twelve of May's brothers have
of his tribe, they leaped from the rocks
come steadly during the winter to take her
and the water closed over them at its base.
and sleighing, while the two older
The bodies of the hapless lovers were driving
ones
were moat
assiduous in escorting
never recovered. Warsaw, broken-hearted
her to the theatre twice a week.”
over the loss of his child, only lived a few
moons, and went to the happy hunting
The poor weep because so many
things
ground.
Time and advancing civilization have which they want are unattainable; the
rich
because
the
unattainable
weep
levelled the forest, fertile farms, cities and
things
are the only ones they want.
towns smile where once lue Indian reigned
supreme. The giant oak still stands, but
Do you use an st«uiu«r in treating Nasal
of the once powerful Penobscot tribe only
Catarrh? Then you will
a

AT

band the bill

contempt.’

Steamship Company,

Horses,Dogs,Cattie,1

Sbeep, Swine, &c.

change/'

never

snorted my friend.
out in

as

EASTERN

rum

of her

lovers.

_

haled

young Penobscot braves, nuisance, bat nevertheless the decision
frequent absences, followed went against him, and he was naturally
her and reached the cave in time to hear
incensed. Forgetting himself, he told the
their plans to leave the follow ing evening, magistrate what he
thought of him, and
she to go with him to his people and in was fined
fo for contempt.
accordance with their rites be married.
“He produced a flO bill to pay the fine
He hastened to Warsaw* with the news,
and plana were laid for the capture of the with. The clerk took it, searched his
One

jealous

in others that will make them useful
positions they are fully capable of filland
will put their own dislikes intc
ing,
the background for the sake of others
good, are working for the best interests ol
society and the uplifting of their fellow-

good
in

was

i
:

+
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from Boston dally, except Sunday,
From Rockland at Ju a ui,dally, except
dav. via way lauutngs
4„.
»tl4
Kroin Portland Tuenday* a»»d
r*turoay»
p in. Ruck laud Wednesdays atd
a m. via way landings
g tad
Ftom Jonesportt at S 30 a n»,
„
Thursday*. via Mil bridge and Pro*l*s
*
“*•
All car*o. except llva stock, via
^
u
of this Company, is Injured againet
marine rlah.
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ndent. Koct»^
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appreciate Ely’s
Liquid Cream Balm, the mildest, quickest,
surest remedy for this disease,
in all curative properties it is identical with the solid

Cream Balm, which is so famous and so successful in overcoming Catarrh, Hay Fever
and Cold in the bead. There is relief in the
first dash of spray upon the heated, sensitive
air-passages. All druggists, 75c., including
spraying tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56
Warren 8t., N. Y.
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FIELD DAY.
OATHERtNO

OF OR \NGBR9

AT

LAMOINB LAST WEEK.
_l—

QITRHKsrlNO

SPEECHES

BY

NATIONAL

AND 8TATB MASTERS AND TUB
STATE LBCTUBKB.

LamoinB,

Mountain

Sept.

21

(special)-Green

Pomona could not have

chosen

Held day meeting a more deday than Thursiay.Hept. 39. The
and the subdued
clesr blue of a June sky
tun
combined to
heat of a September
make weather condition* which were perfor its first

lightful

fect.
About 2fi0 petrona and friends gathered
before the noon hour.
at Blunt's pond
Representatives were present from Bay
View grange, Salisbury Oove; John Dority
Painola grange,
grsnge. East Sullivan;
Hancock; Schoodlc grange, Franklin;
Greenwood grange, Eastbrook; Martaville
grange and Lamolne grange.
It is needless to say that the pirmc dinmoat enjoyable feature
ner at noon was a
„| the occasion. After the tables were
cleared, the hum of conversation ceased
sod the company gathered In front of the
speaker's stand to listen to the afternoon's programme. Julian Emery, grange
deputy for Hancock county, presided.
After prayer by the Rev. Thomas McDonald. Milton Beckwith, in behalf of
Iamoine grange, spoke words of welcome.
Mr. Beckwith welcomed most heartily
republican and democrat; prohibitionist
and resnbmissionist, Baptist and Methodist. granger and non-granger. He welcomed a former governor of New Hampshire, the present national

master; the
Hie
State master and the State lecturer.
manner no lees than the worda themselves
conveyed the fcdlng of cordiality
fitting a true welcome.
MR. THOJtmoN'ft SPKKCII.

be-

Slate- Lecturer Thompeon followed in
the response and remarks. Mr. Thompson very modestly characterized himself as
the “accompaniment of the aggregation
(indicating the national master and the

8utc master) whom the people had gathered to hear”. He referred to the welcome
extended to tue visiting order aa an
“atmospheric condition; aomelhingcommunicated by the medium ol the aixth
He continued some whet aa folsense
lows:
“Customschange; principles are fixed.
Although this is the first held day meeting of Green Mountain Pomona, it la not
the flrst social gathering In this beautiful

mixed company; I ace old men and old
women; middle-aged men and middleaged women; youths, maidens and babies;
I see some old maids, but I see
only on©
ba(t)chelor -our national master, N. J.
Batchelder, a former governor of New

Hampshire.

Bouquet of choice dahlias, Mrs George
KITTfeiti i'j virtl lOU.
Leach, 1. Pink asters, Mrs Estelle ChapThe
man Gilley, 1.
buildings of A. J. McLean, near
Asparagus, Mrs C E ValBEAUTIFUL
WEATHER
AND
entine, 1. Stalk of corn, 12 feet tall, Mil- Portland, were burned Sunday. Loss,
dred Page.
$5,000; insurance, $2,600.
GOOD ATTENDANCE.
The Phillips hotel, at Phillips, was
ELLSWORTH
MARKETS.
THE BABY SHOW A FEATURE OF THR
burned Thursday night. Thirty guests
AFTERNOON
escaped but saved few of their personal
CREDITABLE SHOWEggs and Butter Recover After Slight effects. Loss
f8,000.
ING OF STOCK AND PRODUCB—
Drop in Price.
PREMIUMS AWARDED.
Eldon, aged six years, son of Alexander
The drop in price of eggs and batter
recorded last week, proved only tempo- Rushton, of Bangor, instantly killed his
The Orland fair, Wednesday of last
sister Monday, while playrary, and they soon recovered all that was four-year-old
ing with a shot gun.
week, was favored with one of the roost lost, and are firm at
prices quoted. There
beautiful days of the fall, all the more ap- are few other
Announcement was made at the State
price changes.
preciated after the threatening weather of
The quotations below give the range of House, Monday, that the total expense of
the day before.
the Sturgis-enforcement law is
retail prices in Ellsworth.
$27,712.29
There was a generous outpouring of
up to the first of September.
Uoautry trutluM.
Batter.
from
Oriand
and
people
neighboring
Two burglars blew open the safe in the
Creamery per a..........ogSft
towns, Bucksport sending iff usual large
Dairy. 85 *80 Bridgeton postoffice last
Wednesday
Tho
it
tendance
was not
representation.
Cheese.
night, obtained $50 in money and about
as large as at some previous fairs,
but
Best factory (new) per h.l«ai
Best dairy (new).|e $250 worth of stamps and escaped.
there were people enough on hand to keep
Dutch (Imported).
•*<
the merry-go-round whirling and the
Unless unforeseen difficulties arise, the
.o'
Neufchatel...
fakirs faking.
Maine Central’s new union passenger
»cg*s.
The baby show, an annual feature of
fresh laid, per dox. 33 834
station at Bangor will be completed as far
the Oriand fair took place in the after- Poultry.
as the building itself is
concerned, by
Chickens.
20 42s Jan. 1.
noon.
Owing to the prevalence of whoopDuring the winter the train sheds
*owi.
18|28 and other incidental work will
in
some
were
seel
mothers
ions,
be coming cough
Ray.
and it is expected that the new'
cautious, and only seven babies were enBest loose, per ton.
12 a 4 pleted,
Baled... ..Y..
tered.
station
will
be opened to the public by
.*.0
The prize for the handsomest baby was 8trav.
the first of June next.
Loo**. 8 #11
carried off by Emily Maud Soper, a blueBaled.
IK
A boxing match under the auspices of
eyed, golden-haired little miss of sixteen
Vegetable#.
the Casco athletic club, Portland, Monmonths. Lillian Bernice Kimball was the
Potatoes, pk
20 Onions, b
0* ijos
day evening, between Terry Martin and
05 Meets, lb
3
heaviest baby. Souvenirs were also given Lettuce,
Jack McKenzie, both of Philadelphia,
02 Cabbage,b
Turnips, fc
i?ra:o»
the Garland twins Rubie Eunice and

ORLAND

_

Mr. Batchelder began his remarks
by
referring to this as his first visit to this
charming section of the great State of
Maine during his twentv-two years in
He took
grange work.
pleasure in
addressing a company composed so largely
of ladies, because he was sure that something which he might say would be repeated. In
pressed his

a

more

serious vein

appreciation

co-operation

of

he

—

ex-

hearty

the

the ladies in all grange
glad to represent an order
which exists in thirty states of the union
and has nearly a million members.
“The whole is no greater than the sum
of all its parts; therefore the national
no
grange is
stronger than the local
granges make it. The great importance
of agriculture as a basic
industry of our
country brings into existence what did
not heretofore exist.’*
He spoke of the vast armies
employed in
work.

the

He

of

was

manufactures,

transportation and
In proving the greater importance
of agriculture, he said: “Manufacture
only changes the form, transportation
trade.

changes
ownership,

the

locality;

trade

changes

FAIR.

the

but

agriculture produces.
represent the great
which
rules our country topolitical party
Reuben Ernest.
day, I would attribute the great prosperity
At the hall there was a good showing
of our country to the sound financial
of produce, though not large. Among the
of
policy
my party.
articles exhibited in the curio department
“If I were a candidate for office from
were a birch bark waste basket, by Mrs.
the other party, I would show up the
May L. Buck; slippers from Japan, by
of
the
financial
superiority
policy of my Miss Hattie Wood; an ancient snuff
box,
and
country,
promise greater prosperity
Mrs. John Cotton; a cocoa pot, by Mrs,
to the country if I were elected to office. by
I Fred L. Dorr, and lace wood, by Mrs.
I am here to represent no particular
party, Lizzie L.
Keyes. There was a fine display
but to speak as one citizen to another.
of flowers.
Financial policy has its influence, but the
Walter H. Gardner, of Bucksport, made
great prosperity of our country is due to
an exhibit of cream separators.
immense crop* which have blessed our
The fair closed with a dance at the hail
land.
in the evening.
“If

l

here to

were

—

“It

is the

duty

of everyone to
obtains its rights and

see

that

PREMIUM LIST.

agriculture
is promoted. This is the day of organization.
Capital, labor, mechanics and merchants,
nearly all trades and professions, organize.
VVhAt right has the farmer to expect success if he does not follow their
example?

Following

is

a

list of

premium

awards:

Livestock.

Sweet potatoes, B>
(« Tomatoes, b
03« <>.*>
Squash, lb
«3.0,03 Gr'n tomatoes,pki^o JO
Carrots, h»
02 celery, hunch
20 2 >
Green corn, doz J2« '5 Shell beans, qt OftaOg
Cauliflower,
10," 25 Beans— per qs—

Yellow-eye

Oranges, dox

Cranberries, qt

to

back,

8t*i30

but

immediately

.1

recovered and

asked, after

a

Ethel

I tola Jack that when we were
would have to have a country
place, a town house, two automot ilcs and
six horses. Papa Well, what did he say?
Ethel Why, he told me that if I slept on
my side 1 wouldn’t dream.
married

we

'rrt&cmtntfe

For the moot delicious

ICC CUBAN
That is all it costs

is cheap enough, isn’t it?
when made with

Jell-0 IceCreamPowder
be made and frozen In 10 minutes.

and it

can

Pure

Food Commissioners.

Simply stir contents of one package into a
quart of milk and freeze. No cooking, heating or fussing: no eggs, sugar or flavoring to
aoa, as everything but the ice and milk is
contained in the package, and approved by

sudden

a

was

trip across the ocean, if he
had done any literary work on board the
ship. He answered that he “had been m
frequent contributor to the Atlu.. ie.”

Five kinds:

Chocolate, Vanilla, Lemon, Strawberry and

Unflavorea.
If your grocer hasn’t it, send his name and
26c. to us for two packages. Illustrate*!
Recipe Book Mailed Free.

round with the

10

10a

Oliver Wendall Holmes
he had made

termination in the fifth
collapse of McKenzie and
hit death ten minutes later. Just befor*
the close of the round Martin delivered a
blow over the heart. McKenzie staggered
came

lOg.J

Pea.
Fruit.
25450 Lemon* do*
10/ji5 Canteloupe,

turned two blows before the gong rang.
He went to his corner, suddenly became
unconscious and died in a few minutes.

|

re-

Abbcrtifumcnu

Apples, cooking, pY4&
Apples, table, pa ,0§25
in.!

Coflee— per

ft

Klo,
.160.25
35
Mocha,
35
Java,
ft—
Tea—per
Japan,
.450.66
Oolong,
.800 65
Sugar—per ft—
Granulate 1, 05* §06
Coffee—A A B,
t*f
Yellow, C
.05*
OSglv
Powdered,
Molasses—per gal—

.06«.<
Rice, per ft
20 025
Vinegar, gal
jc,
wheat,
.04
Oatmeal, per ft
.a
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 0*2 k
OH-per gal—
Llnseeu,
.660.70
12
Kerosene,

I’ve Been

Cracked

Thinking
the hundreds

that

people

Havana.
Porto Rico,

.35
.50
.60
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, ft.
.15 0.80
Chop,
.12 0.26
Ham. per ft
.06 0.10
Shoulder,
Id
Bacon,
Salt
.06008

who

taking

a

have

course

of other

yungf

succeeded

alter

in

Four-year-old bull, Willie Pickering, 1. Syrup,
Three-year-old steers, Edw Bennett, 1;
Frank Soper, 2. Oxen, Calvin Hopkins, 1;
Beef, ft:
Steak,
15
“I am here to urge the importance of the Edw Bennett, 2. 2-year-old oxen, Hadley
Roasts.
160.22
is a good reason for my pursuing a
2.
Fred
Grade
Durham
It
is
destined to do more for our Ginn, 1;
grange.
Gross,
2
Corned,
1: §25
Tongues,
J am
course there the coming winter.
country than any other organization. I cow, Will Hutchins, 1; J. 8. Condon, 2.
il
Tripe,
Grade Jerseys, Loring Wasson, 1; H. A. Veal:
am hardly able to answer the question:
Lard,
100-.2
to write to-day for their catagoing
20
Steak,
2.
Harold
‘What do you regard as the most promi- Shed,
2-year-old heifers,
Leach,
Roasts,
.100.14
logue and
nent feature of grange work ?’ The finan- 1; Charlie Wood, 2. Oxford down sheep, Lamb
Spring Iamb, 12 §25
Warren
Joah
1.
Brood
cial feature of the grange is important.
Little,
mare,
Information can be tun* u ret from
Positive Position Cuaranty.
oo
each
Tongues,
spot. Probably our dusky brothers met Patrons are able to combine and buy ma- Clements, 1. Colt, Warren Clements, 1.
Fresh Fish.
F. L. SIIA IV, Free., Portland, Me., or
here hundred* of year* ago. Although chinery and, in some cases,
Leslie
John
Sullivan, I;
provisions, at Family horse,
06 Salmon,
Cod,
2&a30
06
the fashion of dress haa changed, the reduced rates. But this is not the most Houston, 2. Draft oxen, Willie Picker- HaiMock,
,0
O. D- IIAII BE V, Treas., Bangor, Me.
Mackerel, each
lb
20
Halibut,
12018
Lobsters,
same
is
the
social
1.
I
meeting
prompted by
ing,
iiu^jriniu n Hiun-.
Sea trout, lb
1*2 "blimps, qt
30
instinct and ia accompanied by similar
Hword ilih, lb
16 Shad,
10
“In some communities the social feature
60
features. They bad a welcome; they had is the most
Mrs. Andrew Kenney, Bucksport, Alex- Oysters, qt
A"
important. I believe that one
Fuel.
ceremonies. They brought in warriors great cause of the abandonment of so ander apples, 1. Rufus Gray, Wagner, 1.
ton—
Wood—per cord
Coal—per
from other tribes. They brought in their
1. Ivory Hall,
? ro
Dry bard, 5 00 06 50
Broken,
many farms is due to the lack of social Isaac S. Burton, Nodhead,
1
3 0005 00
7 0
Dry soft,
Stove,
victims as we do to-day.
But now it often life on the farm. The influence of the Ellsworth, Dudley Winter apples, 1. L 8
7 u
Roundings per load
Egg,
in
arc
who
are
A
M
2.
that
those
Wasson,
brought
Gravenstein, 1;
Perkins,
hapten*
7 0
1000125
Nut,
grange in legislation is very important. |
hard
52)0
Blacksmith’s
65
Buttings,
1
Ben
Northern
the torturers and not tbe totfeired.”
on
Ora
Davis,
The establishment of rural free delivery
York,
8py,
floor. Grain and Feed.
1
Mr.
Ida
humorous
Tit
New
York
in your home will do more to prothis
Closing
rain,
Greening.
is one of the results of grange influence. Twenty-ounce,
bbl—
50
Floor—per
Oats, bu
mote harmony and create a healthThompson spoke of his work among dif- The establishment ol a parcel post is one M Orcutt, 1 on Autumn Strawberry,
4 50 0 5 50 Shorts—bag—1.3001 33
1 21 Mixed feed, bag,
ferent granges, and of the strong fraterns! of the measures before the national grange Golden Russet. Mrs Nellie F. Gray, King Corn, 100ft bag
ful, ideal home life than any other
135 0 4"
spirit which was everywhere manifest. legislation.
Tompkins county, 1. Herman Perkins, Corn meal,bag
1*25 Middlings, hag 1 35§i (0
influence at your command. Itr,
Cracked
25
Cotton
seed
165
Chas
8
corn,
“The question before the grange now," he
2.
Isaac
meal,
Lombard
Coffin,
plum, 1;
The educational work of the grange is
pure, sweet tones and its chaste
Transcendent
1.
8.
“is.
what
is
the
next
Burton,
crab,
said,
great step?” important. By this I do not mean merely
architecture will refine and make
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
He recently attended a meeting of high
etc,
Preserves, Pickles,
the support which the grange gives to
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
better every member of your family
school principals and college professors at higher education nor to the improvement !
Crab apple preserves and mixed pickles. pouu M, and a bushel
of Turk’s Island salt shall
that comes within its influence.
I
70
weigh
1.
Louise
pounds.
which they considered the question of a of our rural schools, but
Mrs
Preserves, pears,
Hubbard,
especially to that 1
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
We can certainly make it easy for
curriculum for oar high schools and col- education which is
acquired within the beans, corn, etc, largest assortment, Mrs L tn good order an tit for shipping. Is 60 pouuds,
1. Canned beans, Mrs S R Hutch- of apples, 44 pou nds.
you to obtain an IVERS & PONIf
leges.
grange. There are thousands of young | Wasson,
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
PIANO.
Permit us to submit our
i ings, 1. Cucumber pickles,
Highland good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
In his opinion three important subjects
men in our country who are attending
of wheat, beets, ruta-buga turnips and peas, 6o
which includes lowest prices and plans for time payments—which
should be emphasized in the education grange meetings every week or every two cranberries of 1905, Mrs Clara Eldridge, 1.
proposition,
of
56
of
onions
corn,
pounds;
pounds;
5!,
Vegatabtes.
of the youth of to-day. Mechanics, or the weeks. By careful attention and particii>ounds; of carrots, Kngl'sh turnips, r>e and
practically allows you to rent the piano till paid for. We can and will make your
Indian meal, 5C pounds; of parsnips, 45 pound-*;
It will cost but
Green tomatoes, Emma Cunningham, 1; of barlev
mechanism of things; the great question pation in these business meetings, they
and buckwheat, 18 pounds; of out-.
piano purchase a pleasurable experience instead of a burden.
D G Rich, Pride 32 pound*, or even measure as ov agreement.
of biology, or the study of life and the may acquire a good knowledge of parlia- ! Addison Harriman, 2.
Will you invest that much?
a postal card.
Mr Hubbard,
laws governing It; sociology, or the relamentary laws and usages and also the ! of America tomatoes, 1.
IVERS & POND PIANO COMPANY, 114 Boylston Street, Boston.
tion of man to society. “The importance of ability to address any legislative body.”
Green Tomato Soy.
|! cherry tomato, 1. Harrison Gray, corn, 1.
In conclusion Mr. BatcbMder said, “The
the first two is duly recognized and their
Leslie Johnson, carrots, 1. Howard Smith,
Cat green tomatoes into thin slices.
•tody is fairly advanced. The young knowledge gained during my work as ' purple top white globe turnip, 1; Green Then place in a stone jar, alternating each
®en of to-day, in rapidly increasing num- governor of the state of New Hampshire
j Mountain potatoes, 1. E L Snowman, layer with a layer of sliced onions and a
bers, are seeking a mechanical education, has led me to have a higher opinion of gold coin potato, 2; early harvest, 1. EG sprinkling of salt, allowing one dozen
E L Wasson, onions to a peck of tomatoes. Let stand
and tilling important positions in the the grange. I urge upon you a greater ap- Marks, gold coin potato, 1.
world’s work. The Kdisons are giving un
preciation of its work and influence.”
| Irish Cobler potato, 1; Hubbard squash, 1. over night, and in the morning drain off
the benefit of their wonderful inventive
i Howard Smith, tield pumpkin, 1. Cole- all liquor and place in the preserving
STATE MASTKK GARDINER.
mu*.
! man Gray, marrowfat squash, 1.
E 8 kettle. Add one and one-half ounces of
Mr. Emery, in a few pleasing words, in“Biology ha* revolutionized life. Whether
Hubbard squash, 1. TO Smith, black pepper, one ounce of whole allspice,
are
known ;ih powerful
of
the
afternoon, Hatch,
you are dealing with the germ disease* or tnxiuced the last speaker
Amos Webster, j one ounce of cloves, one ounce of mustard
mammoth pumpkin, 1.
Gardiner.
After 1
heaters.
studying forestry or developing new form* .State Master Obadiah
Ease, simplicsnake bean twenty-two inches long, par- seed and one-fourth of a pound of ground
some humorous anecdotes and witty referof vegetable life,
you are still studying
in management and
ticular mention.
mustard seed mixed to a paste with a little
ity
Mr.
Gardibiology. Probably half of the people on ences to the preceding speaker,
f ancy » trie.
vinegar. Pour in vinegar enough to cover
in
fuel
are
the earth owe their life to such men a* ner said:
economy
Fine white gloves, knit, Miss Maria and let them simmer until thoroughly
“l will give you a living illustration of
three
Thomas Huxley—men whr have given
(
features
in
great
what the grange can do for a young man j Higgins, 1. Crochet baby socks, worsted, ! soft and well-blended. Pack in stone or
careful study to the subject of germ disthese furnaces.
glass jars and let them stand^for six weeks
Rose D Bennett 1 and 2.
when he avails himself of all its privileges | Miss
Daisy
eases, their arrest and cure. Why are
before using.
and opportunities. Some years ago there J picture throw, Miss Mae Louise Heath, 1.
Have a KINEO furpeople to-day so interested in sociology?
of New Hampshire a cer- j Handkerchief, crochet border, Mrs J E
It is largely the outgrowth of mechanics; was in the state
nace
set
To Keep Young.
up in your
tain young man of a retiring and uuas- I Blodgett, 1; Mrs A 8 Harriman, 2. Mexican
when men did their work by hand there
She eats three warm meals a day at reghouse
and
nature. He became a Patron of handkerchief, Mrs A 8 Harriman, 1. Mexbe sure of
suming
were no
trust#, combines or corners.
ular hours.
Husbandry and was soon elected secretary ican tray cloth, Mrs J E Blodgett, 1. Silk
results.
“To-day one man in China can produce of his subordinate grange. After serving embroidered doily, Mrs J E Blodgett, 1; Mrs
She sleeps eight hours and as often as
•a much rice
two of them before midnight.
by machinery as four hun- awhile in this
capacity, he was elected ; Valeria Gray, 2. Battenburg centrepiece, possible
F. li. AIKEN, Agt.
dred can produce by hand. What will
She takes fifteen quiet minutes in a
He occupied
master.
successively the Mrs John R Starr, 1. Doily, knitted, Mrs

Shaw Business College

w

Ivers & Pond
PIANO

KiNEO_

FURNACES

you do

w

ith

the other three hundred and

ninety-nine? W'ill

the

one

man

divide

the

income of his labors with them? By
no means.
What then can we do ? Howmay these questions be adjusted? Not by
biology; not by mechanics; not by the
law of distribution and generosity. The
question must be solved by you and me
and

everyone.
“The people who are interested must
come together and see their relation one
to another. The
subject of taxation is
but one element of this great problem.
When l^aine became a State, there were
no
large cities. The population was much
more evenly distributed than at present.
Owing to the uneven distribution of population to-day, the support of schools, the
maintenance of good roads and the care of
the unfortunatc' should fall upon the
Btate and not upon the municipalities.
“If the grange would accomplish this,

offices of

state

chairman of the
tive

and the

execu-

He

was

is

national legislation. [
elected governor of his !

the

present

R Starr, 1. Batten bqrg collar, Miss
Hattie L Partridge, 1. Mexican biscuit
work cover, Marion E Gibbs, 1. Crochet
centrepiece, Winnie E Keyes, 1; Miss
Gertrude Davis, 2. Worsted quilt, D E
Wight, 1; Mrs Luke Harriman, 2. 8ilk
quilt, Mrs Austin Conary, 1. Velvet quilt,
Mrs Austin Conary, 1. Calico patchwork
quilt cover, Mrs E G Hatch, 1; Mrs Jennie
Adams, 2. Blue and white cambric quilt,
Methodist church sew ing circle, 1. Outing cradle quilt, MrsD E Wight, 1. Drawn
rug, Mrs Harrison Gray, 1; Mrs Willard
Lunt, 2. Men’s hose, Mrs Harriet Orcutt,
(87 years old) 1; Mrs C A Orcutt, 2. Ladies hose, Mrs Harriet Orcutt, 1. Crochet

|! John

committee of

Finally he
state.

secretary, state master,

legislative

master of the

|

national grange.”
In a half humorous vein Mr. Gardiner
regretted that he was the last speaker, I
because the others had said all that he I
might have been able to say. He emphasised many points made by them, includ- I
ing the organising of the farmers for
self-protect ion in securing just taxation,

|

darkened

room

after luncheon.

E4 Is worth, Maine.

begins each day with a cold bath
followed by a glass of cold or hot water.
She

She is careful to spend at least half
day in the open air.

NOVKS & NLTTKK Mfg. Co
liangor, Maine.

an

hour every
She

can

walk the

waste her vitality
energetic talking.

in super-

never

distance

rides where she

I
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Clarions 32 Years Old

comfortably.

She doesn’t
fluous and

are

Dickey's Pholosophy.
only fault some folks is got to find
dis worl, is dat it won’t rise up an’
Brother

De

rates

of

wid

satisfactory
Why

use—

hundreds of them.

make a’ livin fer ’um.
transportation, etc. tie
Wc can’t all have wisdom, but we kin
referred to the “protective tariff” and
fool the de worl’ by keepin still an’ lookin’
the
and denounced
protective tariff
“which protects the other ‘feller’.”
tidies, Alice Gray, 1; Mrs Harrison Heath, wise at de right time.
Bureau scarf, Mrs Eva Stubbs, 1. CroAfter a while you’ll be able ter fly ter
In his opinion the most important work 2.
of chet lace, Mrs Dennis Soper, 1; Mrs Addie de stars; but watch yo’ wings don’t ketch
formation
of the grange is the
Mexican work pillow' tire befo’ de devil kin put a match ter ’em!
character. No matter how complex any J Hutchins, 2.
we
Embroidered
No matter how rough de road, you must
cases, Mrs D R Conner, 1.
system of government, when analyzed
initial solid raised hood, Mrs Linna K recollect dat folks baa traveled it befo’ you,
come to the individual member, and the
must frequently come together on occabis
of
the
system depends upon
1.
Mexican work table set—three en you’ll git ter de end some day.
strength
!
sions similar to this, thereby strengthen- adherence to his sense of duty and moral ! Gibbs,
You’ll soon forget yo’ sorrow—en sorrow
piece—Miss A Louise Row'e, 1. Bureau
*ng the social spirit and developing convictions. Inclosing he congratulated
Mountain Pomona upon its pros- [set, Mrs Helen G Gott, 1. Worsted rait- always looks bigger w’en it’s cornin’ down
greater confidence in one another.” lect- Green
1
be
to
it
not
but admonished
tens, fancy knit, Alice M Leach, 1. Cro- de road dan what it do w’en ou gits ter it.
urer Thompson was heard with much at- perity, with
content
present achievements. One ! chet baby hood, Mrs C E Valentine, 1.
tention.
of the characteristics of the grange, he
Water color painting, Mrs Valentine, 1.
Poverty and wealth are not so much
said, is that there is always something |
SPEECH OP NATIONAL MASTER.
differences of condition as they are diffe rbevond to which it aspires.
| China painting, Mrs Valentine, 1. Out-1. ences
Mr.
j
of opinion.
Gardiner
concluded,
Mr.
When
M
line sofa pillow, Mrs J
In introducing the national master, Mr.
Bray,
cheers for
Emery suggested three rousing These
Mrs
sofa
Smocked
Lydia
pillow,
Emery said: “I see before me to-day a the
were
afternoon.
of
the
speakers
■
pMiiiMiin ill..
heartily given, and after the singing of Coombs, 1.
“To Cure a Felon”
“America"’, the company dispersed, feelFlowers, etc.
Pomona had exMixed bouquets, Mrs B 8 Johnson, 1.
*nys Sam. Kendall, of Phillipsburg, Kan., ing that Green Mountain
just cover it over with Bueklen s Arni- perienced a red-letter day.
Pillow' of flowers, Mrs Maria Ginn, 1.
ca Salve and the Salve w ill do the rest.”
Petunias, Mrs Maria Ginn, 1. Asters, Mrs
Quickest cure for Burns, Boils, Sores,
Take
“Had dyspepsia or indigestion for years.
Bcaida, Wounds, Piles, Eczema, Salt No appetite, and what I did eat distressed me \ B 8 Johnson, 1. Tub of asters, Mrs J F
Feet
and
Seven Million boxes sold in post 12 months.
Sore
I
Rheuin, Chapped Hands,
1. Potted plants, Mrs J F PartBore Eyes. Only 25c at E. G. Moore’s terribly. Burdock Blood Bitters cured me.’j > Partridge,
1. Hydrangea, Mrs Phebe Leach, 1.
Ohio.—Advt.
Walker.
ridge,
H.
Sunbury,
—J.
store.
Guaranteed.
drug

just

still in
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In other capacities.
Now that the election is over and
men’s passions have had time to cool,

edition

look at things as they really
ourI are, and we can congratulate
selves that the affairs of State and
uationare still in safe and sane hands.

18 I-I

Fun
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of

•

can be nominated on petiiion,
it ia then for people to decide, by
shall represent
secret ballot, who
them in the legislature or serve them

PHRSES.

Cv"’

•

The

American is 2,2.‘>n copies.

let

us

Bouquet* for Ha]. Day.
S>.l ,t-f*f diiMf sttl.:

The republicans of Maine will not
2,313 soon forget—nor will the discomfited
Average for the year of 1905,
democrats, for that matter—the serWEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 26,1 <06 vice rendered by Major Holman F.

■|

_____

Day at the head of the department Of
The Situation in i'ubu.
publicity established during tbe camEvents in v aha have been moving, paign by tbe republican State combut that does not imply improving. mittee. Tbe work of education carthe ried on
Considerable gloom pervaded
by this tireless and popular
state

department

last week

as

to

the

intervention. Washington has been more or less side-tracked
daring the Cuban negotiations by the
fact that Oyster Bay has been teleoutlook

for

graphically linked up with Havana,
and President Roosevelt remained in
constant and close touch with Secretaries Taft and Bacon. All of their
communications to the President were
made direct, and it was only incident
ally that news of the negotiations
leaked Into the state, war and navy

writer in bebalf of republican candidales and republican principles was
an important factor in the fight.
A notable feature of his work was
his prompt and effective exposure of
half-truths snd
the campaign
of
figure juggling which the democrats
tried to wage on

State issues. As
everybody knows, the democratic
campaign, except on the single issue
of resubmission, was a complete failure, and its collapse was due in large
measure to the use of the official facts

a

pretty
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BANK
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severe
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Condensed Rcpo.
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made to the
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RESOURCES.
A ball moose is said to be prowling
around North Osstine.

f/ttns and Discounts--. »'■»« P7P 74

busy

make

times there next year.

To-day and

North Kits worth
fair ia the magnet for fair-goers. Next
vreek, the autumn leaf festival at Amherst.

♦, 1494

Capital Stock.4 ."stnoiim

Surplus

Bonds. .S*'..sH7 04
4,00o.(k»
Furniture and Fixtures-I vsltsi
Other Real Estate.
Due from Hanks. iULlthtM
Cash.
2,.'iOu.U0
Redemption Fund.

That West Bullivan quarry deal, which
was finally closed last week, promises to

Currency, Sept.

LIABILITIES.
and

Profits..

.

Circulation.
Deposits.
Dividends 1'npaid.

Oflimocn

Reserved for interest...

3,ta>000

-,,,
titino

to-morrow

•1,188,261.46
officers:

WardwcJI, of Penobscot,
w ho is
in the ninety-eighth year of his
age, is perhaps the oldest democrat in
Maine to poll his vote at the last elect ion.

Capt.

food fairs

is

The fair this year is unlike any exposiIt
ever before h »ld in New England.

exposition

in

America at

all the decorations from floor to

ceiling

are

pare

of

one

general

color

Andrew l‘. Wiswkll,
J. A. Peter*.
Euuenk Hale,

which

have made things

There are to be excursions to t be Boston
This news indicates, how- and
figures by Major Day in showing food fair from all over New Knglaod.
that
the
American
officials
are
ever,
the uiwurdity, the inconsistency and
not very much pleased with the situthe dishonesty of the democratic
After Forty Years.
ation.
Ellsworth will learn‘with extreme reattacks upon the republican manageIt appears that the Palma govern- ment of State affairs.
gret that Albert F. Burnham, for nearly
ment has absolutely declined to back
"issue'’
after half a century a resident and highly eg*
One
democratic
down to the extent of hiving new
t *emed citixen of thecity, has permanently
another fizzled out or proved a boomtaken up his residence in Brockton, Mass.
•lections held. The insurgents, on
and
tremendous
odds,
erang. Against
For some years past Mr. Burnham has
the orner hand, declare that nothing
iu tbe face of many local complicaspent much of his time in Brockton
less than this will satisfy them. The
tions, the rauk snd file of tbe Maine where his wife, whose health is not good,
strength of the insurgent army in the republicans stood shoulder to shoulder seems to
get on better than here.
outlying provinces is variously esti- until the
In a personal letter to the postmaster,
great battle was won, and
mated, bnt as in case of the revoluthey giadiy give credit to Holman Mr. Burnham, in giving op hit box and
tion against Spain, the probabilities
as one of the leaders who ltd returning the keys, writes:
Day
are that it is largely- overestimated.
I enclose keys after having been a patron of
them to the victory.
the Ellsworth postoffie* for more than forty
Secretary Taft has been confront--d
with feuds and personal bitterness beyears. 1 hope that whoever is my successor
The Hurrlll-llarriman Vote.
may always find, as I have done, pxvl and
tween the leaders of the opposing
A press cespatch was sent out from faithful service by the officials in control for
factions, dating back to the days of Augusts Iast week to the effect that it I the years now forever closed, some of whom
the Spanish occnpation. He has ad- had been
on the retired list, beyond the “river
given out there that the are now
of life” where no unmerciful political storms
vised them both to abstain from ac- democratic
to
the
representative
leg- will endanger their continuance In office.
tive hostilities in the lingering hope
islature, K. P. Uarriman, who, it was
As I take my parting leave of the place I have
that some way out of the diffi al.y
reported, had won by one vote, had so long held in the sheltered box in the Ellsbe
fonnd
without
the
United
the years now rolled on into
may
by the recount been defeated by worth square, all
Slates being forced actually to land
eternity, not without a strong reminder of the
P.
of
tbe
Burrili,
Dedham,
Hadley
shortness of this transitory world, in which I
troops.
republican candidate, by six votes.
have lived. It baa had its sunshine and
The chances are that some
such
The wording of this despatch tends shadows. Its pleasures and sadness, its hopes
middle way may be found, but both to
and bxit few engive an impression that an official sod fears, it* many friends
parties have kept up a very hold recount had been made. As a emies.
And now. as memory goes up aud down
front, and it may come to the point matter of fact, the official returns
Main street covering the forty years I do not
that both sides will eventually agree still stand as
they were first printed see the old once-familiar faces peering out
to stand hack and allow the United
in Tut? American two weeks ago, from the doors aud windows ondther side,
States for a time to administer the afbut other forms and faces now greet my view
indicating tbe election of Mr. Harri- in place of those gone from the scenes
of
fairs of the island without resort to
man by one vote.
life.
aa£hly
the final arbitrament of fighting.
However, an examination ol the
The battleships Virginia, Louisiana,
f'htld Scalded to Death.
Bncksport ballots has been made, and
Cleveland and Denver are in Caban it is
Sedgwick, Sept. 2-4
special) Grace,
evident that a miscount has been
three-year-old daughter of John R. Philwaters, and these, with the various made.
The
official tetnrns from
a
into
and
fell
pail of boiling
lip*
wife,
gunooats at the disposal of the United Bucksport give M
Burriil 195 voles
water Tuesday of last week, and was so
States, and the battleships and cruis- and Mr. Harriman 231.
badly scalded that she died two days later.
ers now en route, would he able to
The examination of
tbe ballots
throw into Havana a force of 5,000 showed
that Mr. Buriill should have
Come to think of it, it’s wonderful what
marines and blue jackets without been credited
with 198 an
Mr. Har- civilization hasn’t done for mankind.
calling on the land forces of the riman 223 votes iu
You’ll never acquire popularity by tellBucksport—this
United States at ail.
without taking defective ballots into ing your neighbors how to do things.
The greatest fear expressed by ofconsideration at all. This makes the
People who promise you big things
ficials is that if the United States total vote of tbe class 437
republican usually spoil it by inserting a big “if”.
once took the step of
landing an to 432 democratic, a plurality of five
It’s an easy matter to sympathize with
armed force, it would result iu our for Mr. Burriil.
the poor when your pockets are empty.
of
take
the
to
possession
having
Tbe election in this class will be
“He i» two extravagant for a husband.”
island, and might cause the leaders of contested O. F. Fellows, of Bucks- “Yes, but he’s a dandy to be engaged to.
the insurrection to take to the brush
port, represents Mr. Burriil iu the
Experience is one of the few things that
and leave us with the same sort of a
contest, whi b will doubtless coins never find their way to the bargain
situation on our hands that we had before the bouse of
representatives ou liter.
for over three years in the Philipwhen it convenes next January.
“He l as asked roe to marry him,” simpines. Such a situation would entail
pered the somewhat mature maiden.
Music lovers in Hancock county “What would
great hardship on the inhabitants, and
you advise me to do?”
would check the marvelous industrial j should bear in mind that next week— “Make him put in writing,” promptly
answered her dear girl friend.
advance which Cuoa has made in the Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct.
God is teaching ns that mysteriously,
4, 5 and 8— the anuual festival of the
past few years.
but very really, we are members of one
Maine musical association will be held
another. Our interests are common inThe State Kleetion.
iu Bangor. Unusual interest attaches
terests, and to fight is not only wrong,
{Republican Journal. Hrlfant.
to tbe event tills year, as it is ten but
stupid. Capitol and labor are respecThe comments on the Maine elec- j
senior and junior members of the
were
since
festivals
tively
the
years
organsame
About
firm, and until they recognize this
tiou sre many and various.
ized.
In spite of discouragements the firm
cannot possibly prosper.
of the State
every newspaper outside
that would have driven most men
someto
it
say
necessary
How’s Tht* ?
has found
frantic, Mr. Chapman, the indefatigabased
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
ble director-in-chief, has stood by the anv
thing, and their conclusions,
case of Catarrh that cannot be cured br
comor
Cure.
upon imperfect information
idea, and year by year its intrinsic Hall’s Catarrh
F. J. ORKNEY A CO.. Toledo. O.
colored by their worth as an
educating influence, as
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
plete ignorance, are
and prejuand believe him
for the last 15
well as a pleasure-giving event, has Cheney honorable inyears,
respective predeiictione
ail business transacable to carry out any
ts and
The yellow democratic jour
dices.
financially
steadily grown, until now this music obligations
made by nis firm.
downfall
festival may be regarded as a fixed
nals see in the returns the
VTaloimo. Kin.van A Marvin,
Maine.
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
in
party
feature of Maine’s musical life.
of the republican
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood snd mucous surThe newspapers in the liijaor interest,
Much has been made by the labor faces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
and they are many, are anticipating
for
Take Hail's Family Pills for constipation.
rum in the unions of the President’s order
free
of
the early reign

Erfeclly

Deposit

Keith** Theatre, Boston.
A wealth of entertainment will be found
In the Keith programme for next week.
Valerie Berger* ts to play her annual engagement; she is to present *‘111* Japanese

gay at Bar Harbor during their stay,
mailed majestically out of the harbor Bunso

t day
! for

at sunset,

bound

for Provineotown

target practice.

Wife’*,

playlet

the beat

she

has

ever

had.

|

The science of “thaumaturgy", as exploited by the Fays.which ht* been a puxxel to many people, is no longer a mystery. Their methods will be duplicated
by the Phays in what they call “flaroaturgy", and then the way in which the
public has been oo cleverly tricked will be
shown in detail.
Dave Lewis, German comedian, baa a
new collection of droll Dutch isms.
Daring the past summer one of the attraction# at Wonderland park. Revere Beach,
was the
wonderful equine, “Prince#*
Trixie.*’ Hhe is to make her vaudeville
debut at Keith’s.
The Moallere sisters, three candy girl*
who give a
performance on borteontel
bar#; the Gems, the Knglish entertainers
who are to remain for a *econd week;
Bedford and Winchester, in a mixture of
juggling trteka; the Rooney sister*, singers and dancer*; Lily Seville, the Koglisb

|

singing comedienne who makes a specialty
of “Watting at the Church", the moat
popular song of tb< day; McGrath and
Patge, banjoUt*; Hughes and Brown, conversational comedians; Daly and Devere
in an Irish comedy akit, and the kinetograph, will complete the programme.

j

building.

A. W. Ktvn.
L. A. Emeky,
E. H. Orkely.

Interest allowed in Savings Department and on Certulcates of
Safe Deposit Boxes to rent.

scheme, every booth and every bit of decA curiosity in the vegetable line Is a
orative work throughout the eulire buildcluster of tomatoes raised by W. A. Alexing being incomplete harmony.
ander, of Ellsworth. There are nine
The decoration* in one of the raiin halls
fully developed tomatoes in a close cluster,
are entirely of white, blue and gold, while
j in the other m%in hall the colors are red ‘the total weight of which ia two pounda
and five ounces.
and green, while and gold. This decorative scheme has coat much, and coupled
Par Harbor is interested in a pr oposition
with it is the most elaborate electrical advanced
by Dr. J. Madison Taylor for the
one roof In the
under
seen
ever
display
erection of a large summer hotel on
United States.
Kodlck'a island.
Many are of the opinion
Another unique feature is tost tnere sre that a
hotel that would afford a little comto be absolutely no side-shows with extra
munity of Its own, erw,»t*d on such an adof admission, the general admission
rairuble alts, would prove sn excellent in! prices
of twent-flee cents admitting visitors to
i vestment. Bar Harbor has not in recent
| an endless variety of entertainments.
1
years catered especially to hotel people.
than
are
offered
greater
j The attractions
Bar Harbor is essentially a cottage resort,
! ever before. There are to be concerts afand visitors coming for a few weeks find
enthe
ternoon and evening throughout
little to amuse them. It is believed that a
tire fair, whkh lasts four weeks, by the ! large hotel with .*arioua forms of amusej
of
band
United States marine
Washing- ment
|
right st hand would go far toward
ton, one of the most celebrated military
j hands in the world, and john Philip Sousa obviating this objection to the rewort
which Is heard on every hand from vlaitand hi* band, which has just returned
or* who come to the hotels for a brief
stay.
from the moat snccesafui tour in ita history. With Sousa s band are two soprano
Ilanrork County Crop*.
soloists, and the programmes of both
A summary of crop conditions in JUnbands are surpassingly fine,
cock county just issued by the SUte sifri“Ben Hur” with beautiful color views,
;
cultural department. Is as follows:
magnificent moving pictures in great
Amount of the hay crop. 1M per cent.
variety; the story of the Bun Francisco Amount of the
apple crop, *» compared with
disaster as seen by an eye witness and
1a»t year. Ul per cent. Potatoes are not badly
participant, and illustrated by beautiful affected with blight or rust. But little ■prayviews in colors, are among the many other ing with Bordeaux mixture has been dona,
features.

,r.

_

battleships

The

tion

which

Henry W. Ccshman, Cu»/»

directors:

artists.

well known.

will be the first

Wtsvvtt.L, Prt*i>Unt.

Andrew I*.

Charles

Oame Nature has her paint brush out,
and with the whole broad State as a canvas, ia painting a landscape which n at
once the delight and the despair of lesser

great fairs held in Boston.
This is the first food fair held in Boston
for five years, and is the sixth exposition
conducted by the Boston retail grocers'
association, w hose success in conducting

dates

|>> 24 25126 27 28 29
<u

*

Penobscot got

Booth

scorching

Marine Hand of Washington, Mouna
Hiid Many Unl<|**e Features.
The Boston food fsir, which opens at
Mechanics' building, Oct. 1, bids fair to
occupy a unique place in the history of

ami

16 17 IS 19 20 2122

n

•

is

disappearing.

fast

BOSTON FOOD FAIR.

leaders.
They are as necessary as
ofBceis to au army. The caucuses are
open, and contests in State and county
Candiconventions ate frequent.

12113 I4J5

MOON S

President that he issued an
order,
couched in unmistakable terms, that
the law sbou.d be obeyed.

Much of the talk about rings is foolish and insincere. A party must have

_

^ Full
vj; Moon
Tmrd

element is naturally strongest, went solidly democratic almost
without exception, and that the coun-

liquor

candidates.

T
J A AAAAA
9 10 II

labor law, about which such a
funs has been made, has been on the
It was oaty
statute books since 1892.
when specific notice of its violation
whs brought to the attention of the

SbbrrtiffmrnU.

cot %'TV OOSBIP.
The old Rodick boose at Bar Harbor

hour

try saved the day (or the republicans,
This admitted,
bears out this view.
it must be conceded that there were
local and other issue* Involved which
contributed more or less to lessen the
republican majorities or defeat their

isos

SEPTEtiSEB

the reduced pluralities for the republican candidates for governor and
Congressmen, and the increased democratic representation in the legislature. The fact that Che cities in which
the

Ru

1306

While the comments of the Maine
newspapers naturally show some vari
ation, the weight of opiuion is that
animosity to the Sturgis law and a
desire for resnbmission brought about

disappointed.

L AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

the strict enforcement of an eight
hoar day on all work for the United
This baa beer
States government.
heralded as a concession to union
labor, and an indication that the ad
ministration is badly worried over the
outlook for the coming campaign. Ai
a matter of fact, however, the eight

Pine Tree State. It may be remarked
in passing that both are likely to be

€h rllstoorthAmerican.

j Condition
amount

; There

U

of the

A Word to Wom
Any sick worn so ts Invited to consult by
letter with Dr. R- V. Pierce. chief consult)ng
of the Invalids' Hotel *od huigunl
physician
Institute. Buffalo, N Y. In *n active practice
of more than thirty years, assisted by a staff
of n**r!y a scot* of twociaU physicians. Dr.
I*terre ha* treated and cured over half a million women. AH disease* peculiar to women
are treated with success. This consultation
by letter ts absolutely /res. Every letter is
treated o* strictly private and sacredly confidential- Answers
are
mailed promptly,
Ail
giving the beet of medical advice
answers are sent to plain envelopes bearing
on them no
printing of any kind. Write
without fear and without fee to Dr. B. V.
Pierce, Buffalo, S. Y

crop, M per rent. The
of grain raised la not increasing.
no apparent increase of interest in
corn

sheep husbandry.
Political Notes.
of the vote of Calais, owing
to a demand for s recount made by <**«
Mayor Brotio Kalish, the democratic candidate who w as defeated by the republican
candidate, Hon. John M. Johnson, by
twenty-nine votes, showed an inertase of
A

five

recanvass

republican

nOl'HK
w

ftairrtismmta.

worst Form of torm:mt,
Ifnllgrstlon

How

To (

There i* no need of

nr*

about 40 by AO. to be moved off the
place Apply to w*» F. Pcu.ks.RIU
worth. Ate. or to U ft. Caiicorr. lit flam
nx>..d at. Bangor. Me.

BARK,

It.
a

person

withstomach tiouble ih.it indigestion

1r*OUtt

back. 8|>eeks before the eyes, and the
I nervousness, irritability and despund! ency that come from indigestion,
make life a torment
physician's

Apply

Inquire

J.

at

prescription

IBLr— A«-

ottered for
opportunity
f girl
(1
type-aettmg Apply
EuawuaTM Awuaican other.
U

to learn

look after
SALKsMKN
Maucock and adjacent counties.
to

Take one of the little tablets b-fnre meals for a few days and
the digestive organs will be so toned
and strengthened that you will be able

or

comtaUa*on.

Cleveland.

so

universally
iu curing all forms of siomacit weaknesses that G.
A. Farther gives a
successful

Addieaa Lmcou*

If1

hootTpol,
Kli»«or4b,

OOP POLES-106.000 blreli
t.-llen, U. B pMlixir.,

ilLOBII—Two

thru* children under
J thru* year*, m board. Beal of cate given.
Add re#** Maa. A. R. SanonnT. North Lamoine,

Cl

ever

3SBrrUsnnrnt6.

WHY

found for

NOT

£paix( V*uuto.

HAVE

OF
l^RfcK
ceive

j

or

Me

faith in the medicine. Many of his
customers have used it with the greatest success and praise it highly as the

they have
stomach troubles.

»

Maine.

signed guarantee with each SOc box,
that your motley will be refunded
unless the remedy gives you satisfaction. This certainly shows his strong

cure

in
Salary
Oil Co..

mtereet

O.

fZlanUh.

.w o im u

Tb*

M

eat anything intended for food
without tear of indipeston and dis-

I

our

bright
at

AN around fifty to look after oor buatneaa in »hta county. Splendid op orC. H But * Co..
lumty for right partv.
Nuraerymen. liar if rd. Conn

to

day
Man.

wagon and barnesa,
or will e*U bom eeparA
TMOMraoM'a. Mam St.

k'-'t tZlanUXL

tress.

1

to

l^YB

j digestive.

only

Colombo colta for
U. II Pbiujj»». Mia

a«s

OLAARRB Qold-bowed witn
chain
I a and bo >k pin attaches. Happoevd to
base boen loa*. between the Rliaworth hardwood facory and Alien** atable on Franklin
8t
Finder will be suitably
rewarded by
Searing them at ibe office of Tun Awamcn*

absolute and complete cure for indigestion and all stomach ills. Mi o-ua
is not a temporary relief or a mere

|

and

lwL

for stomach troub'e
calltd Mi-ona
I stomach tablets, is now for sale by G.
A. Parcher, who recommends it as an

1

•

light road
nOKBE.
cheap for caah.

nte.y

sleeplessness, general debility, acbtttg

a

bora

•Eie
worth.

mak-s life miserable. The burning
and gnawing feeling In the stomach,
the sirk and nervous headaches, the

Happily

CHARHK-Seud address tn l recatalogue. Alt novelties of the
Howard Mro. Co.. Bo* 51. Cambridge.

Kl* OF THANKS.
IirB extend our heartfeA thanks to our
friend*
of Manse t lot their kind*
T?
many
nea* duriu our receui bereavement
We also
wiah to thank the citisens of Northeast Hrubor and Southwest Harbor for their
many
beautiful floral offerings.
B. T. Dollivkr.
Julia E. DoLLtVBR.

TEETH

C A

*

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuniculocua Park.
I
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the state of
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Fret* Austin.

nO

NOTICE.
STEADY EMPLOYMENT at EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD PAY.
I want good reliable agents in all section* of
Maine, to solicit He*iui and Accident f astirauce, for the United States Health and Ac uieot
Insurance Company, of Saginaw, Michigan.
There is no other line of business in which a
good man can engage that < tiers such splendid

opportunities.
Full particulars may be had by addressing the
State Manager,
Cmahlki H. Nudh.
No. 416 Turner Street.
Auburn, Me.

COMK IN' AN l> TALK
IT OVKtt Willi |>.
We clt.

1

that are the admiration of others
well as a source of comfort
ami satisfaction to
yourself?
We can make them both. Our
dentistry is of tile highest order,
although our moderate prices
might lead you to think other*
wic.
DON'T PUT OFF
COMING ! If you need dental
attention, you need it at oner*.
Our modern
equipment and
skilled service are at
your disas

posal.

Sawyer

not

employ traveling opil-

rlaus

All teats

are

or agents.
im.lr »l our

office

in I migtir
Yours tor p. ite.

nsttiur tU.n,

Ituiignr. Maine.

Irgjl Fionas.
stay* or MAl.ar.
Collector** Athvrtlletii'Ul uf vale of and*
•»f Non-K-aititst Ovum,
Unpaid Uiva on lands situated in tbr town of
1 rrutoji. m id* county of Hmcxl. ft .* \bt

|

owing list of loses oa re a. etU'.eof
eaident owners in the town of
Treason! aio.es* id tor me year At committed u> me tor col’ectioL fo» said town ob
the eighteen:.* day of M>). IBU*. .tmaio OBpaid, end notice i* beifb/iitru ibai ■: «ssd
uni with inieieal anu chars s ate to: pre«tonal jr paid. ev mucb of tbe real estate used
aa is s.mcirni irpi) the amount due tbe>elor. iBCiiidlni loteicat and ebarg*». sill be
*Otd wtibowu .unbo i<»ltt« au puuue auedoa
at sebooibouae West Tre.oont In *atd loan, on
the f.r*. Mwuat In Dnrniur. nut,»i#odock
cu

a.

1

#ct Sou.

Minn. Mr.

telling

DON'T TAKE ANT CHANCES.

-Furmehrd ho«« for the winter.
ro *m* eud ba;fc.
furnace hr»i.

Boi «?i. Ktlawortb.

Ufr

by a Regular Graduate in
Optica in Practice 14 Years.

€a 2,ft.

votes.

Make.

Eyes Tested Free

Name of owner, description of
Amt of
las due
property
ilrawn HoBtr. *i uu.atn lot
t»'.
ob the eaat by town itae. 1 auit >.
ST
f
iturrltl National tio-k, sorwootl lot in
W’t NdT.aii scrw,
IN
Bart.rU tbai.o, land mud buil«l.n<*
5N
li st No II
Clark Fannie A, HumUl lot Dlsi No ».
Clark
T, heir®. land i: *>.- N
1,1
L-ugh fc.*re. laud in Dial No 7, ^ acre*,
lough A Bird. land iu Di*- No 7.
1

hauler Kluabeh.

WttuUd Dvs,

Hodgdou

:

lot

S5

in

b-iu.rn.tatl

li acres,
D m \«a>. land in Diet
it. IsDow Norton b. land in Diet N
12. B
tiaejtnwl.vavU*,
B urry Lucliiua A. U*»J In Di*t N
ltSfacr<«.
Foa*. Arthur 34, laud In Dial N \
Krub n Du lot a* re*.
Friend Lewis. nr»r* laud in Diet N
Tinker Mi n>t,4< acre*, land in ln»i
No li. Joy Mt lot. ii* acre*.
Grtudle Flora, laud in Uui Not. Vu-u<

3 42
M

>

lot. 2 acres and is acres.
ecr* v
UrintLe a H. Hi Mhip island.
Mo* gdou Ben)soun heirs, land in D«*t
No U. D t. Urk lot. 8 acres.
Ksnny N A. laod and nuldtn* •>»

Got.‘a i>Ubil,
La** ion £Ua. load ia Diet No 5. Yjoi k
lot lt.j avri-s.
LwCoum. Mtna It, land iu Dis. N 4,
* aagatl lot.
Ujuu Thomas F. land In i’-»' N" 7.
tmucu. 11
undivided ss
eiot. a* «
acrea.

Nor wood Nahum, wood lot la Dist No
10. (acres.
Phi lips Geo A. land la Dist No 11. J
acres,

Plueo Charles, Land in Dist No 7. Kt
utdfvioed li acri lot. £ W French. 11
scree.
Rich W W, Will Mayo lot. Diet No iu.

*

H#

»»

IN

19 N

a

2®
157
3 ®

_

•10

h acrea.

bomb Abisha, heir*. land in No IS. 1*
acres.
H.
Bandera Arthur I. land In Dist N
:»ud
Latly UM. 1® acres and SO »acre*.
acre*.
In DUt No a, humiU U»t,
Stanley Charles U. land hud build inf*
in Dist No®,
4aw>er Nancy, land at McKinley. 11
acres,

mbs*rare* Lumber Co. SO acre Mt
•tutupage. K C Harper. f‘4).
Thurston Charles J, Hi of Thurston
at

31

®

1§V
BH

lot
lot

McKinley

Wood Frank P. land at Baas Harbor
Head. 81 acres, land in Dial NO 12
from Frank Modgdon. 87acre*,
tow
luttrtst and charges not included la
Dak.
of
Collector
Ubkrv T. WsnsTBk,
taxes of ins town of Tremont.
_
Sept. ». 190®.
OP InltKC LOM

K*-;
of k*«
\1THKRKAM. Alexander B. Dyer,
Maine, by
NOTH

K

Xf

brook. Hancock county.
mortgage dtiwi. dated the twenty seveoib
I October a. d. 1*4, and recorded in
Page Ail. of the registry ol deeds for to uu
county. Maine, conveyed in mu.tgsge
man Iordan, late of Waltham in said county,
deceased, certain real estate described in
•«
mortgage deed »* follows; A wrt»in
of land sitrated ia *W
parcel
bounded sod described as follow*, to
o«
Bounded on the west by the County roaa* oj
the north by the Dyer Mill lot, on tbs; east
the Mill Pond, on the south by land
L. Clow, containing six acre*, more
home
Meaning and imcodicg to con>ey my
v
stead.
.-*»
of
And whereas the ©©million
broke
gage hu been broken and l* now
lm*
unperformed, uow, therefore, l,
signed. Wnfoid B Jordan. *>* *****
*
aduiinistralo of the estate of
r*c osure
Giluiao Jordan, do hereby claim a f°rt
of said mortgage, and do hereby f
ujr
written notice a* required by *
iuteiitiou iu my aaid capacity a*
w 0f
bre
fo.
tor to foreclose said mortgage
the conditions thereof.
Dated this twentieth day of
WiLroeo D.
». d. lfc.1

®km.IT-nd

“ll“lfni!u*-

^®*

Pf„
Jo*5Jb,.

1
IM'.OM TIO.N •»>
undei signed hereby ,i*f
tb.i the p»rtDer*hip heretofore
I.b«l»«a them under (he u»‘ne of H
ifb[l
• Co- hu tbitr d»y *>•**> dUeoleed. A
due the firm .bould be p»id te' *•
„ gduj
future
in
Hu,ii.e.» will be cerried on
wmxd B smith « (be old
B g-I„.
Hoyt U SU1TU.
East Lamoine. Bept. IT. 1IW®.

J_

Dental Co.,

si

acie*.

T-UK

57 Main St., Bangor, Me.

®

Jr

Jttnd.^
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SOI TH l’K.MMWCOT.
rIHK AT

w’JN'n
i-ditUinal

Bnrne.t
o,Trri>l ItnlKHng*

Loos Over
Five Tkomind.
20
t»KHT.
(Special)
»,H-T1I PKNOBItOOT,
of this village were
TM inhabitant*
thi* morning by Hie cry of
gartlrj "arly
I flaws were aeen bursting from
store ol C. If. Hsrrlo,» larg" two-story
Aboat twenty-flve foot from his
M,jn
his house, which soon caught
,orr
beyond ssvlng. lit* barn and
buildings *H caught, a id the flainea
oolor
ui. kiy
prei B.

was

and

pushed

George Mason has gone to Brockton,
Mass., where he is employed.
C. E. Birtlett and wife have
gone to
their homo in Westfield, Mass.

Mrs. C. K. Holt and Miss Alice Holt relast week from a visit in Machias.
Miss Delia Waste has arrived home
from Portland, where she spent tho sum-

By

turned

and keeping tho roof of the
doing
building wet, the Are wna checked.
Fred White opposite
A building owned by
several tiroes,
tbt blacksmith shop caught
bat was saved.
TV total loos is about IViOO. Mr.
Rhind's g.vods were nearly all saved, aa
of Mr. llarriman'a fur,rts also a part
bad no insurance,
niture. Mr. Mitchell
Mr. Hsrriman
neither bad Mr. Perkins
atiinat s bis loss at about $3,100 with
insurance. Mr. Mitchell will rethis

Beit

|

mer.

baitd

Liulso

Miss

Visiting

Dr. Littlefield has returned from a trip
New York, Connecticut and Massachu-

setts.

The Chase Granite Co. has a large conwhich will give employment to a

goo: many

■

-.

LAKEWOOD.

I. Partridge and daughter Abby
M. Stover have been spending
several days in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. W.

Dr. A. M. Thomas and family, who have
spent the summer at their cottage at Harborside, have returned to New York.
Miss Add it*
the clerks in

is now

of

one

during
teaching in Surry.
store

jobbers,

Boacoe Urindle has been drawu to serve
on the grand jury, and Melvin Henderson
on the traverse jury at the October term

Every National Cigar Stand
Virtually Produces Its Own Cigars

of court.
There is

a good attendance at the acadThe faculty insists of Mr. Patten,
principal; Miss Corn forth and Miss Foster, assistants.

and sells them

emy.

MU#

Carponter,
Fills, veiled relatives here recently.
Aby Garland is at borne from Green
Lake with a badly crushed hand, the result of au accident received at the Fitt#
mill.

I>^ach, who has been

Partridge's drug

busy season,

the

Ellaworth

of

The 2,000 druggists who have united their
cigar-buying power in the
National Cigar Stands Co., have won
liberty for themselves and gained safety
and economy for their
public.
1 hey have freed themselves from the
burdensome taxation on their cigarselling imposed by the old-fashioned system of cigar distribution which exacted
from three to five profits between
producer and smoker, when two were all that
were
necessary or even fair.
These 2,000 druggists
buy cigars as one concern—the National Cigar
Stands Co. and thereby become
sufficiently powerful in the tobacco market
to own their own brands and control
their own factories, instead of buying in
scanty lots at high prices from
as heretofore.

soon.

j and Mrs. O.
|

I.iziie

her there

Misacs Elsie Philip, May Curtis, Allie
and Ida Morse are attending normal school at Castine.

<U?
The Sunday services which have been
conducted at the Dolls rd town school
booae by Howard W. Dunn. Jr., have been
discontinued for the present
Frans Meeder and family* of Trenton,
Meader and family* of;
and
George
Lam*’tne, spent Saturday and Sunday with
Uwir parent*, John C. Meader and wife.
By invitation <d J. A. Stack pole and
wife, the young people of the neighborhood gave a surprise party to their
daughter, Mis* Mabel, Friday eveniug.

j

join

Osgood

Falla,!

Mis*

men.

Miss Emma O. Osgood has obtained a
position in Boston. Mrs. Osgood will

Monday.
Louise G. Seeds entered the Kilsyth huh » hool Monday.
R*v. George II. Salley* of Island
| calkd on former pariabionera here Mon-

Liberty in Cig'ar-Selling'

tract

EST KLL8WOKTII.

Ern?**l and Klraer Smith left for BAngor

!

to

once.

W

Hinckley, of Boston, is
parents, M. P. Hinckley and

her

wife.

jl.asi

at

is

Misa Lillian McIntyre has resumed her
Bates college.
l>r. E. J. Hinckley and wife, of Bar Harbor, spent Bunday in town.

soon

over.

some

studies at

a

dynamited

„,«

pagr

house,

half building north cf
owned by K. P.
jj, Harriman’a house,
R. Hhind aa
[Yfkins snd occupied by
caught next. This building
a tailor shop,
and

A story

&bbmf*nncni.

away visiting friends.
Mrs. V. P. Kline has returned to her
borne in Cleveland, O.

to the blacksmith shop of
Mitchell, to the aouth of Harri-

snd this building
B,„-, store,

.ither

:*v

BLCEHILL.
r. J. Gott, who has been ill for
time, is out again.
Mrs. Little, of the Pendleton

spread

destroyed.

OfMJ»

_

------—.—1

NEWS

Mabel 1c Babson

has

in and

returned to

sessed

Water* tile, where she begins her sophoMisses Jennie Grindle and
year.

more

Joy Hinckley

Colby college
was Jibe 'death

enter

Lura,

wife

of

W

Charles

of

H

and

Osgood,

W

daughter of F. M. Veazie and wife.
In the many relations of life which she
sustained, Mrs. Osgood was sincere and
faithful, kind and sympathetic. As| wife,
mother, daughter, sister and friend, she
will be held in tender remembrance.
M.
Sept as.

eldeflt

N.Y. CUy Kicurslon.
On Oct. 3 and 4 an excursion via Boston
& Maine to New York city will be run.
A *.">

A

dch^btfu ly

booklet

attractive

which will

serve*

and
as

a

artistic
souvenir

guide for tbe New York excursionist!,
pilgrimage to the busy
metropolis, going via the Hooaac tunnel

on

urate, through the mountains and the
beautiful 1 airfield valley to Albany, N.

and Thursday
cards.

and

Wednesday

afternoons
No

Sweet fJrecn

Sprinkle

rento.

Mias Grace Bowden spent last week
her father in Brooksville.
Mrs. Lizzie Billings is spending

Tomato I'lckle.

weeks with her sUter in

cup of salt over one {ieck
of green tomatoes sliced; let them stand
over night and drain in the morning.
Add
two quart*of water to one quart of vinegar
one

Mrs.

Mrs.

a

w

ith

Minnie

visiting
Billings.
Sept. 24.

MOSKH, FI,OK I -T, HA It HA K
ftUUbiUnrtl for iimn J years.
Open all

HO

y6u

the v«ar 'roni d

j

BORN.

sometime!
HAH HAH HOF,
'round.

Flower#

UOftKft, FLORIST,
Often all the

year

ALLEN—At Sedgwick. Sept 18, to Mr and Mrs
K<»y I* Allen, a non. (Roy Thurston.]
BARBOUR— At Stonington. Sept 7, to Mr aud
Mrs William Collius Harbour, a daughter.
BARBOUR—At Stonington, Sept 12. to Mr and
Mrs Timothy B Barbour, u daughter.
BENSON—At Sedgwick. Aug 81, to Mr and
Mrs Frank Benson, a son.
BROWN—At Deer Isle, Sept 20, to Mr and
Mrs Burton Browu. a sun.
BUNKER—At Franklin, Sept 14, to Mr and
Mrs Walter L Hunker, a aou.
CONNORS—At Amherst. Sept 23, to Mr and
Mrs Edwin S Connors, a son.
DEBECK—At Franklin, Sept 20, to Mr and
Mrs Percy W DeBeck, a son.
DRUM ME Y—At Ellsworth, Sept 19, to Mr and
Mrs William J Druimuey, a son.
EMERY—At Eden, Sept 21, to Mr and Mrs
Abdon Emery, a daughter.
GORDON—At Franklin, Sept 17, to Mr aud
Mrs Hamlin A Gordon, a son.
HOOPER—At Sedgwick, Sept 22. to Mr and
Mrs William E Hooper, a daughter. [Daisy
Comfort, j
JOHNSON—At Gouldsboro, Sept 18, to Mr
aud Mrs Melville H Johnson, a son.
NEWMAN—At Seawall, Sept 17. to Mr aud
Mrs R E Newman, a daughter. [Clara

MARRIED.

Represents the highest
grade of footwear*.
Their combination of fit,
and wearing qualities settles beyond a

style

doubt the all-important
question of clothing the
&

&

&

K
SOLD BY

C.

L.

MORANG,

Ellsworth’s

Department

Store.

COOK—BUNKER—At North Sullivan, Sept
17, by Rev N R Pearson, Mrs Nellie Cook to
Henry Bunker, both of West Sullivan.
DOW—GRAY—At Stonington, Sept 18, by Rev
C W Robinson, Miss Miuuie Dow to Stephen
Gray, both of stonington.
EVERETT—GINN— At Bueksuort, Sept 11, by
Rev William Forsyth. Miss Ruth P Everett
to Colon A Ginn, both of Oriand.
GARLAND—BROWN—At Lakewood, Sept 4,
by Rev H C Woods. Miss Mary Ada Garland,
of I-akewood. to William Bourne Brown, of
Livermore Falls.
HALL-PATTEN—At Ellsworth, Sept 20, by
Rev J P Simouton, Miss Laura C Hall to
Emery J Patten, both of East Macbias.
WILBl'R-BUNKER-At Franklin. Sept 22,
by Rev Harry Lee, Miss Adelia Wilbur, of
Kustbrook, to Josiah Burley Bunker, of
Frunklin.

AUDITORIUM,

AND

UNDERTAKING.
I have leased the ground
floor of the Eno building
on State street, and have
moved from my temporary
location on Main street.

j

BANGOR,

October 4, 5, 6,

|

Mme.

SCHUMANN=HEINK,

by

PRIMA

FAVORITE

THE
Assisted

1906.

the best corps of artists ever

DONNA,

presented

at these Festivals and

HR. CHAPMAN’S ENTIRE NEW YORK ORCHESTRA.

L. W. JORDAN.
I

Maine.

Ellsworth,

Auction sale for choice of course tickets, 15 each, admitting to each of the
five concerts, City Hall, Bangor, September ti<>. at i> A. M.
Subscription lists now open at Andrews’ Music Store, or with members of
the Festival Chorus. ITo course tickets sold after September 2$.

INSTRUCTION
IN

Piano

and German.

Mrs. H. C. Hatheway will receive
pupils in Piano and German on and
after Sept. 10 at her rooms on Pine
street (Mrs. F. H. McFarland’s), Ellsrecitals and lectures, beginning with AV’agner and his operas.

Men Wanted

Young

j

—FOR—

STREET RAILWAY SERVICE.
J

WAGES—High Wages.
PERMANENCY—No discharges except for misconduct or Inefficiency.
INCREASING PAY—Salary increases with length of service.
PROMOTION*—Competent men are promoted to official positions,
Foi further information apply or write to

worth.

Weekly

KARL

8.

BARNES,

82

Mention this paper.

WATER

STREET,
BOSTON,

1

j

i
%
MASS.

j

|

Professional Caros.
F. SIMON TON, M. D

p

PHYSICIAN

and

SURGEON.

Porcelain Inlays.
The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Bainless Ex-

(J. M. Hale house).
MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH ME

Office and Residence
No.

CO

TRLKFHONK.

I>l Kl>.
FERGUSON—At Deer Isle, Sept 22, Dr Franklin B Ferguson, aged 78 years, 5 months, S
days.
FINCH—At Castine, Sept 18, Capt John Finch.
* JONES—At West Brooksville, Sept 12, Gilbert
Jones, aged 80 yearA, 8 months, 10 days.
LORD—At St Louis. Mo, Sept 24, Ralph E
Lord, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 28 years,
8 months, 24 days.
OSGOOD—At BlirtrhilL Sept 18, Mrs Lura V
Osgood, aged 88 years, 2 months, 3 days.
PHILLIPS—At Sedgwick, Sent 20, Grace
Phillips, aged 2 years, 11 months.
SCAM MON—At Stonington, Sept 21, Lisle
Kenneth Scammon, aged 7 months, 12 days.
SEAMAN8—At North Castine, Sept 21, Mrs
Margaret A Seamans, of Brookline, Mass.
WEBBER—At Bar Harbor, Sept 22, Levi M
Webber, formerly of Ells worth Falls, aged
61 years, 6 months, 16 days.

MUSIC FESTIVAL

FURNITURE
j

MAINE:

TENTH

JORDAN,

Abbie.j
OSGOOD—At Bluehlll, Sept 21, to Mr aud Mrs
Eugene S Osgood, a sou.
SARGENT—At Bunker’s Harbor, Sept 18, to
Mr and Mrs Lester Sargent, a daughter.
YOUNG—At Cranberry Isles, Sept 21, to Mr
aud Mrs William A Young, a sou.
YOUNG—At Bar Harbor, Sept 23, to Mr und
Mrs James Merrill Young, a daughter.

&

-------

E. G. MOORE, Ellsworth.

bIM-

4bbrnt»tmmtt.

feet.

j

fgf 25c
6c
3 for 25 and op

Blaisdell, of Bluehill, has
mother, Mrs. P. B.

want

will

5c

as

her

__

It

§

Bucksport.

_______

—■-

by

La Idalia—
A choice clear Havana in a number of sizes.

Better Cigar Value for Less Money
Than Ever Sold Before

few

thin, five cups
of b:«-»n sugar, two rounding tablespoons
It’s the easiest thing in the world to
each ground cinnamon, clove* and ginger, convince
yourself that you are just a little
stick cinnamon, w hite mustard seed and better than
your neighbor.
celery seed and one quarter teaspoon of !
Cayenne. Cook altogether for fifteen
MARINE LIST.
minutes stirring from the bottom of the
j
kettle occasionally. A few minute* before j
Hancock Count* Fort#.
thepi?kle is done, add one half teaspoon < f
aorui.xno-8.pt 22, »r .ch C A Sproul,
tumeric to give a good color to the pickle.
( apt Nutter
ten onion* sliced

I

M. fi. Spooner spent several days

b*en

partner

all the advantages and powers posthis central organization.

workmanship..7
Stirling Castle—Fine, clear Havana cigar, 10c. quality

Surry

last week with friends in

sad cook the tomatoes in it until they are
cooked through but are not soft. Drain
sell and put into a kettle with two quart*

vinegar,

Jo#ie Fenton ha# returned to Sor-

than has
a

good as was ever taught at 3 for 25c.
Cuba-Roma—Clear Havana; Cuban leaf, 3 for 25c. grade
5c
6 for 2Jc
College Days—Best domestic cigar ever sold at
Adad-A first-class Domestic cigar, presenting superior

8ARGENTVTLLE
Miss

store is

Black and White—

then

river to New

of

Thursday

and

evening, Oct. 3 and 4.

production

profits by

Seed-and-Havana;

Mrs. E. H. McCurdy will be “at home”

by steamer down the Hudson
York city and back by the
Fill Ki\cr line, will be sent free, upon
receipt of sddrrsa,by tbe general passenger
department. Boston A Maine railroad,
Beaton.

Y.,

V

_

their annual

on

to the actual cost of

The saving effected by cutting out all the middlemen’s profits is well represented in the
following
brands on sale by the undersigned and all other
druggists who carry the National’s emblem in their
windows.

this fall.

A sad event last week

nearer

before been possible, because each

ever

[

traction.

SALE

FOR

At HANCOCK HOI'SE STABLE,
Several good business Horses, new and second
hand Carriages. Harnesses. Agent (or H. A
Moyer’s Flue Carriages. Everything as repre
seuted or no sale. Terms reasonable.
F.

IT,

GOULI).

GREELY,

H.

DENTIST.
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

ELLSWO RTH

SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms. WAYNFLETE
65 State Street. PORTLAND. MAINE.

AMERICAN ADS

‘•NO

PAY BEST
TRY

FAT,

NO

WASHKIi"

All kinds of laundry work done at short notloe.
Goods called for and delivered.

ONE

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
WEST END

BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH,

MR.

General and College Preparatory Courses. Right
of Certificate to all New Eugland Colleges.
Miss Caroline M. crisfield.
Principals. f{ Ml8S aches Lowell.

eubicriber* at 107
Hancock county.

;aiOAX ha*

m
Ail l

paper* in the County com-

er

reach

The Ameri-

bine

*i

can

paper printed i»
'unty. and ha* never claimed to
lhe only vaper that can prop

ha,

b

many.

bo

honesty, he

fed

some

met
tion
ttarCAa*
fw U

tor ia
Mi
for

a

Mr

ily

Tw ining, of Winterport, is visiting
her daughter, Mrs. L. B. Grindle.

V. Grindle for

a

Dora returned from

days.

few

■tore

ring

Bdx

r

l

ice-cream aale

an

well

attended.

and

daughter

MumCandage,

the

Bluehill,

Mrs. Julia Chat to

attending

ts

State association at

sre

Fred Peterson and wife return to their
at Everett, Maas.. Wednesday.
Miss Anna Stinson

Neck,

Proud*

is

where she

spent the

s«

payers.
Mrs. James Be bee, of
New London,
Conn., who has passed the summer in
Brooksiville and Castine, returned home

District Deputy Owen L. Flye
on Saturday to inspect the
ha’l recently leased of the Odd Fellows by

visit tolaslme
the masonic

Tuesday.

on

business.

her duties

will

resume

Mrs.

Jones next week.

F.

home of his brother
years and

milliner with

as

Mr*,

They plan

Maine.

Patten and

to

spend

a

in

Harbor

northern

few

boat

days at

been

Margaret

for

number of weeks ill at

a

Sept.

Dexter A. Young has gone to Bangor to

"

“re

work.

forwarded to her home in

Brookline, Mass.

to

G.

Sept. 24.

C.

M. W. Grindle is

recovering

from

his recent ill ness.

William Dunbar is at home, after two
Bluehill.

weeks in

Presiding-Elder

preached at
Sunday.

Haskell

Perkins school bouse

the

Mrs. Lucy Mixer has returned from a
visit with her sons in Belfast and Camden.

Wilder,

of

with his

young

Merle—born

Miss Ella Perkins is spending her vacation with her parents, Joseph Perkins and

Trami'.

W. Wallace Conner has gone to New
the schooner Flora Condon, Capt.
Will Seilers.

begins to-day. Miss Ethel Reed,
Northeast Harbor, teacher.
Miss Celia Ellis, who has been stopping
with her grandmother this summer, has
School

of

Mrs. Belle O. Hinckley and son Truman,
Bluehill, visited his grandmother. Mrs.
Marv L. Leach, last week.
of

returned to

George Faye, who has been in the emof Duncan Dunbar several years, has
left to attend the high school at Castine.

in

A
see

a

is

ill

sani-

tarium.
Mr*

Mary Wescott

her farm to her

son

Sept.

L.

Clarence Holden sad

family

have

returned and will open their cottage
the Dow road.
Prof. 8. B.

Knowlton

hotel. The Firs,
Philadelphia.

Miss Rena
ton to take

has

closed

on

his

and has returned

Haskell left Monday for Bos-

a course

in

Bryant

& Stratton’s

commercial college.
Mrs. Phil Haskell and children went to
Atlantic Friday, where they are the guests
of M iss Lbtrie Burns.
Mrs. Edith Staples, who has been with
her hushand on schooner 8. G. Haskell, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. H. W. Small.

Opt. Irving Barbour and brother Ernest
arrived home from Beloit, Wia., where
they have been employed. After a few
days’ visit with his mother, Capt. Barbour
for the winter.
Dr. Frank B. Ferguson, one of the oldest
and best-known physicians in the county,
died Saturday morning after an illness
four months. He had been located
will return

lasting

and daughters, who have
been spending th" summer at Carter’*
; Point, have returned to Sionington.
! Smith Bros, have purchased a new horse
of Merrill Hinckley, Blu?hill. They have
sold the larg3 horse known as Billy to EL
I A. Small.
Ware

H. Currier, who has be*n visiting
friends here, left Friday morning.
Mr.
Carrier is a native of this town. Since
visiting here five years ago he has travelled expensively through the Cnited
State*, Liverpool, Eng., Melbourne and
New Castle, Australis.

!
1

regret is felt at the departure of
Mr*. C. II. Qoason, who moved the remainder of her household effects last week
to Boston where she will make her home.
This community lose* a kind and sympathetic neighbor, end one who waa always
ready to aid in any good work.
H.
Sept. 24.
Much

EAST FRANKLIN.
A
of

boy baby recently

came

to the

home

Hamlin (Jordon and wife.
Miss Mae

her brother

Patten, who has been visiting
John,

has returned to Sullivan

to

a

!

Miss

Myra

day from
gusta.

backboard

|

a

Powers arrived home

trip

Rockland

to

Center.

John

Walton,

wife

and

two

day, where she will make her home.
Thompson Leland and wife, w ho

their son, Ernest
Harbor, have returned

summer

at

Bar

have

w’ith

home.

Au-

Herbert Hodgkins and family, who
spent the summer st The Elms, left

Mrs.
have

of Orlanc*.

Miss Louisa

i

teaching at Bayaide.

I Pretty Marsh,
I ing on friends

|

in Boston.

|
|
I

Sept. 23.
Arthur

were
on

in town

came

Heath is

j

few scratches.
8.

J. Y.

Bangor.

Miai Julia Guptill went to Bar Harbor
Monday for the day.

[

Mrs. Georgie Lynam, of Sullivan, is a
guest of Mrs. K. W. Cleaves.
Mrs. Moses Stanley and ton Robert have
gone to Waltham for several weeks.
a

few

days

o,d

Mr. and Mrs. l.arabee, 0f
Vlnati..—
st Mrs. Fred RsckiifPs for
s few

a/"’

sre

Sept.

22.
_

north

j

bbookbvillk.

Ira Cousina hat commenced
work
new postofllce.
Ho will enter
upon
duties as postmaster about
Oct. ]

v

Following are the officer* of the H
W. Longfellow school
Improvident
President, E. H. Webber; vke-pr,
M. Grc-n;
ww.rj, Pn|
Dow; treasurer. Luring X. y0B
ecuttv. committee, E. H. Webber
V'’rn',n »**•*• Th
learn,
k
bold s box social st the
acboulh6am w“
n Fr‘rt«y evenimt, Oct. 5. All
No charge for admission.
Koch Isdv i,,
i|nested to bring s tea with lunch f,',,
°8*P»- «
p
LEACH'S POINT.

lister

|

hJL

_

Mrs. Carrie CTusby
Outline.

visit mg Matin,

is

Edwin Sawyer, of Bar Harbor.
L. A. Sawyer1).
Miss Maria Higgins, who hat
teen t»
I,.well. Mass., the past few
hB|,
turned home.
several day. this week at

Mrs. Wendell teach, who

unc.

rwentas

last

Ernest Cole has returned home from
Grindstone, where be has been employed
for the

summer.

A few of

Mrs. R, R. Robinson's friends

surprised her on the evening
tieth, It being her oirthdsy.
Hept. 31.

NORTH BRUOKBVIU.E.
It H. Perkin*

in in Kllaworth !a*t
Elmar Webber, of Ml. Vernon, u trackin* here.

of the twen-

Hurry
a

C.

wile

Ureem »n.l

were

Banger

in

pari of laat weak.

the

AMHERST.

A.

Brawn,

of Southw’est

Harbor,

and

Rock-

land.

ceptive

die

was

1

induced to

try Electric

Bitters; with the wonderful result that
improvement began at once, and a comor any itching of the skin. Doan’s Ointment
plete cure followed.” Best health Tonic
gives instant relief, cures quickly. 1 erfectly on earth. 50c. Guaranteed by E. G. Moobe,
safe for children. All druggists sell it.—Adtt. druggist.

j winter.

He has

employment

there.

Robinson has moved his family
into the house belonging to Clarence Dow.
H.
Sept. 34.

You want
will heal

School commenced Sept. 17, Miss .Alice
Minton, of Trenton, teacher.

Lee

on

H*pL

membranes,
system

Scott’s Emulsion
is just such a remedy.
It has wonderful healing
and nourishing power.
Removes the cause of
the cough and the v. hole

board.

24._L.
NORTH BROOK LIN.

Mr*. Joste Dow is visiting relatives at
Bar Harbor.
Mr*. Georgia Conant,of Boston, is visiting her mother and relatives here.
Richard Giles and family are visiting
friends and relatives at Bucksport.

Eugene Hamilton, of Boston,

is

visiting

parents, F. H. Hamilton and wife.
C. H. Young has lately bought a good
cow of Miss Josephine Sweet, of Bluehill.
H. H. Hale is threshing oat* with his
new threshing machine, for Cxial F. Candag* at South BluehiU.
his

School ha* opened at precinct No. 5 and
6, Miss Grace Gray, of South Brooksviile,
teacher. Precinct No. 7is taught by Miss

Dodge.
Sept. 24.

Sib.

something that

the inflamed
enrich the
blood and tone up the

Benjamin F. Ramson is visiting in
Malden, Mas*., and New York city.
Mrs. Caddie Bartlett ha* returned from
a two-weeks’ visit in Bar Harbor, Newport and other placet.
The yacht Hostess sailed Friday for
Pride’s Creasing with A. P. L>ring and
wife, Mias May Loring a:>d Miss Bessie

;

system

ts

given

sfier.gih

and

vigor

•Vs.* fN

|
;

new
.’. .*•

/'*»

SCO 11 ts BOitWE, Chmio
Sew reek
409 415 P
*+

$.

jo*

|

.1-

jo

A Sure Cure for Piles
'1*‘°

5^

>-*>'
Mr F. S, Randail nl N
Leroy. N V wmci that 1 »c, rid
c.-t.
Mnaiiuchu loaf.!
Racial liuurtr whaie a%-....

HatBm«»firinai'

to cure

hi«

ov

'\’Z.

*•

•*

amny fcata-

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Clara Day has gone to Tremont to teach.
Mr®. Henry Hendrickson is visiting
friends in Boston.
John Keith and wife, of Hancock, visitfriends here Isst week.

ed

School commenced Monday, Miss Hittie McIntyre, of Bluehill, teacher.
Miss

rived

RALPH,

to

Coughs

cough.

J

eczema, sores

s,0T

operation for appendicitis last week.hu
well as could be e« pecked.
week with relatives in Gouldsboro.
Irving Heath snd wife, of Cambridge,
Gapt. Deaey ha* returned from a week’s
Mesa., and Mrs. K.U McFarland sad link
visit to friend* in Washington county.
son James, of Brighton, Mu.
were ,■
The Rostell Stock Co., which played here
Lyman Sawyer’# Thursday.
three evenings last week, was well patron22.
v
Sept
ised.
Irving MacDonald spent

Emma Bradford, of Lewiston, arSunday to care for her sister, Mrs.
1 at home.
before
week’s visit
who is ill.
commencing school at
| Jefferson Torrey and Mrs. Cora Stock- B. E. Sylvester,
Otter Creek.
Mrs. Etta Billings, of Tremont, was the
Sept. 19.
bridge were chosen delegates from Atlan24.
of
W.
S.
Mrs.
J. Harper, at Lily Lake tic to attend the
Sept.
guest
Baptist association at
SOUTH DEEH ISLE.
house, Saturday.
Bar Harbor.
OAK POINT.
Capt. Watts and wife, of Somerville,
Mrs. Phronie Carter and children, of
j The three Thompson boys left Saturday were at Seth Hatch's
M r. and Mrs. Norwood, of Fremont, are Mt. Desert, visited Mrs. Carter's
Sunday.
mother, ! morning for New York and Baltimore.
Mrs. Josephine Stanley came on TuesMrs. M A. Walls, last week.
visiting relatives here.
Miss Mary McKitn left on the same boat
day from Kockland, and is moving her
Mrs. Alice Alley has employment with
John K. Young, of South Boston, has for Baltimore.
Mrs. Remick at the Bayside mill board- returned home, after passing his vacation
of Franklin, came TuesHarry
Havey,
A OturuiiMMt Cure fur Pile*.
with his sister, Mrs. W. J. Harper. Mr. j
ing house.
| day to accompany his wife and children Itching, Blind, Bleeding Protruding Pile*.
Druaralsiftsre authorised to refund money 11
Ralph Leland and Harry C. Alley have
I home. Mrs. Havey has been visiting her PAZo
oi.Nr.Mfe.M !siu to cure lu 6 l* todays
Starvi ng to Death.
I parents, Calvin Kent and wife, on the jOC.
gone on the schooner Julia Frances w ith
Because her stomach was so weakened north side of the island.
Capt. Perry Alley.
by useless drugging that she could not
8.
Sept. 22.____
Joseph Gilley and wife, William BlaU- eat, Mrs. Mary H. Walters, of 8t Clair St.,
iUJDmisnnmt*.
CENTER.
dell and wife and William Hammett went Columbus, O., was literally starving to
death. She writes: *‘My stomach was so
I
tlsbing down the western bay Friday. weak from useless drugs
Stewart
has
gone to Stoningthat I could not * George
I. E.
They made a fine catch.
eat, and my nerves so wrecked that I could ton, where he has employment,
24.
Plutarch.
not
and
not
before
1
was
sleep;
given up
Hept.
W. Ober has gone to Boston for the
baby suffer front

Inn,

WiliUtn

Robert R. Hatch, who ha,
been ,t ki.
fnndtether's for a few week,,

in

.Amv

Herman Joyce, of Gloucester, Mass., is
visiting his parents. Lavi Joyce and wife.

Seth Stock bridge, of this place, are building the foundation of H. W. Joyce’s hotel.

N.
near

a

Mrs. Mina Staples left Sunday morning
for North Sedgwick to visit her husband’s
sister, Mrs. Nellie Staples.

recently csll*

Rumili is scalloping

Sept.

only

24.

ATLANTIC.

their way to their homes

_

out of it with

Mrs. Eustis Thompson left Saturday for
Mary and Eva Copp are at home from
; Bar Harbor to spend a couple of weeks
Miss
Bernice
who
has
been
eroAshley,
Harbor.
were
accon
Northeast
with her sister before returning home to
They
punied by Miss Sarah Kidman for a ! ployed st Tremont since early spring, is Baltimore,

Don't let the

Mr*

^rwnu,u

l>r. C. C. Lsrrabee leaves this mornijg
for

grand-

to-day.

Thurs-

and

Mrs. A. L. Burns, who has been critiMr*. Kate Wail* and lit tic son Granville
cally ill, is better.
j are guests of Mrs. Walls' sister, Mrs.
;
Nancy Freeman, at Pretty Marsh.
Rosetta Marshall has gone to Bar Haiy
bor to attend the grammar school.
! C. W Moffett and nephew, Newland
Mrs. Kate
moved to Brewer Satur- i Moffett, who have spent the Hummer at

Day

**

__

PROHFECT HARBOR.

B.

1

the

Leland,

Rev. John A. Lawrence, of Southwest
Harbor, has been in town for a few days.

to

party of fourteen enjoyed

spent the

summer

Hallowed
Master Reuben

trip

WEST TRENTON.

Paul, who will build

DEER ISLE.

Cspt.

naphtha laanch.
with him.

has sold one-half of

24.

Mm.

He ia steward with bis brother-inI Lamoine grange conferred the first and
law, Eugene Tinker, in the schooner
second degrees on lour candidates TuesRobert L. Snyder.
day evening.
Mrs. Nettie Bain, of Northeast Harbor,
Miss Anna Mitchell, who has been emcame Wednesday to spend the winter at
ployed with Mrs. Herbert Hodgkins, reher old home, Daniel Dow's. Her sister,
turned to her home 40 Carapobelio SaturMr*. Ina Sawyer, of Stonington, w ith her
day.
three children, is visiting there also.
Edward Giipatrick and son Jerome, who
Thelma.
Sept. 24.
have spent most of the summer here, reSEAL COVE.
turned to their home in
New Haven

| Turner,

here as soon as he can dispose of bis property in Portland.
Mrs. L. W. Rice is at home from Sandy
Point, where she went to attend the
funeral of her sister-in-law. Mrs. Sarah
Rice Mann, of Brooklyn. New York.

Ad die Lufkin
is visiting her
mother, Mrs O. P. Carter. She is accompanied by Miss Jennie Moreland.

|

The friends of Arch Wescott, formerly
he

Bros., have arrived home.

Miss

ride to Bar Harbor

setts.

hear that

been

Tuesday evening, to ! Mr*. E. P. Sawyer, of Southwest Harbor, last week for Waterville, where they are
illumination of the warships.
| spent a few days with Mr*. C. H. Sawyer to reside.
While Lester Young was on bis way to
Dr. Cornelias Smith held his last meet- ; last week.
Miss Louise Robbins, in company with •church last evening on his bicycle, be
ing Sept. 23, in St. James’ chapel. Ad are
friends from Center, attended the Eden collided with his cousin, Willard Young,
sorry to ioae his interesting talks, and
throwing them both snd cutting the
hope to see him again next summer.
| fair Thursday.
Lester
H.
J*ept. 24.
School ia in session, taught by Miss Cora latter’s eye in a frightful manner.

Francis West and family, who have been
summer at the home of Mark
C. Devereux, have returned to Massachu-

to

a

Brown went

spending the

He has entered

his

;

Bangor.

Warren Browm took

ploy

regret

have

factories of

1

York in

place,

;

\

BOUND.

with tuberculosis.

com

there.

Sept. 14.

Sept. 24.

wife.

of this

the various

Newton Center, spent
family.
Mrs. Lydia Cunningham, who has been
ill the past week, is improving.
Mrs. Harvard Curtis and little daughter
Mr*. Amanda Webster amd son Harry
Mrs. 8. Y. Springer, of Foxcroft, i* vishave been visiting at E. M. Curtis’.
came borne from Bangor Wednesday.
Her iting her cousin, Mrs. Abbie Austin,
Harry Bellatty, of Ellsworth, spent Sat- daughter, Mrs. Fbebe Reed, had to re- j Mrs. Louisa Archer, of Ellsworth, has
urday night with his uncle,Calvin Young. main for medical treatment at the hos- been visiting relatives here the past week,
pital.
Miss Gertruds Ilragdon has gone to CasFrank Coggins and wife, late of this
t
Mr*. Lena Robbins went to Bangor Suntine to be employed during the millinery
place, who have purchased a farm as Linto be w ith her husband while he is
day
season.
coln ville Center, have a
son—Basil
S. W.

8. Ludlow is ill with the shingles.

Capt.

Mrs. Smith and Mm. Phillip* returned
Ellsworth Sunday.

Sunday

CASTINE.

NORTH

in

ri*iUn*

**•

Her. Gideon Mayo, of
Winter ||,rhM

has increased

last week was the most successful that
Bar Harbor has ever known for the third
week in September.
Socially Bar Harbor
has had the gayest September for years,
probably the merriest in the history of
the resort, and for this it has to thank the
warships. The month has been one of the
beat the merchants of the town have
known. The officers and sailors have left
quite a bit of money, and kept the many
cottagers to a later date than they had intended to remain.

*"

Throat

Tomson.

24.

the

brother, A. J. Morgrag*. at
Castine, died Friday night. The

remai»*"

motor

G., lately purchased by Mr.

SOUTH SURRY.

home of her
North

son Newell, and
wife left Friday for Bar

twenty-two-foot

the

on

Mabel

Seamans, who has

Ann

Tar box and

Sabine.

from there go to Chairback

Mountain camps.
Mrs.

eight months.

lrvmg

Rufus Sabine and

E. Lewis and daughter Gertrude leave

this week for their vacation

Wednesday, Sept. 12, at the
Samuel, aged eighty

ing, died

Boston the
Miss Rragdon

Mrs. C. F. Jones has been in

past week

Jones, after many year*’ suffer-

Gilbert

lodge.

Bloehiil.

Dorlty.
from this place who

wh

Presiding Elder flukaU win
in
chapel to-night.
Brooka (irindlr in rebuilding hi* home,
children went to Surry last week, to visit ('Mrs. Georg* Rod irk ia at home after
relative*.
adding another atury.
WEST TREMONT.
•pending* few month* in Bar Harbor.
;
Orin Donnell has been spending a few
Mr*. Julia Miller ha* returned home
Bapt. M.
c.
R. M. Kumill is painting his house.
with
his
Mr*.
days
daughter,
Benjamin from a visit to her son, John Miller, of
L. 8. Springer has purchased a fine black
MARLBORO.
at
Northeast Harbor.
North Holden.
Grave*,
horse and buggy.
Mima Katie McIntyre, w be ha* ham
Mr*. U. G. WUlis, with little daughter
Friday, Sept. 21, Seth R. Joy, who is
Maggie Norwood has been quite ill working for Dun liar Bros,
working for Mra. Rraydon in lemnine, a
cutting stone, Dorothy, of Chicago, is visiting her pawith^hieken pox.
home.
got a piece of steel in his eye, injuring it
rent*, Georg* Rodlck and wife.
Mra. E. G. Burnham and Mr*. Jacob
Gapt. Charles P. Lunt has a crew of men seriously.
A number of the grange member* met
of Kllaworth, viaited Mr*. S. H.
building an ell on bis house.
Mrs. Lula Wentworth Campbell and at the new hall Saturday and cleared the Pro*!,
Remirk one day Laat weak.
Otis Ingalls was drawn as juryman on Mm.
Henry Gray, of Portland, are visiting ground of the brush and rocks. They exAn.
Sept. 84.
the traverse jury for the October term.
relatives here and in Sullivan before re- pect to have the hall completed by the
Mrs. Margaret Mayo, of Ellsworth, has turning to Portland.
middls of October.
AJtirrtisrm rm«.
been visiting relatives here the post week.
The State road which is being built by
Georgia, widow of John Foster, of
Arthur Tinker is at home tor a few days Michigan, and two sons, John W, and
Road Commissioner C. M. Smith is makfrom Bangor while the vessel is loading. Harry, who have been visiting Orin Doning a great improvement along the side of
Gapt. George W. Lunt left Tuesday for nell and wife and other relative* here the the fields. All the rock* are being used to
Boston to join his family. He returned past few weeks, returned to Michigan fill in the road. It will be finished this
week and will be a good place of road.
Sept. 14.
Sunday.
O.
Sept. 24.
George Hooper and wife and T. E.
Mrs. Nancy Lunt is spending a few
A tickling i.i the throat;
wife and daughter Lila Mse
w<eks at her birthplace. Deer Isle, among Hooper,
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
at times; adeep
hoarseness
attended a family reception at George's
old friends.
Mrs. Katie Bartlett was in Bar Harbor
breath irritates it;—these
their uncle and aunt,
given
by
pond,
Elmer Bridges, of the l\ 8. 8. 8. Curtis
Hooper and wife, Saturday. All last week.
are features of a throat
Missouri, spent Friday night with his passed an enjoyable day. Mr. Hoop, r and
Millard Bartlett was at home from Bar
wife
expect to spend lh<’ winter with their
father, Fred Bridge*.
They’re very deHarbor Saturday night.
ton. Dr. Hooper, of Fairfield,
Mitse*
Kite and Julia Clark
left
a
and
3t.
R.
Miss
Mina
cough mixSept.
Robbins
is
in
atBangor
\\ eotuaday for Boston, where they will j
them.
cure
business
ture
won’t
tending
college.
be employed for the winter.
NORTH LAMOINE.

county commissioners, selectmen and tax-

a

Baxter

Mrs.

A long piece of State road has been completed here, to the satisfaction of the

Capt. John Finch, who has been ill for a
long time, died Tuesday last. The funeral
Rev.
was held Wednesday, conducted by
M \ Luce.
made

Farnsworth,

men

employed

have taken

summer.

Mi#s W illiam

Coombs.

The

sum-

mer.

Messrs. (Tossonand Chatto

spent

ton

launch for K. E.

from

home

at

season.

Means has gone to New London,
N. H., to 'tttend school.
E. J. Day is building a fine naphtha

home

Providence, R. 1., Sat-

in

imroing pool was dosed for the
Saturday. The popularity of the

to continue.

for the

is at home

d«a"

sw

each year and bid* fair
The summer ha* been especially favorable for bathing.
Fletcher T. Wood, manager of the Clark
Coal Co., has resigned, and Ansel B Lcland
has been chosen bis successor.
Mr. Wood
has been connected with the coal company since its organisation, and is still one
of its stockholders. He give* Op his i*>~
sltion, having purchased the general store
of the late L. B. So yes, of SHeuhen.

pool

N.

Annie

some mackerel in their nets the patt week.
John
were beaut tea.
».
Mr*
I They
and daughter Agnes returned
Cbarnley
Mrs. R. A. Sinclair, Mrs. N. J. Kane and
bere
gone to Boston for the winter.
from Northeast Harbor Friday.
Mrs. Mary Means ar? delegates to the
Rot ri Gay, of Boston, is in town for a
Richard Greene, wife and Miss Bertha
Baptist association at Bar Harbor.
few * i. x s’ visit with his sister, Miss Lucy
Trumble, who have been employed at Isle
Rev. Qaorga H. Silley, of Bridgewater,
P. Ga
au Haut, returned home Tuesday.
formerly pastor of the Ellsworth Free
Pressing Elder Haskell preached at the
Misses Emma and Elsie Young, who
Baptist church, visited at M. D. Chatto's
Mr th< i«t church yesterday forenoon and
have been employed at the Kimball house, Isst week.
evenii:..
Northeast Harbor, returned borne last
Mrs. Helen Blackwood, who has spent
Rep* rt has it that a three-year-old bull week.
the summer at E. fc. Ssrett’s, w&ut to
at
moo** has been seen a number of times
Halcyon, Arbutus and Harvest Home Bangor to join her husband on the
North tastine.
granges met with East Bluebill grange schooner Calumet last week.
J. F. Hooper and wife, who have been Saturday evening in the A. O. V. W. hall.
Work is progressing rapidly on Mrs. Was■ponding their vacation here, returned to Halcj’on grange conferred the fifth degree
gatt’s house, and the wo. krnen are soon to
Providence, R. I., Friday.
on five eandidates.
Ninety visiting mem- resume work on Arthur Webber's house.
Guy Perkins left last week for New bers were present. Harvest supper was Two others are
contemplating repairs this
York, w here he has a posi ion with the served.
fail.
R.
Gas Engine A Power Co
Sept. 24.
Improvements on several lota in Wild
The football squad is out nightly for
Rowe cemetery on Jarvis' hill have been
WEST BROOKSVILLE.
practice. With the material at hand
made by George Phillips.
During the
there ought to be a number of good games.
Gilman Blake is building a blacksmith
summer people from
out of the State
for
Provnear
his
Mrs. Pierce leaves on Tuesday
dwelling.
shop
have visited the town, and seeing the
idence, K. I., where she will remain some
Rufus Sabine and wife have returned neglected state of the rest lug place of
husband
'Oklaat
time before joining her
from a business trip to Boston.
parents, children and friends, have enhoma
Capt. Jerome P. Tapley is sinking a well gaged Mr. Phillips to attend to ihe lota.
Capt. R. B. Brown and sons Roland and at the back of his dwelling bouse.
Some of the resident# of the place have
Edward spent several days fishing among
been doing work on their Iota. Much
O. W. Foas, of Haucoek, called on
Capt.
the islands down the bay in their yacht
more is needed.
Why not follow the
Capt. George H. Tapley Wednesday.
Alice.
example of Lamotne, and have an assoA. Wales Howard has been drawn as
ciation? Already several have offered to
The drawing of jurors for the county
grand and Frank Hooper as traverse Juror
eourt at Ellsworth, resulted in the selecpay a yearly sum.
at the October term of court in Ellsworth.
C.
tion of Ferdinand IVvereux and Ned W.
Sept. 24.

ton

Thursday

at

home from

;

season

T. A. Smith, wife and little

Bangor.

Cora Clark and Evelyn Bellatty
Northeast Harbor.

!

The

delightful

Mrs. Dana W. Staples and family have
moved lAto the upper tenement of the
Yett* Cain house.

F.

F.

the

a

34._

Harry O. Ford

|
E.

is at

E. Swett’s.

Cora Mark* has returned from Seal Harbor, where she has been employed during

Hackett, who has been in Bostime, arrived home last week.
E. Tilden has closed her house

at
1

of East

served and

household foods to that
citr
plans to spend the winter.
Mrs. Ralph Ssunde.a

«mm«

and

SEDGWICK.

Tremont.

urday.

is at work in F. E. Lewis’*
the absence of Mr. Lewis.

uglas

Ne-

O. V. W. gave

Friday evening, which was
Mrs. Evelyn Hutching*

Pillsbury is visiting the fam-

!*ra

of

The A.

teaching

Cora Turner has resumed
au

Mrs.

Griffin preached at the Uniaryh Sunday.
mise Cox arrived home Friday
weeks’ vacation.
r.

Sept.

Bluchill

were

MW *****

BAR HARBOR.

occasion enjoyed.

social

attending

is

Stinson

academy.

Haut Saturday.
C. W. Marks and family have moved
into Reuben Thom’s house.

CAST1NE.
Rex

Sarah

24._Rex.
May Jareny returned from Isle

Kefrcshmenta

recently.

EAST BLCEH1LL.
Miss

Mr. and Mrs.
athletic club.
Harper entertained a few friend* on the
evening of Sept. 8, in honor of Mr. Young.

,V«r*

KlrHttcmsU

•r

Boston

Mrs. Eva Treworgy visited Bar Harbor

two years ago.

Sdpt.

a

mm

EAST SURRY.

by Dr. H. W. Small,
whom be invited to share hi* practice

COCNTY paper; all th>
r*iy local paper» The circulais American, barring the Rar
rord'* *ummer liet, t* larger
*f all the other paper» printed
k county

arty

MlI'WTMfc .Vmm

in the hearts of

place

won a

w

He is succeeded

all.

only

*he

Ban

of medicine for

COUNTY NEWS

Young is connected with the Columbian
yacht club. South Boston, also with the

COUNTY NEWS.

Deer Isle, bis birthplace, in the practice
over fifty years and by his
great skill and ability as well as rugged

at

in

poet-office*

Of th

Architect and Builder.

Will

Northeast Harbor, Maine.

*• the most healingaalvein ihe tecld
itivehr cure cat*. barna. ’I *«ea,«
•alt rfecum and all akin t>-yc
■

Found c.t L;:a

COT

tor Iona.

Mr. utarha

Philadelphia, Pa. writ*.

I»«

p-jjga.

with thin trtr.aU <—»*** ■*'■
remedy alter rcmcdyl-’f it, hut
tr
J
cure, until J.« wae adv
mem, and tnher pleat aurpriJC «■'" ;■
nearly all c< the old aorr., and il
completely cured hfl
Urer Ftib curaCc o-

*

many year*

>

^Bloodiae

E. Q. MOORE,

u

,,

.nit-

>

atr.

J5C

Druggist.

It

was

team

|a

By

)

C.

made coffee and fried bacon and
warmed up the frozen bread and Invited Ml** Stacy to breakfast She had
l -s«vl the worst night of her life and
lost her appetite. What She wanted
was to reach her Aunt
Jane's In the
quickest time possible. Jim listened to
her request and then shook bis head
"We've got. to wait awhile for this
blizzard to let up.” he replied. "We
touldii't go ten roils without iKdng lost.
; *»ii being lost would mean
being dead.
Letxuue tell you how a bull throwed me
over the fence two years ago and chirk
you up a bit.”
The girl refused to be chirked. She
snt swathed In horse blankets like a
mummy, aud her tears formed icicles
o.i her cheeks.
Noon came, and the
••Hazard was still with them. Jitn tried
to make her tuke a
hopeful view of
thincH by asserting that he was lH>rn
and reared iu that locality and had
never known a blizzard to lost over
four days, but she wept Instead of
smiled.
Filially at 4 o’clock in the
afternoon she made an anuouncemerft.
*’I am going. 1 won't stay here another minute.
If you don’t want to
come
along you needn't,” she said

LEWIS

by Ibtmer

'ijtiL

(

B.

rogu§

jjIkh Minnie Star}, twenty year* old.
from the city to stay
lud come out
With her Aunt Jane In the country for
her parent* made a hur
j mouth while
ried Iri; to Ku .l nd. It was the last of
was snow ou the
February, and there

ground.

Tb. licit farm to Auut June's was
pic Bot-iiler place, and Mrs. Uosslter
widow. A hired man named
was also a
Jim Will ins plowed, plauted and
rpapc.l for her. When Jim heard that
girl was stopping with Aunt
s city
jane he went over to see her for himself He didn't stop to put on a clean
afcjrt or to grease and lampblack bis
steer lie entered Uie bouse In that
familiar way farmers have among
themselves, and when Introduced m
the vl-itor he held out a baud ns big as
shook her small one
• washboard and

firmly.

rigorously.

"There's only one way you can go,”
replied Jim after stepping aside to
measure the depth of the snow.
"I'll

••Hew are yeJ Nice winter weather
we're having." he said.
The young lady of wealth and social
stand i- tr. d to squelch him. but Jim
drew up his chair and *f>oke of spring
calves and kicking cows In a way

have to take you on my hack.
You
never can make it otherwise.
Fin stout
enough to carry you aud a bag of 'taters Uvstdes. and if I don’t hurry too
much I can keep a straight course.”
The girl demurred and protested; but,
finding no other way. she at last consented.
He stooped down, lifted her
up and set off with her. It was a desperate undertaking, and they were a
full hour making the mile they had to
go. but he finally deposited her on the
doorstep. rapp»*d for Aunt Juue and
then said good night and pluugcul into
the storm agnin. Two evenings later,
when the blizzard had vanished and
the highways had lieen dug out, he
knocked at Aunt Jane’s door.
This
time be had on a boiled shirt, with a
pair of celluloid cuffs under his eout
sleeves, and as Minnie rose up aud before she could utter a word of thanks
he said:

be highly eutertainlng. He
to In- snubbed, and be wouldn't

to

meant
refatake .1 .lint.
Wb-n the subject of music was referred to be volunteered to sing a ballad or two. and when 10 o'clock came
he took bis hat. held out bis baud again
tad departed after saying:
-Well. Mlnuie. 1 don’t know when
I've sj* t a more Interesting evening,
and It's .ill owing to you. I'm not oue
stuck up chaps. I’m Jest plain
of the
Jim Williams, and you'll tlnd me a
yard wide and all wool every time. I'll
run In quite frequently and cheer you

up."
Minnie had many criticisms to
make after the caller had left and asd If he came again be would get a
ae
feline s to last him all his life.
"Oh.
All;.! June tried to soothe her.
yon mustn't mind our ways out here In
the ctitmtry. As Jim has fallen In love
wilh you at first sight be will"—
“W h a t!" exclaimed the horrified
M

>s

■•ourse

not! Uow dare he do such

thing!"

“I du l see why you mine such a
fuss over It.
If you don't want to
marry him yon can say so when he
ssks yon.*1
When Jim hail retires! that night he
got to thinking things over. "I'm Jlin
Williams." he soliloquized.
"I'm as
•tout as a bull and have an appetite
like a hnr<e
I'm twenty-seven years
okl and have SHOO In the bank-. There
ain't no tliis on me, and I'm a good
Buff match for any gal that lives.
I'm
la love with Minnie Stacy.
I don't
know what sort of a farmer's wife
she'd make, but I'm willing to take my
ebuno-s
We'll take In Niagara falls
cn our wedding trip, and If she wants
eandy at 50 cents a box she shall have
It I’ll give her a week to sort o’ get
acquainted, and then I'll pop the question."
It was all settled In his mind when
he turned over and went to sleep, and
he saw no clouds on the liorlson as he
awoke in the morning. Thereafter for
nine or ten nights he was a regular
caller at Aont Jane's house. If be saw
Minnie he tried to Interest her In
anaki-s, mud turtles, frogs and other
novelties of farm life and gave her Interesting statistics of bow much bay a
cow would consume In the winter.
When Minnie stuck to her room and
refused to come down he had Greenlag apples and other messages for her
grow more aeepiy in
About the 1st of March the mi
pit* sugar season opened. The making
of the sugar was a
part of Jim's spring
'ft'ork. and from the first run of sap be
sent the city
girl some maple wax on
ft clean, white
maple chip.
The suow disappeared, the spring
birds l>egan to appear and the ground
wai getting
dry uuderfoot when Min
fcie started out one afternoon for u
walk. She wandered over a field and
Into a piece of woods,
hoping to find
tbe first spring
flower, and of a sudden
she felt chills
sweep over her and the
atmosphere grew dark. A blizzard had
ktolen upou the country as softly as a
thief In the night In her sudden alarm
the girl became turned around. She
Wai hurrying
through the woods when
the wind rose, the air Ailed with snow,
ftud she clutched the branch of a bush
ftud shrieked her alarm.
She kept up her shrieks for half an
hour and then sank down In a collapse.
She did not realize what was happening when Jim Williams came feeling
bis way through the storm, took her In
bis arms and carried her to the sugar
bush shanty, forty rods away.
It was a blizzard long to be remembered. The thermometer went down to
zero, and a foot or more of snow fell,
and for two or three days the farmers
Xvere imprisoned in their houses. The
girl recovered her senses soon after
reaching the sugar camp, but there was
ho going farther.
Jim happened to
have plenty to eat and plenty of blanbets. He gave up the shanty to her for
tbe night and dug out a place for him^If before the fire. She might have
ftlept, but he had to keep the fire going
to prevent his freezing to death.
He had plenty of time to think. The
wind howled, the snow flew, and the
cold made the trees pop like musketry.
®nd Jim’s great fear was that the glr!
^oultl freeze to death before morning.
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flow to Care Stooping.
One of the greatest and most common deformities of the day. observes
n medical writer, is one that with care
and attention can be remedied. It is
the rouud shouldered or stooping habit.
Many of the most uatural figures show
this teudeucy to stoop, while in the
narrow chested It is marked to a painful degree. And yet by raising oneself
leisurely upon the toes in a perixuidicular position several times a day this
deformity could be easily rectified. To
do this properly one must be In a perfectly upright position, the arms dropping at the sides, the heels well together uud the toes forming an angle
of 45 degrees. The rise should be
uiuui*

auu

»cry

uuu*

Weekly.
Two Queer Case*.

Among the curious tilings in life few
are more amazing than the constitutional peculiarities occasionally met
with. The professor who delivered the
Introductory address to the students
at oue of the Loudon hospitals thought
it well to put his audience on their

guard.

He instanced two very singular
One was that of a man to whom rice In
any form was iwison. Some friends
wished to test this person's susceptibility. and at dinner surreptitiously got
him to partake of biscuits In each of
which was a grain of rice. He ate two
;
to
or three biscuits and soon after had
that he was
i leave the table, declaring
he was
! being poisoned by rice, though
absolutely certain he had not partaken
cases.

j

1

j

of any.
other case was one in which the
] The a
gooseberry acted us a power! Juice of
ful excltaut and produced at once a
virulent sklu eruption. This man was
deso very susceptible that he could

j

tect

position

Mrs. Flossie Joy Kendall

sev-

The soda cracker is an
ideal food. Uneeda
Biscuit are the ideal

superintend-

is

ing

the removal of her household
Wilton, where Mr. Kendall has a

goods to

position
railway station.
Joseph Simpson and daughter, Miss
Frank Herrick and wife were in StonDorothy, and his sister, of Newton, Mass.,
and
Mrs. Stevens, of Sullivan, were in
ington last week.
The Misses Dresser, of Bangor, are visit- town one day recently.
The ladies’ aid society will ride to Haning their aunt. Mrs. G. H. Dority.
Miss Georgia Allen, of Portland, is visit- cock Point Tuesday, in response to an invitation extended by Mrs. James T. Maxing her mother, Mrs. Henry Allen.
well to dine at her cottage.
George Winslow, of Fitchburg, Mass.,
B.
Sept. 24.
spent a few days in town last week.
Rev. G. Mayo, of Winter Harbor,

was

in

at the

W
H. Tibbetts is at home from Portland, where he has been employed.
Harold Grindle, of Melrose, Mass., is
spending his vacation at his old home.

Mrs. Martha Gray
last week to

spend

from

came

the

Camden

has returned.

Mrs. Lucy Strout, of South Framingham, Mass., has purchased the George guest

Mrs. Georgia Foley has closed her cottage, Harbor View, and returned to her
home in boston.
Misses Nettie Gotland Mildred Smith
leave to-day for Washington, D. C., where

they

Mattel Jones has returned

Mrs.

from

Marblehead, Mass.
Miss Nina Whitmore, of Camden,

Winslow house.

employed.

will be

some alterations
the interior of his house. Fred

made

on

Allen

is doing the work.

Mrs. Nid Hooper, who has been at
Northeast Harbor this summer, is visiting
her sister, Mrs. L. A. Watson.
Ethel I'pham, of Melrose Highlands, who has been spending several
weeks in town, has returned to her home.
Miss Mildred Smith and Miss Bernice
Miss

Mayo

home

came

Tuesday

last

from

Charleston where they have spent a week.
Mrs. Hittie Stanley has returned to her
home in Fitchburg, Mass., after spending
the summer with her daughter, Mrs. E. P.
Herrick.

the

summer

rightly protected first,

a

last and all the time.

Mrs. Clara Thompson and Miss Lcnora
Thompson have returned from Castine.
Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey, who have
been visiting here, have returned to Rock-

In a dust tight,
moisture proof package.
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Capt. Lincoln Watts and wife, of Somerville, Mass., have been visiting here recently.

\liarl s Jenningsand family,of Newton,
Mass., who have been guests of Mrs. Jen- seventeen. She leaves a husband, parents,
three brothers and three sisters, also a
nings’ mother, have gone home.
host of friends and relatives.

Much sorrow is expressed here over the
death of Dr. Franklin B. Ferguson, which
occurred at his home in Deer Isle Satur-

week

Brewer, who is visiting
Johnson, and Capt. Edward
Sept. 24.

of

are

George

Mrs.

Marshall.

E.

Malcolm Allen is quite ill.
Albert Heald was in Bluehill Saturday,
Harold Grindle and w ife, of Melrose,

Bridgeport, Conn., who have been visiting Mass., were in town Friday.
her father, H. J. Nutter, have returned
Mrs. Eliza Durgain, who has been danhome. She w as accompanied by her sister,
gerously ill for a week, is a little better.
Miss Grace, who will spend the winter
Ray Allen and wife are receiving conwith her.
gratulations

Sept.

the

on

birth of

j

improving.
Sept. 25.

Mrs.

atmertiBcmemu
1

Best Smoke You Ever Had
For The Money.

Hartwell spent last week
at Southwest

Edith

Abby M. Fulton

Harbor.
Mrs.

Nellie

and

Sargent

Catherine, of Sargentville,
Wednesday.

daughter

I

in tow'n

were

Louise Dolliver Farnsworth died in

I the Eastern Maine general hospital. Sept.
[ 19, after an operation. Mrs. Farnsworth
was

the second

wife,

| and

the wif
boro.

daughter of B. T. Dolliver

Last

she

November

became

Farnsworth, of Jonesyoung in years, being only

of Herbert
She

was

5c. CIGAR.
GEO. S. HARRIS & CO.,
Eastern

gooselierry Juice

even

when it

was

champagne. At a public dinner he whispered to his neighbor
that It was gooseberry wine they were
drinking, and ns proof be turned up
his shirt sleeve and showed him the
rash developing.—Loudon Globe.

masqueraded

as

Boston,

Mass.

last

week,

was a

hospital

great

on

Tuesday

*3.50 &*3.00
Shoes
IN
BEST

THE WORLD

W.LOouglas $4 Gilt Edge line
cannotbe equalled atany price /
To

Shoe Dealers:
W. L. DoukIm’ Jobbln« House is the most
complete in tills country
Send for Catalog

Influence Has Been Felt

I

I
I

After

from

Eczema

or

Makes

one

Doan’s

Ointment has soothed hundreds.

feel

grateful

Here’s what

one

C. E. Sinclair, blacksmith,
Main

St.,

the

near

recently purchased a house worth, Me., says:
location adjoining the from an irritation
Xrthur Freeman cottage, and will prob-

ably
tage.

Sept.

commence soon on

a

cot-

edge

1 have been
my

FRANKLIN.

in

of

remedy.

living

which

misery

on

town, Ells-

“I suffered

ointments and remedies

Spray.

24.

to the

Ellsworth citizen says:

fine

have work

a

failed

when

for years

number of
to

cure.

engaged

in

business, and the irritation fairly tor-

tured

me.

1 learned of

Doan’s Ointment

Edgar Perry, ot Cariboo, was in town and procured it at E. Q. Moore’s drug
one day last week.
store. It not only benefited me, as 1 had
Joseph E. Dunn leaves Tuesday (or
caribou where he has employment.
hoped, but it cured me, and I can recomAustin McNeil left last week for Aroos- mend it without hesitation to any person
took county for a stay of several weeks.
! suffering from eczema,
hemorrhoids,
Burleigh Swan returned to Bucksport
Saturday after spending

a

week at

home.

Rev. S. A. Blaisdell, of Topsham, was
the guest of his brother Fred, Sunday and

Monday.
Charles E. Dwelley is spending a few
Seal
days at Bar Harbor, Northeast and
Harbors.
The Foresters will hold their annual
picnic at Hardison’s grove, West Franklin,

burns,
is

or

anything

for which

an

ointment

For sale

by

all dealers.

Price 50

cents.

Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the
no

name— Doan’s—and

take

other.

The

Only

O., has learned bow to do this. She writes:
“Three bottles of Dr. King’s New Discovery
stopped my cough of two years and cured
me of what my friends thought consumption. O, it’s grand for throat and lung
troubles.’’ Guaranteed by E. G. Mooee,
druggist. Price 50c and fl.OO. Tral bottle free.
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FOB EVERYBODY AT ALL PRICES.

Men’s Shoes, $5 to $1.50. Boys’ Shoes, $3
to $1.25. Women’s Shoes. $4.00 to $1.50.
Misses' Ot Children’s Shoes, $2.25 tt> $1.00.
Try W. L. Douglas Women’s, Misses and
Children’s shoes; for style, fit and wear

If I could take you Into my large
factories at Brockton, Mass.,and show
you how carefully W.L. Douglas shoes
are made, you would then understand
why they hold their shape, fit better,
wear longer, and are of greater value 1
than any other make.
I
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that
rPHE subscriber hereby gtves no
niniaX be has been duly appointed
late
trator of the estate of Ira Robe-ts
k. dethe county of Ham.
of Sullivan, in
ceased, and given bonds as the la* .-recta.
esAll persons having demands again*
sent
tate of said deceased are desired t<
’«bted
the same for settlement, and all
at imthereto are requested to make pay
..

<

mediately.

Will R. 11 a by.
Sept. 4. 1906.
tha*
MMHE subscriber hereDy gives no
mmisX she has been duly appointed
tratrix of the estate of Arthur S. N< wman,
in the county of
late of Eden,
acock,
irecta.
deceased, and given bonds as the la*
-neenAll persous having demands again*
t«
-resent
are
desired
tate of said deceased
ebted
settlement, and all
the same for
>l imthereto are requested to make pajn

Wherever you live, you can obtain W. L
His name ami price is stamped mediately.
the bottom, which protects you against high
Eliza W. N k-* * an.
Sept. 4. 1906.
Take no substi•
prices and Inferior shoes. W.
ibat
L. Douglas shoes rptib suoscriDer hereDy gives m
Ask your dealer for
tute.
”inis!
been
them.
be
has
duly appointed
X
and Insist upon having
>b late
Fast Color Eyelets used; they will not wear brassy. trator of the estate of George W. Lise
deI of Eden, in the county of Uanc
Write for Illustrated Catalog of Fall Styles.
irecta.
W. L. DOUGLAS, Brockton, Mass. ceaseu. and given bonds as the la*
he eshaving demands again*:
j All persons
resent
tate of said deceased are desired t*
--bted
t .e same for settlement, and al.
thereto are requested to make payim nt immediately
Notice of First Meeting of Creditor*.
mb.
Andrew K. L
Sept. 4. 1906.
In th»" District Court of the Untied Slates for
that
suoscribcr Uereoy gives i».
the District of Maine, Hancock county.
istraa«1
he has been duly appointed
JL
In the matter of
<•, lam
tor of the estate of Mark H. Grin
> In Bankruptcy.
Adolk L. Iskhson,
oi
Brooksville. in the county of
-<:ock,
Bankrupt.
as the la*
recta.
To the creditor* of Adoll L. Iser.‘on, of Eden, deceased, and given bonds
ie esin the county of Hancock and District All persons haviug demands again*
sent
are desired t<
of
said
deceased
tate
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
bted
is hereby given that on the 9th the same for settlement, and all
it imare requested to make payi
thereto
a.
d
the
of
1906,
|
August,
day
mediately.
said Adolf L Isersoo was duly adjudicated
ins.
Charles H. F
September 4. 1906.
bankrupt: and that the first meeting of his
creditors will be held at my office, at 89 Main
OF
FOKECLO.SIH
NOTICE
of
street, in Ellsworth, Maine, on the 6th day
Trew
of
October, a d. 1906. at 10 o’clock in the fore- i ‘TIT’HEREAS
Eugene P.
:y,
laine,
noon, at which time the said creditors may
» Manaville, Hancock County
!<v of
attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, by hi* mortgage deed, dated the firs
examine the bankrupt and transact such
-istry
April a. d. 1897. and recorded in tht
’ol 31ft,
other business as may properly come before
of deeds for Hancock Countv, Maine
ereof
Wii.liam E. Whiting,
said meeting.
Page 61, to which deed and the record
d to
Referee in Bankruptcy.
here made, Co v
express reference is of
ed—4
Waltham, dec*
Gilman Jordan late
Ellsworth, Sept. 20,
t d in
A certain lot or parcel of land ait’
>s the
said Mariavillc, aud formerly know
NOTICE OF FOKECLOSCKK.
d JorHorace Smith farm, and later as the 1
TITHEREAS, Henry Colpitts, of Ellsworth, dan farm, bounded as follows: On tl
north
his
mortHancock
Maine,
by
W
County,
by the Alanson Joidan farm, on tht e -at
gage deed dated September 29, 1H92, and re- the west branch of Garland’s Brook, so
lied,
corded in the registry of deeds for Hancock and the
land
Tannery Farm, on the south
county in book 260. page 490, conveyed to the of J ere J. Smith, and on the west by b- town
undersigned, the Ellsworth Real Estate Com- line of Otis, and containing Bixty-fi.e (6ft)
a certain lot or parcel of land situate
«**
acres more or less.
n said E>lsworth and bounded and described
Aud whereas the condition of said inorias follows, to wit:—
beeu broken and is now broke >. and
gag^has
Beginning at the northwest corner of a lot unperformed. Now, therefore, I, th* underof land conveyed to Baid Colpitts by the EllsWilford B. Jordan, of said Wiii ham,
worth Real Estate Company September 29, signed,
administrator of the estate of the said ilmaa
1892; thence west on Tenth Street eight rods; Jordan, do hereby claim a fareclosurf said
twelve rods;
thence at right angles south
mortgage and do hereby give this .viittea
thence at right angles east eight rods; thence
as required by statute of my ii e itioa
notice
at right angles north twelve rod* to the place
iu my said capacity as administrator tu foreof beginning on line of said first mentioned close
said mortgage for breach of the condilot.
thereof.
tion
And whereas the condition of said mortDated this eighth day of Septemb r. a. d.
gage has been broken;
Wilpord B. Jordan, dm’r.
1906.
Now therefore, by reason of the breach ol
the condition thereof, the undersigned claims
a foreclosure of said mortgage.
The Ellswobth Real Estate Co.,
byj. A. Pet EEs, Treas.
Ellsworth, Maine, September 12. 1906.

Doo^la. shoes.
on

bj

COUNTY

f.any,

The

How to keep the
powerful creatures.
breathing organs right should be torn s
ehiefeet study. Like thousands of others,
Mrs. Ora A. Stephens, of Port Williams,

<

yapElls> of
» the

19^6.

Mrs. Charles

Breath of Life.
It’s a significant fact that the strongest
animal of its size, the gorilla, also has the
Powerful lungs means
largest lungs.

jub'ill*-

>TOTH'S

required.”

Wednesday.
Frazier and daughter, Mrs.
Annie Hodgdon, of Northeast Harbor, are
guests of Mrs. Leslie Swan.
At Cherryfleld fair Thursday the Franklins played the Jonesboro team in the

i
SH0E8

has
a

itchiness of the

they excel other makes.

spend their

in

mediately.
Sept. 4. 1906.

Itching Piles,

any

Sept. 4,1906.

All persons having demandrects
the estate of said deceased are desir.
sent the same for settlement, and al
thereto are requested to make pay

Jacob

Farnsworth factories with herring.

lot

So

by

influence of relief

suffering

Mayo, jr., has gone to
From
Brooklin to keep house for her husband
for a couple of months, be having been skin,
kept busy since early spring supplying the

kins

Willard, late of Orland.
couuty, deceased. First account of
II. Smith, executor, filed tor settleme
Margaret E. Perkins, late of Brook
Final a v
said county, deceased.
Omar W. Tapley, administrator, filed
tlement.
Mary T. Pond, late of Bucksport
county, deceased. First and final aBei.Jamiu P. Blodgett, executor,

ur|'rl£i suoscriDer nereoy gives
he has been duly appointed
X
W.
of Seba
traior of the estate
late of Verona, in the county
cock, deceased, and given bonds as t

Ellsworth Readers.

soothing

The

shock to her friends

no-

-led,

rPHE subscriber hereby gives u
he has been duly appointed ad
X.
tor of the estate of Sophia J. Chili
of Ellsworth, in the county ol
deceased, and given bonds as the law
All persons having demands again! late of said deceased are desired
and all
j the same for settlement,
thereto are requested to make payi

/
/

of

Capt. Harvey Hodgkins and wife, who
at Sorrento, resummers
turned to Southwest Harbor last week, m
the Cochrane steamer. Capt. Hodgkins
left next day for Boston, to put the steam
yacht into winter quarters. Capt. Hodg-

Thomas Henry Darke, late of Tn
said county, deceased. A certain ins
purporting to be the last will and »e
of sAid decerned, together with pe
probate thereof, pre^-eut*d by GeoigDarke, the executor therein named.
Leander R. Boggs late of Mount Di
said county, deceased. A certain ins
purporting to be the last will and it
of said deceased, together with pei
probate thereof, and for adrainistta*
the will annexed, presented by Sara
widow of said deceased.
Isa*e niosson. late of Bluehili.
county, deceased. Pe'ition filed by
Darlinsr. administrator, that an ord
sued to distribute among the heirs 01
ceased the aniouut remaining in the
s tid administrator, upon the settleim.
final account.
Mary L. Folsom, late of Buckspor
,-econd account
county, deceased
L Co mbs, trustee under the lao
testament of said deceased, filed lo

mediately.

Many

pr®ein-

I settlement.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judged
A true copy, attest:—T. F. Mahonky

j

here.
Mrs.

!

Distributors.

The

the Eastern Maine

urth

: settleim nt.
Mary F.
j

W. L. DOUGLAS

*

fftcD.cal

Its

*nd

Joshua L. Marshall, la e of Souths
I hor. in said county, deceased. Firs
of Seth W. Norwo. d, administrator

MANSET.
Mrs.

eo-

<e

u.tni.

F. Robinson, who has been
visiting her mother, left Thursday for
North Wilmington, Mass., with her little
daughter Edith, to spend the winter.
D.
Sept. 24.
Mrs. Abbie

teaching the grammar grade and
Miss Iva Walls, of Southwest Harbor, the
primary and intermediate.
Dirigo hotel w ill not close for the
season until the first week of October, as
several guests still linger. The Inman
family, of Atlanta, will leave Sept. 25.
The sudden death of Mrs. Herbert
Farnsworth formerly Louise Dolliver—at

J.

18.

with Dr.

all persons interested in either
tates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bluehili
for the
county of Hancock, on ttday of September, a. d. 1906.

cause

Mrs. Benjamin Jordan who has been
confined to the house for several days is

son, born

a

funeral |

held

summer,

NORTH SEDGWICK.

in town.

was

Notices.

To

f'flHE following matters having i.
jL sented for the action therenpo.
! after indicated, it is hereby ordered
TRENTON.
I tice thereof be given to all persons n
Ferd Cousins and wife, of Franklin, by canning a copy of this order t>
visited Benjamin Jordan and wife Sat- ; lishtd three weeks successively in
; worth American, a newspaper pnl.
Ellsworth, in said county, that they
urday and Sunday.
pear at a probate court to be he\.
Miss Maude Jordan, who has been em- worth. In said county, on the second
a. d.
1906, at ter of the cl*1
ployed as cook at Capi‘ol island for the October,
forenoon, and be heard thereon if
has returned home.

Among
past
Capt.
Charles Gray, who has been in command
of the yacht Athene; Mrs. Lizzie La Cain,
arrivals the

The

fug.il
I

Friday afternoon. The
floral offerings were profuse and beautiful.
24.
Mad.
Sept.
service

day.

Nutter Wakeinan and son, of

Mrs. Ella

is

Whitmore.

Mrs. Montaford Haskell is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Cyrus Brown, in Camden.

Col. W. B. Thompson, of Washington,
D. C., and the Misses Key, of Chattanooga,
Tenn., leave to-day for their homes after

spending

of Mrs. Mark

port.

Dollard is having

B. O.

soda crackers rightly
made in the first place,

Elmer Lowe, who has been in Bar Har-

bor,

Indeed,

Only

DEER ISLE.

NORTH

Prescott Eaton has returned from
Milford, Mass.
Mrs.

fall at her home

here.

soda crackers.
the

Bates is

of Imth feet, uni the descent should be
accomplished in the same way without
swaying the body out of its perpendicular line. The exercise is not an
easy one. but may be accomplished by
perseverance and patience. It can be
modified, too. by standing first on oue
leg, then on the other. Inflating and
raising the chest at the same time are
a
part of the exercise, and if persevered in will ultimately show an in
creased chest measurement, development of lung power and perfectly
straight and erect figure.—Pearsons

vuuunuea to

love.

has returned to her

town last week.

opened

uest.

Grady

G. W. Keniston’s, after a visit of
eral weeks at Waterville and China.
at

O. L. Flye and R. W. Smith
tine last week.

SSbbtttiifmmt*.

forenoon and the Colombia Falla team in
the afternoon. Score, 13 to 4 and 8 to 0 in
favor of the Franklins.
Mrs.

BROOKUN.
Miss Gladys Bridges, who has been ill,
is better.

Stacy, I love you.
you
I never loved a gal as I do
you. I intruded nil along to ask you
to umrry me. and 1 have been figurUne Femme.
Sept. 24.
ing where we would live after mar
riage. But It's all off now. I’ve went
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
and gone and made a hero of myself
Mrs. Martha Dolliver, a former resident
and won your eternal gratitude. You’d
of Manaet, was in town last week.
be willing to marry me because 1 saved your life, but I ain’t no sicb feller
Ralph Mayo, w ho graduated from the
grammar school here last June, went to
ns to take advantage of a thing like
that. Take back your troth and marry Saco to enter Thornton academy, where he
any feller you like, and at the same
will make his home with his brother
time I’ll look around and see what
Alfred.
red beaded gals they are lu the neigh
Mrs. Leverett Gilley, with her two
Uwhood wlio’d la* willing to have me.
is spending a few weeks w itb
I children,
Farewell, Miss Stacy—farewell!’’
her husband at Stonington.
There was a tear in Jim Williams’
Capt. William L. Gilley, who has fineye as he turned away and plodded
ished a good season at his boating stand,
homeward, but he had the conscious
made a trip to Bangor last week.
r.ess that he had done right, and it may
lx? mentioned here that he made 200
Many cases of summer cholera are keeppound* of maple sugar and twenty-two ing the physicians bisy. Among those
gallons of molasses that spring and quite seriously ill were J. B. Mason and
found his red headed girl Ixii'ore the Mark Lawler.
first crop of young robins was off the
Schools
Sept. 17. Miss Beulah

“Why. couldn't you tell that he tun!
fallen In love with yon?"
“Of

I love

“Miss

a

*in.

l

glad relief to him when he
voice calling him soon after

Jay light.
Hie sky had lightened
up, hut the
Mirzard was still t*x>iulng
away. Jlnt

SENSIBLE
LOVER

)

a

her

Paper.
THE AHERICAN.
Subscribe
For It.

Subscribe for Tuk Amwicah

NEWS.
COUNTY NEWS. II BOUNTY
<Hh+*
4rf#V«ftow*>
A'ew*.

HI

bomixnunts

n<

d'<i

County V«r*

-nal

Ahm***

O-

othm puy*
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*e#
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|j Knocking OutaRival |

0

SEAWALL.

MT. DESERT FERRY.

Mias Isabel Dotlvar baa returned to the
Mrs. Julia Johnston visited friends in
! seminary at Buckaport.
Lamoine last week.
Arooo DoUlver, who hss been In poor
Mrs. Carrie Jelliaon, of Tenant’s Harbor,
i health acme weeks, is better.
visited relatives here Sunday.

|

1

|

P. A. A. Killsm, of Ellsworth, will

Rev.

speak

in the

evening.
Mrs. Nellie Saunders, of Bangor, spent
a day with her son, Clarence Nt kerson,

OF

last week.

FALL GOODS.

Margaret Eldridge and two chil-

Mrs.

Waterville,
brother, F. L. Colby.
Miss Carrie Colby,
of

dren,

-New Dress

Outings

New
Our

prices guaranteed

f

»r

s

who has

her

been

in

months' is at home

Portland for several

Ladies' Suits and Dress Skirts,
Ladies’, Misses and Children's
-Coats and Cloaks,New Dress Goods and Silks,

visiting

are

short vacation.

L. Colby who has been visiting
her sister. Mrs. Annie Perkins, in Dedham,
returned home Saturday.
Bertha

Foss,

w

ho is

in

employed

Bangor, spent Sunday w ith her parents,
George A. Foas and w ife.
I

Trimmings,-

Percy Walker and wife, of Hancock,
spent last week with E. P, Rowe and wife
who are visiting E. ti. Jelliaon.

24._C.

Sept.

and Flannelettes.
to be as lew as tbe lowest.

Dorothy Conary

fell

a

few

days

ago

and dislocated her wrist.

Charles 1. Staples and wife, of Ellsworth,
their old borne in

I visited

Surry

last Sun-

day.

SHOES.

J. D. MciJraw and daughter Flossie
went to Bangor last Saturday and returned
Monday morning.
There is much sickness among the children here. F. T. Jellison's little eon HowMrs.

We have practically the only real full and corn ole te Shoe Store.
Onr Fall Shoes for Men, Women. Misses and Children are In. In
Shoes
Men’s Shoes we are showing the celebrated Stetson and Graham
and #lkS«. Tire Wood shoe for a
at #5, the Walkover at *4
i

heavy shoe.

We have added about ten new lines of Boys’ and Youths’ shoes ;
from gl.AO to if;t. Try our School Shoes—the best-wearing
shoe for school children.
Misses’
By actual count we have a taint 1.500 pairs of Ladies’ and
and
Boots and Oxfords, consisting of every conceivable style, width

price*

j

Bfcpt. 17, taught by

Miss Helen Sawyer, of Norwood’s Cove.
R. E. Newman and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter, born

Sept.

17.

Mrs. Lester Newman returned Sunday
from a visit to her parent*, Mr. and Mrs.
French, of Franklin.
The community

pained

was

to learn of

Louise Dolliver

languishing eye*.
Karraway and 1 each knew of the

J. M. Bright and wife with Misses June
Betty and Mina Louise Ewer, who

other's Intentlou* and bated each other
There are women who
accordingly
would like nothing better than to pal
two men at •words' point* ou their account, but Miss Keith was not one of
that kind. I and my rival both knew
that any word spoken against the other
by either of u* would render the speaker contemptible In her sight.
We out
wardly treated each other with studied

Farnsworth, of Manset.
and

have

been

stopping

with

Mrs.

LUutte

Moore, returned to Bangor, Sept. 1ft.
Clarence Kent, of Cambridge, who has
running Mr. Drear's steamer this
summer, returned to Harvard college
Monday. He was accompanied by hi*
brother Winfield, who will find employbeen

ment for the winter.

SURRY.
Mrs.

Dolliver.

the sudden death of Mm.

Mrs. A.

Mis*

School commenced

Mrs. Lottie Kent and three children. Of
Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. Frank Higgins
and little daughter, of Somerville, Maas..
returned home Saturday, accompanied by
Mrs. Lucy Kent, who will joiu her huahund, who went last week.
Dolly.
Brpt. 24.
_

eoMamuK

High school reopened to-day with the
same principal, W. 11. Crafts.
Miss Gertrude Kelley, of Seal Cove, is
ard is dangerously Ul.
employed at A. D. Jacobson's.
Much sympathy is felt for W. J. Robbins
Mrs. W. I). Kincaid, of Derry, N. H.,
and w ife in the death of their little boy.
is visiting her brother, Ernest Kitlredgr.
This is the third boy they have lost.
of Boston,

T. I-

few

THINK OF IT|
Thu Pretty Matron
Had Headache

Backache—Her Cond.hon

[Original 1
Frank Edgecombe and I were ehmus
We
In college and fellow athlete*.
fought on the same football team and
had our photographs takeu standing
together In the costume we had worn
I holding tin p'.gskln
on the gridiron
In the hollow of my arm. Edgecombe
married a rich woman and built a
splendid country place. He invited uie
to visit him there In the warm season,
and In the party, aruoug others, was
Miss Emma Keith, whom I desired to
win, and Wiufleld Karra way, who
looked upon Miss Keith with the same

Mrs. Hattie Brown, of Mt. Deeert, is

Ferry schoolboose,Thursday visiting Mrs. Dudley

M

size, prices ranging from if 1 ..TO to #4 per pair.
We are sole agents for Patrician. Burts, Walkover, In high grade
shoes ; prices, !fB, if 15 .TO and lf4.
We carry the best line of if:! and if hi ..TO to be had at that price.

We have put in new lines on all Rubber Goods, and have bought
nothing but the best.
We are sole agents for the celebrated Gold Seal makes, the best in
the world, and carry a full line of them. By actual experience any
one can save one-half in expense on his rubber bill during a season by
buying Gold Seal Rubbers for men. boys, women, misses and children.

week.

A full line of Red Seal Rubber Boots. For light rubbers we offer
for mediumyou tbe Goodyear glove and Hoods. We tested these, and
priced goods they are undoubtedly tbe best goods at tbe price.

has been

Kate

Schooner

Eaton,

is

Capt. Medbury

Pray,

loading fish at

Parker Bros.'

wharf.

l*aul Trippitt, of New York, who hss
here all summer, left for his home

been

(Both

Dry Goods aud Shoe Departments are entirely
original, up to the times, comparing well with similar stores
in the larger cities. Our stock, store and prices are all right
You can buy good, reliable, up-to-date goods as cheap of us
as inferior goods are sold in other places.

|
t

last week.

our

Fred Bennett, who has been visiting his
aunt, Mrs. Carrie Benson, has returned to
South Braintree, Mass.
X. Y. Z.
Sept. 24.

We have full confidence that no stock in this section
compares with tbe goods we are offering, both as regards
quality and M. Gallert prices.

|
,

SWAN'S ISLAND.

Joseph Randall,

of

Portland,

was

There was a cottage on Edgecombe's
that he had fitted up for
It was a luxurious summer
house furnished with costly rugs, dlrana and other such appropriate furniture.
One morning I strolled down
there ami. going Into a room adorned
with Edgecombe's college trophies and
supplied with magazines, settled myself In an easy chair to read. On the
wall hang the photograph of Edgecombe and myself in football costume.
Hearing a footstep and a rustle of
skirts, not wishing to be Interrupted In
my rending l moved Into an anteroom
lust as a lady entered the oue I had
left. The door between the two rooms
was open, and I saw Mias Kelt]) go to
the photograpu. look at K long and
steadily, give n pleasurable sigh and
J turn to the table on which rested the

Capt. Freeman Kent took three thousand
lobsters Sunday at 18 cents.

ftor addit\ona' Count u A’*w.

•** oth+r pagn

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
W. O. Grindle and wife are keeping
house at Mrs. Sarah Grindle’a.
Binder
and
Martha
Lily
Misses
have gone to Brooklin to teach.

Penooseot has nine students at Bluehill
academy and four at Bucksport seminary,
lor whom the town pays tuition.
Some anxiety was entertained for Capt.
Ernest Perkins, of the Alice J. Crabtree,
and all were relieved to see him reported
at the West Indies.
receiving many compliments on the assistance given by his
telephone during the excitement of the
fire. His building was opposite the ttre
and was in danger. Mr. Welch had his
W. H. Welch is

aWjrrtisrmmta.

to

and wife have returned home

after

a

two weeks’ visit

The writer

one

hurry.
Howard Hardison is on a canvassing tour
through this and neighboring towns this
not in any

were

for

occupancy.
I Schooner C. A. Sproul is at Hutchings’
morning
wharf with the new boiler for Hutchings’

|

Lewiston.

two deer

saw

recently. They

in

mill

and

Sept. 24.

freight

the

merchants.

JK3t.
BUCKS PORT,

KILLS CATARRHAL GERMS.

Frank Bradbury has
completed his
bridge building Job in town. He has done
Reaches
Air
Every
Hyomei’s Heating
good work.
8. 8. Scammon is running his mill with
Part of Nose, Throat and Lungs.
all possible epc~d, desiring to get the lumand
scientific
the
is
only
Hyomei
ber

for

_

month.

manufactured

before

freezing

up

Eighty-eight

students

registered

st the

seminary during the opening week.
Capt. E. P. Emerson, on Friday, gave
James E. Hall U. A. R. post and the W.
R. C.

clam bake at his beautiful summer
Alamooeook. The post left

a

home st Lake

thorough way to cure catarrh. Stom- time.
with full ranks early in the forenoon. On
Ch e er.
Sept. 24.
their arrival they were received by the
ach dosing does not reach the catarrhal
captain and given a royal reception. The
germs in the air passages aud cannot
NORTH FRANKLIN.
Bucksport band furnished music in the
possibly drive them from the system.
Mrs. Ijottie Hsvey is visiting her mother, afternoon. The clams and corn were done
with
medicated
air
Hyo- Mrs. S. J.
Hy breathing
to a turn, over 150 hungry people enjoying
Bragdon.
mei the germs in the nose, throat and
Frank Bragdon is home from Seal Har- the feast. A rising vote of thanks was
lungs are killed and all traces of ca- bor, where he has been
extended to Capt. Emerson.
employed.
tarrhal poison are effectually driven
Mrs. Laura A. Butler spent a few days
out.
LAM OISE.
last week with her daughter, Mrs. Bertha
Some people may think that Hyomei Foss, in East brook.
Mrs. Leslie Springer spent a few days in

is simply for catarrh of the head and
throat, but it is equally effective in
catarrh of the stomach, liver or kidneys. The catarrhal germs are in the
mucous membrane, and Hyomei not
only kills the germs in the aiT passages. but enters the blood with the
in the
oxygen, thus killing the germs
blood and freeing the whole system

from catarrh.

Henry Jellison

is home from

where he has been
in the

employed

as

Manaet,

head cook

Stanley house.

Carl Butler and wife and Ernest Bragdon and wife

are

enjoying

a

few

days’

ing at Moose hill.
Sidney Lawrie, Everett Tracey, Charles

Dr.

Edward Hooper, of Fairfield, and

Harbor last week.

Winter

The Jordan River school improvement
league had it* first meeting of the term

Sept.

14.

Mrs.

out-

is sold by G. A. Harcher
Raymond Hooper and a friend, from Portabsolute guarantee to refund land, are visiting their parents, Curtis
A
comHooper and wife.
the money unless it cures.
Mae.'
Sept. 24.
outfit costs but $1.00, extra

Hyomei

under

from
v

a

Lydia Hodgkins recently returned
visit with relatives in Waltham and

iilniiy.

number from the Baptist church
here will attend the meeting of the Baptist association at Bar Harbor this week.

Quite

a

Sept.

J4.
___________

BLUE HILL FALLS.

an

plete

bottles 50c.
A guarantee like this is stronger
claim that can
proof of merit than any
G. A.
be made in an advertisement.
Parcher would not give his personal
unless he
guarantee in this manner
confidence in the value of
had perfect

Hyomei.

Mrs. 8. K. Jordan visited her sister,
Mrs. Kane, in Sorrento, last week.

Bow ley to >k her son Archie
Portland last week, to have his eyes ;
Harold Kingman is moving into the
treated.
place w bich be recently purchased of his
Charles and Llewellyn Stew art have sold aunt. Mr*. Mary Dyer.
th| Stewart place to the Beniview Granite j Several from here attended the Green
Mountain Pomona field-day meeting at
switch board all loose to take down at any Go., of New Y’ork.
time. Mr. and Mrs. Harriman are staying
Schooner H.
G. Perkins, of Swan's: Lamoine, and report a pleasant time.
at Mr. Rhind’s. Mr. Rhind has moved Island, is loading fish for the Eastern Fish
Saturday evening. Sept. 22, was chilhis goods
into Mr. White's shop, his Co., for Gloucester, and the schooner dren's evening
in Greenwood
grange.
former place of business. A report of the Livelihood, Deer Isle, is loading fish for Nineteen
children
furnished the profire appears elsewhere in this issue.
the
same
Morse
A
Son
for
as
follows:
place. gramme
Sylvester
Recitation, Sarah
G.
Spec.
Sept. 24.
Williams; song, Walter Googins; reading,
Sept. 24.
Lixzie D. Meyer; singing, Joaie Abbott,
UOILDSBORO.
WEST FRANKLIN.
Avis Murch and Sadie Lawrie; recitation,
A aon was born to Melville Johnson and Letitia
Miss Janie Springer has returned to
Williams;
recitations, Maurice
wife Sept. 18.
Bangor.
Kingman, Flossie Bragdon, Carl Springer,
Dallas Ashe, who has been employed at Bel vie Springer, Everett
Gilea; song,
Rev. D. B. Smith attended the quarterly
Helen Lawrie; recitations, Kffle KingSorrento, has returned home.
meeting at Hancock.
Mrs. Ellie Campbell is spending the man, Ralph Joy, Georgia Springer, HitCharles E. Smith has been at Northeast
man Williams, Hannah Springer; singweek with Mrs. Cynthia Rolfe at Stanley’*
Harbor buying horses.
ing, Marion Hartlett.
Lewis Shuman is getting his house in point.
Gem.
Sept. 25.
on
W.
F.
Work is progresing
readiness for occupancy.
rapidly
aoon
be ready
! Hutchings’ shop. It will
8. 8. Clark
WAJ-THAM.
Mrs. O. W.

M. GALLERT.

COUNTY NEWS.

KASTBKOOK.
Mattie Jellison is visiting Goldie
Law rie in Waltham.
Miss

union

j

Cambridge.
wife, of Cama few days last

has returned to

Prof. G. W. Pierce and
bridge. Mass., were here
week. They expect to occupy the Acorn,
Mr. Arnold s cottage, next year.
Mrs. A. E. Skinner and daughters Laura
Iand Mary Althea, having spent the
summer with Rev. L. W. Snell and w ife at
Qunp-in-thc-Woods, leave to-day for
Ottawa, Kan.
J.
Sept. 24.

in

town last week.

___

8TONINGTON.

Mrs. A. R. Conary is ill.
Mrs. Vinal Wood, of Sargentvill*,
visiting at Lavid Friend’s.

is

Lewis Wood, of Plympton, Mas*., is
formally deda few days with his aunt, Mrs.
icated Friday, with appropriate excercisea. spending
Belle Wood.
Senator Sumner P. Mills presided.
After
Schooner Waldron Holmes, Capt. Edflag-raising there were speeches by Rev. mond
j aHorace
Sylvester, of South BluehiP, is loadHaskell, Rev. Joseph Jackson,
ing staves and wood for Rockland and
j Judge L R. Campbell, of Rockland, and Portland.
The

new

achoolhouae

was

Charles W. Robinson. The
school will accommodate 400 pupils.
Rev.

nev

Sept.

144.

OkUMBS.

NA.

j premises
| lounging.

visiting (1. F. Arnold and wife at

Brtghuide,

I

politeness.

I

!

i-arraway

nno worm one ou

|

Milwaukee, Wh,

Rerun* Drug M'fg. Co.,
Dear Sira: —A short time ago I found
my condition v cry sc rious. I had fo ld,
ache, pains In lha back, and frequent
ditty spells which grew w orst every
month, i tried two remedies before
Rerun*, and w'*§ discouraged when I
took the first dose, but my courage
*oon
returned
In less than two
months my health was restored."
Mrs. R. firukner,
Th« reason for *o many failure* to
core ra»©» ttmtlar to the above t« the
fact that discs***
—

peculiar to the
pelvic organ* art
not
commonly
recognized aa being caused by catarrh.
Catarrh of on© organ la exactly *he
•am©

aa catarrh of any other organ.
What will relicv© catarrh of tu* „ead
will also relieve catarrh r.f the pelvlo
P<*ruoa relieve* the-©
organa.
•imply because it relievo* catarrh.

county n i:\vs~

Before I could decide what to
door.
do l-arra.vay entered and told MU*
Keith that he was going to the city for
the day and would be happy to execute
any comml**lou she might have. l>urlug his brief stay they ctuitted alsiut
the trophies, and Larraway expressed
tile moat unbounded admiration for
my physical proportions, also giving
niv mental and moral endowments an
stinted praise.
I knew perfectly well that he hast
seen Imtli me and MU* Keith enter the
summer house and that be had prni-cd
Wbeu I rejoined
me for a purpose.
Mbs Keith sis- wa* somewhat hastens!, and I could see that she bad
becu very much pre|sj»«e*scd with Larruwuy's praise of hi* rival.
“You are both flue fellowa.'' she said,
“and Mr. Larraway especially has had
au op|s>rtunlty to show his nobility of
character.'’
“I am happy to be classed with him
In such high praise.*’ I replied and
changed the subject.

P\yr Additional

(\mnty .Vnr*.

•/#

otSrr

ptifn.

OOTT'S ISLAND.
Mis* Mildred Hardmg is icvtting wdl
from the mump*.
Fred Freeman, who la working at Hal
warn here Sunday.
Irving D. Groaa made a cal!
here Saturday and Sunday.

Quarry

L. 8. Trask took

a

<

friend*

’■

party of ladiea to

McKinley Friday, shopping.
Samuel Grindle and aou Frank
from Granite, to spend Sunday.

cam*

Frank Bahbtdge returned fre >m tb*
Maine general hospital at Pori land last

Friday.
Rodney Gray
#

in-law at

made

a

call

on

the Lucy 1*. Miller

fi.* fatherrot tag*

lad

Thursday.
Hannah Heaton, of Bats Harbor
Hardbaa been via it mg Mr*. Jem.
ing, has returned hoire.
Dr. William Wosterfleld and wife, oi
New York city, who have be**n uib their
Hillaon, J. R. Westerfleld and wif at
aide cottage, left Friday for tb« ir home.
Mia*

who

me. am

tf I could not turn the tide I feared 1
should lose the prlae.
A few days later I was knocking tbe halls about on
die teunts court when be came out ou to
tbe plaxxa.
Miss Keith was sitting In
dishabille at a window, the shutters of
which were closed, for the day was
very hot. thinking that she was Invisi1 Invited Lar:
ble from the court.
way. who bad not seen her, to piny
tennla. and. putting him In a position
where he could not refuse without
seeming to tie disobliging, he reluctantly consented.
Now I had taken prices at match
games of tennis and was then a chain
Harvey Jordan is attending the Uni- plon. Tbe first ball I served I landed
versity of Maine at Orono.
on the tip of Larraway’s nose.
The new steel bridge between here and
There Is something painful lu being
Mariaville has been completed.
thus hit at auy time, but to be struck
Mr. Henech, of Lagrange, was the guest by a man one hates la too much for
any man's equanimity. All the reoo:n
of Miss Isabel Jordan the past week.
that had been long accumulating lu
Charlie Davis has goue to Bar Harbor,
Larra way’s breast hurst Its bonds and
w here he ha*
employment with the Brewer was
poured on my devoted head. This
Ice Co.
la not a proper place to give his lanMrs. Lovinia Woodward, who has been
guage. which la not fit. especially for
in town for several weeks, has returned to j a
lady, to hear. I saw something wbl*c
Waltham, Mass.
moving behiud the window blinds and
Walter Colby, who has been spending knew that Miss Keith had departed to
]
his vacation at home, has returned to his et'-n[>e the unseemly vituperations that
work for the telephone company.
were loaded upon me.
1 calmly apolo1
Larra way, even offerlu,:
Mrs. Vivian Blake and two children, gised to
Shirley and Edward, of Bar Harbor, are him my handkerchief to stop the red
visiting Mrs. Blake’s aunt, Mrs. AJden flood that poured from his nose. He
turned ou his heel and went to the
Haalam.
house, while I remained ou the court,
H.
Sept. 25.
and sluee 1 did not care to lie seen
TREMONT.
dancing myself I gave vent to my feelMm. Jacob Kelley left Tuesday for Port- ings by dancing the hall ou my racket.
When next I met Miss Keith I vea
land hospital, and was successfully opertured a remark praising my rival for
ated upon Saturday.
rare patience, bis
kindly .AlbsposlRev. J. A. Lawrence has returned, and bis
and was imsslng on to hl< other
services in the church will be held as tlon,
adorable
traits
when
she
put her hnuds
usual, also Sunday school.
to her ears.
I asked lu uffected sur
A pen and ink quilt made by Mrs. J. A.
prise If I had offended her, but I knew
Lawrence when living at Deer Isle, reshe was trying to shut out the remem
ceived special first prise at Bluehill fair.
brauce of Larraway’s language.
The ladies’ aid society will meet Friday
I won Emrnu Keith and the day after
of
Mrs. Ella Wal- the wedding I told her that I had land
afternoon at the home
is
lace. A large attendance
requested to cd that ball on Larraway’a nose for
make plans for the food fair to be held in ♦tie express
purpose of putting him out
October.
of the field.
She maintained silence
Stanley Heath, of Bangor, arrived Sat- for some time and I was curious to
urday. Mrs. Heath, with her daughter, k::ow what I: t comment would be. It
who have spent the summer at the home was this:
’’You ought to have l>een ashamed of
of her father, O. M. Kittredge, returned
yourself. If ! had known it sooner I
with him Sunday.
wouldn’t have married you.”
L.
Sept. 25.
1 feared," I replied, ’’and that’s
W hatever else you may be sure of, be the reason I didn’t tell you till the knot
was firmly tied."
sum of this at least, that you are dreadELK! A It M WARFIELD.
fully like other people .—LoweM.

MRS. M. BRICKS tit.
99 Eleventh street,

_

RUBBERS.

Serums.

<u

RELIEF IN PE RU

Bridges,
spent
Capt. C. M. Coulter arrived home Saturlast meek with hia wife’s parents
day from Boston, where he has been em- day*
here.
ployed as pilot on an excursion steamer.
Fred Smith is at home from Northeast
A large number of member* of Arbutus
when* he has been employed at
grange visited East Bluebiii grange by in- Harbor,
vitation last Saturday night. A pleasant the dittos.
periodicals.
D.
Rev. C.
Crane, of Watervllle. |
time is reported.
Lncouraged by what 1 had aeon 1
1
In
church
and
to and Joined her.
Union
We chatted,
S.
went
rooming
preached
Bept.25.
j
and I ventured to lead the way to givevening Sunday.
BAas HARBOR.
Mrs. Brigham Fernald and daughter ing her an Inkling aa to my feelings
when I heard n man's quick footstep.
Mias Gertrude Leonard has gone to Ethel
spent last week in Rockland, gueats j
Massachusetts for the winter.
Tliere was no Impropriety In our belug
of Mrs. E. B. SUaby.
there together, but I saw an anxious
Miss Ytrgfe Rowe is working at the TolMiss Helen Mortimer, of Sullivan, who
glance pass user Mias Keith's face and
man house, Southwest Harbor.
has been visiting Miss Emma Richardson,
j ■m the Impulae stepped Into au anteHenry Albee, who is scallop-fishing at returned borne Saturday.
room. intending to pass out by a aid#
home
a
few
last
was
at
Rockland,
days
Prof. Bierw irth, of Harvard college, who j door.
Hut t found there waa no aide
a

~

UJttU4cuU.lL.

Your correapondent waa recenlly thowa
fine gold-lined aouvenir spoon, ahich
came from Honolulu to Mr*. Vera Trask
Hard mg, from Gordon Rankle, formTfc*
erly of Boston, now of Honolulu.
«»<* W
news of Mra. Harding’s marriatf
Mr. Runkle by his reading the G*U‘»
Island item*, in The Elwwobth Amu*
lCAJf he has many friends here.
a

Sept.

34.

Nonsense is the
your

sense

that differ* from

own.

«•

The truly proud man knows neither
periorsnor inferiors.
bi4
It take* a born diplomat to
1

ignorance in

|

a

j

smile.

fljftmiftttnrnifc

I Confidently

RECOMMEND
“L. F.” BITTERS

1

PSto&W, Me., J«.so, '?=+•
Dear Sira:_
I
I hare' uaed your “L. F.” Medka*
for the last two or three years for ray***
and family with marked success. I h2ve
to
never known k, when uken according
cesired
the
direction!, to fail in producing
reaultt in liver complaint and general deit to
bility. I can confidently recommend
those suffering as I have in the pastI
Respectfully, Haaav Ramsutt.
j Boy e bottle of »L. F.” Atwood’s Bitten at your dealer’s, take it as in&'ite
1
and if it fails to relieve or cure, yoor
;
sole ago**0
1 money will be refunded by the
named on the label.
C

iTfcfc.
1 W«

1

i

su£S3

Colored portal Cards
Write ua. H H Hay . Sons,

Agents, Portland,

Me.

—

ThK. ElsIsKWOBTH iVifKUfCAff
rTbe oe

i

“You talk about

! But
You

v

rba*wrv o«'fr

porter.

amt

your

theyTl'n't

I

,~j

"*
*’

il’»l

tne kind o’ medium.
to common unu;
may talk about your dod*er».

circular, aod »uch,
But I calculate they dual a»*>!>t an
mtteJi;
..
And Mpedal!) tu winter, wtieo tb«

_____

“P*"

«(t»-

tour

*.Srertl1"*
*uu

l»**8

woiuIcrThcre^your po.tcra and your

But

wUhlrTuMooey bomeateatt. wben me
M*ow,

The

nt

*«(«kifr l» rwd

Isos.'1

aloud
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to

mweryoo«
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